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ABSTRACT
“El inglés y el spánich”: Translating the Heterolingualism of La Frontera
A Critical Translation of Luis Humberto Crosthwaite’s Estrella de la calle sexta
by
Nora Elizabeth Carr
Advisor: Bettina Lerner

This dissertation offers an original translation and critical analysis of Crosthwaite’s Estrella de la
calle sexta. In so doing it engages with recent work on contemporary Latin American literature,
translation theory, and border theory, while also offering a version of Crosthwaite’s text—itself a
seminal work in studies of the Tijuanan imaginary—that will be accessible to anglophone
readers. The critical chapters, too, will allow scholars of the border to revisit the stories of
Estrella through the lenses of language, translation, and heterolingualism. Chapter One offers a
reevaluation of the mode of translation theory that posits translation as a textual transfer from
one discrete language “sphere” into another. I suggest that all language is in fact a site of
heterolingual encounter, and that therefore translation is more productively viewed as a practice
that occurs within language as opposed to between languages. Chapter One then goes on to look
at specific case studies of heterolingual texts both in and out of translation, with a particular
focus on Spanish-English and Spanglish texts, as a way of contextualizing Crosthwaite’s own
use of language as well as my own translation of that language. Chapter Two moves on to a more
specific discussion of Estrella, its stories, and the scholarship surrounding Crosthwaite and the
space of borderlands. I also address my own approach to the translation of Estrella and discuss
some of the particular linguistic and translational challenges I have encountered along the way.
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INTRODUCTION
TRANSLATING TIJUANA: LUIS HUMBERTO CROSTHWAITE’S
ESTRELLA DE LA CALLE SEXTA
“La frontera es una condición universal.” –Heriberto Yépez, Tijuanologías

Estrella
As one of the most highly trafficked borders in the world, Tijuana is a place of disparities. It is, in
much of the United States, a symbol of what is often regarded as the inherent chaos, licentiousness,
and violence of our neighbor to the south. In greater México, too, Tijuana is viewed with suspicion,
a “gringoized” city that is somehow less than “really” Mexican. Over the years, Tijuana has
become a symbol on both sides of the many issues seeming to plague this nascent century:
globalization, exploitation, and corporate greed, the brutal culture of narco-trafficking, gun
violence, and violence against women, of migration, border security, and surveillance, of climate
change, pollution, environmental devastation, and the factor that perhaps undergirds all of this: the
disastrous reality of economic inequality, in the U.S., in México, between these two neighboring
countries, and far beyond.
Set in Tijuana in the 1970s and 80s, Luis Humberto Crosthwaite's 1992 collection Estrella
de la calle sexta challenges this predominant urban imaginary—and, by extension, the larger
Mexican imaginary itself—as a site of discrimination and domination, offering instead an
exploration of differing experiences and perspectives across and around the border. Not only does
this novel interrogate the geographical border between the U.S. and México, Crosthwaite's text
challenges boundaries of all kinds—social, political, and linguistic. This dissertation offers a
translation of Estrella at a time when the pernicious mythology of a non-existent homogeneity in
the U.S. has been on the rise, evident most notoriously, perhaps, in the ubiquitous “build the wall”
1

chants of the Trump era. In his 2000 review of the book, Juan Villoro writes: "[l]eer a Crosthwaite
es un acto migratorio, un traslado sin visa ni pasaporte.” It is just this “migratory act” that offers
readers an important opportunity to refigure a place whose mythology is so deeply entrenched in
the U.S. imagination.
Crosthwaite's text explores the image of Tijuana as a space of alterity, but it also
complicates such representations of the city. Structurally, the novel is composed of three
novellas—a sequence of stories that represents Tijuana from three different perspectives,
perspectives linked most notably by their deep sense of alienation and isolation. Even those who
most obviously “belong” here are, it seems, marginal, as Crosthwaite portrays a world in which
everyone finds themselves at the edges of somewhere or something else. In the first story,
"Sabaditos en la noche," a Mexican-American man who has spent most of his life on "the other
side" finds refuge on a street corner in Tijuana, where he is known to the neighborhood's
inhabitants as "el gringo loco." Too Mexican to be American, and too American to be Mexican,
he finds himself alone between two worlds. In the second story, "Todos los barcos," a young
American man, Steve, takes his brother Ken to Tijuana for his eighteenth birthday. While Steve
and his friends are ecstatic at the possibilities of cheap beer, strippers, and sex, Ken is ill at ease.
When, after too many drinks, he realizes that his brother seems to have paid a dancer to take his
virginity, he runs out of the club, only to find that he has nowhere else to go. The third and final
story, "El gran preténder," sketches the downfall of Barrio 17 and the people who live there. The
largely cholo community of Barrio 17 exists on the margins of a city that is already, in so many
ways, marginal. Under-resourced and over-policed, the inhabitants of the neighborhood are forced,
over and over again, to fend for themselves, resulting in a local culture marked by violence and
vindictive machismo—disputes are settled with brutal beatings; outsiders are viewed with extreme
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suspicion. After a girl from the neighborhood is raped by a wealthy young man from San Diego,
the cholos decide to take justice into their own hands, and the neighborhood pays the price.
Crosthwaite mobilizes different languages and different idioms throughout the text
according to the story he is telling, at times in Spanish, at times in Spanglish, at times in Chicano
or Pachuco, and even, at times, in English. Together, these various ways of speaking comprise a
distinctive language of marginalization. As Gloria Anzaldúa writes, this hybrid language of the
border "reflects [...] a new language—the language of the Borderlands. There, at the juncture of
cultures, languages cross-pollinate and are revitalized; they die and are born. Presently this infant
language, this bastard language [...] is not approved by any society" (20).
Such linguistic complications, as well as Crosthwaite's status as a writer who is little known
outside of México, would seem to account for the text’s unavailability in English. The stories of
Estrella, however, are eminently deserving of an English-speaking readership. The U.S. border
with México is a space at once familiar and yet utterly unknown to most Americans. And in the
ever-recurrent climate of border walls, border security, and the vilification of Latin American
communities on both sides, the representation of border spaces in literature and culture at large
becomes more and more of an imperative. This imperative is compounded by the paucity of
Mexican writing from the border, particularly from Tijuana, available in English. “Tijuana is much
talked about,” write Josh Kun and Fiamma Montezelomo, “but little heard” (16). Border narratives
like Estrella de la calle sexta are necessary challenges to the mythology of difference and distance
with which we in the U.S. so often encounter México in political discourse, entertainment, and the
media.
Finally, the value of Crosthwaite's novel lies in more than its politics. The language of
Estrella is at once lyrical and brutal. Throughout these stories, Crosthwaite writes in a powerfully
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oral, vernacular Mexican Spanish—a language that expresses the cadence and the poetry of this
everyday speech in a way that is rhythmic, haunting, and arrestingly lucid. As the narrator of
"Sabaditos" tells us: "La poesía no se va, beibi, es un tatuaje en el cerebro. Cada verso gira en tu
cabeza siempre y cuando te mueres supongo que es lo último que escuchas: la poesía imborrable,
crónica, mortal, incurable” (28).
This dissertation offers an original translation and critical analysis of Crosthwaite’s
Estrella de la calle sexta. In so doing it engages with recent work on contemporary Latin American
literature, translation theory, and border theory, while also offering a version of Crosthwaite’s
text—itself a seminal work in studies of the Tijuanan imaginary—that will be accessible to
anglophone readers. The critical chapters, too, will allow scholars of the border to revisit the stories
of Estrella through the lenses of language, translation, and heterolingualism. Chapter One offers a
reevaluation of the mode of translation theory that posits translation as a textual transfer from one
discrete language “sphere” into another. I suggest that all language is in fact a site of heterolingual
encounter, and that therefore translation is more productively viewed as a practice that occurs
within language as opposed to between languages. Chapter One then goes on to look at specific
case studies of heterolingual texts both in and out of translation, with a particular focus on SpanishEnglish and Spanglish texts, as a way of contextualizing Crosthwaite’s own use of language as
well as my own translation of that language. Chapter Two moves on to a more specific discussion
of Estrella, its stories, and the scholarship surrounding Crosthwaite and the space of borderlands.
I also address my own approach to the translation of Estrella and discuss some of the particular
linguistic and translational challenges I have encountered along the way.

Language Learning
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I am, admittedly, an unlikely figure to take on the translation of this text (Crosthwaite himself
seems to think so, at least). As an upper-middle class white woman from New York City by way
of small-town New England, as a person who has grown up learning and speaking extremely
“standard” languages, as someone who has always lived significantly closer to Canada than to
México, it is certainly fair to wonder what gives me the right, the expertise, and the experience to
take on such a project. To which I feel obliged to respond: well, nothing in particular, other than
that no one else seems to have done it yet. But I do have an affinity for this text, its characters, its
language, that does perhaps warrant some discussion here. What drew me to Crosthwaite in the
first place was the uncanny way in which the non-standard language of the text seemed so very
familiar. And it was familiar, I think, precisely because Spanish is the one language I have
learned in a distinctly non-standard way.
I did not learn Spanish in school and have never taken a single instructional Spanish
class. I suppose I could claim that I am self-taught, although that doesn’t seem quite right, either.
I was taught Spanish, it just never happened in a classroom. I began learning Spanish when I
started working in the kitchen of a multiply Michelin-starred Manhattan restaurant. Rather like
the space of border itself, a working kitchen is a space of encounter, defined by (an often ethnic
and gendered) hierarchy, in which the necessity of fast and clear communication results in
linguistic mash-ups that often only have meaning within the space of the kitchen itself. The
professional kitchen, furthermore, both quietly sanctions and hides the labor it requires—this
labor which so often must cross the actual México-U.S. border in order to get here. It is by now
something of a commonplace to point out, as the late Anthony Bourdain did in a 2014 blog post,
that “our entire service economy—the restaurant business as we know it—in most American
cities, would collapse overnight without Mexican workers.”
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Like the tijuanense idiom of Crosthwaite, kitchen Spanish is fast, rude, and heavily
inflected with English. Estrella was one of the first full texts I had ever read in Spanish, and it
was fascinating to me precisely because its language was so recognizable. Since at first I really
only had access to this very oral, very slangy vocabulary of the kitchen, reading most “literary”
Spanish texts was extremely slow going—I constantly had to stop to look up words or decipher
complicated grammatical stylings. But I could read Crosthwaite more or less fluently. The
language, the rhythm, the machista manner of speech were all already familiar to me.
Learning a new language is never innocent. In fact, the ethical implications of language
learning are complicated—which languages are taught and where, who gets to learn them, and
what is considered “standard” by language textbooks and teachers are problems that are rarely
discussed in language classrooms, but that nevertheless undergird and inform all language
learning.
To learn a new language is to inhabit, for a long time, a space of unease, a place of
dislocation, somewhere that seems, painfully, to be nowhere. Deceptively, the early stages of this
process seem simple enough— to begin, it is largely an exercise in rote recall. Most language
classrooms, by design, are poor imitations of the vast edifices of the actual languages they
profess to teach. (When I was growing up, a running joke in my family was the one bit of French
dialogue my father remembered from school—“Où est Henri?” it ran. “Henri est dans la
piscine,” came the response. While I am sure that some French-speaking person somewhere has
in fact had this precise conversation, this is not the “open sesame” that will unlock the door to
the world of French for anyone, and certainly not for my father. It is in fact precisely the
opposite—saying “Henry is in the pool” would be a nonsensical intervention in almost every
single situation in which one might be required to speak. This, of course, was the joke.) We learn
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the words for different kinds of foods we might order in a restaurant, for red and blue and
yellow, for various animals on a farm, and how to conjugate the verb “to be.” We hear the key
turning, slowly, in the lock. We learn a few prepositions and the words for a few places we might
go to in some anodyne, imaginary town—the bank, the post office, the museum. We feel the
door begin, slowly, to give way. And then perhaps we encounter some people who actually speak
this language, going about their daily lives. We understand nothing. The door slams shut.
Because of course these people are not saying things like “the shirt is yellow” or “Henry is in the
pool” or “the post office is next to the bank” slowly, clearly, in a way unmarked by accent or
place, endlessly unfolding only in the present tense.
In school, beginning in the fourth or fifth grade, I too studied French. I memorized
vocabulary lists, made painstaking verb-conjugation flashcards, learned all the compound tenses,
was introduced to (and promptly mystified by) the mood of the subjunctive. In college, I studied
abroad in Paris. In France for the very first time, I realized, immediately and with horror, that I
did not actually speak French. I could not tell the cab driver where I needed to go, could not tell
him how to get there, could barely even order off a menu. I could speak French in a classroom
yes, but here, in France, among real-life French-speaking people, I felt useless. I had thought that
I was already inside the building. As it turned out, I had merely been peering inside through the
keyhole.
When you learn a language in a classroom, there are an endless number of ways in which
you can be wrong. Because almost every assignment in a typical language class is normed to the
scale of perfect correctness, a Platonic ideal of language that does not actually exist in practice,
you are in fact almost always inevitably wrong. What this instructional model elides is the real
purpose of language learning—communication. A language such as “standard French” is a
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theoretical abstraction existing only in textbooks. A human being attempting to use this language
will always fall short. Perhaps, you realize, you’ve been knocking at the wrong door this whole
time.
When I started to learn Spanish, the summer after I graduated from college, I entered
through a side door. I had stumbled upon it accidentally, without looking for it, and found it
unguarded. This side door, in reality, was the employee entrance to the kitchen of that big,
expensive restaurant in Manhattan. A close cousin of Spanglish, kitchen Spanish has a slim
vocabulary of only the words that are necessary to the operation of professional kitchens—words
for various ingredients and menu items, words related to cleaning up (“moppo por favor” is a
memorable example), words of warning like “caliente” and “atrás,” and, of course, words for
talking all kinds of shit. In my experience, kitchen Spanish is primarily geared towards anglos—
it facilitates communication between the mostly English-speaking interns, cooks, and chefs and
the frequently Spanish-speaking line cooks, waitstaff, and dishwashers.
Kitchen Spanish is easy enough to learn—there’s not that much of it and it almost never
requires speaking in complete sentences. After I had mastered this basic vocabulary, I started to
learn what I considered “real” Spanish—that is, the language that the Spanish-speaking staff
used to communicate with each other. I learned by trial and error, imitating things I heard other
people saying or transforming certain French words into what I thought they might be in
Spanish. Sometimes I was understood, mostly not. But I gradually adopted the “real” Spanish I
heard all around me in the kitchen. I learned how to shit-talk and banter with the line cooks, how
to engage in the fine art of the albur—a specifically Mexican form of punning wordplay, mostly
about penises, and how to speak with that distinctive (only in hindsight did I recognize its
distinctiveness), sing-song swagger of central México.
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For three years, I inhabited the house of Mexican Spanish. I spoke Spanish at work in the
restaurant. I also spoke Spanish at home, since I had begun dating and eventually moved in with
a Mexican man from work. It was an education in more than language—I learned, too, about the
difficult and uncertain lives of the undocumented, about the slow, alchemic labor of Mexican
cooking, about the sensationalism of Spanish-language network television news. I learned about
isolation, loneliness, fear and what it means when a person drinks six beers for breakfast.
Learning Spanish has altered the course, the shape, the weft of my life. I have been grappling
with this shift ever since.

A Note on the Language of Estrella
Crosthwaite mobilizes many different linguistic modes throughout Estrella, resulting in a text
that is never exactly “easy” to read. Although I discuss many of my specific translation choices
in the chapters that follow, I offer a brief overview here, as well.
In thinking through this translation, I grouped Crosthwaite’s non-standard language usage
into three main categories: 1) his use of cholismo or fronterizo, that is, the vernacular widely
used in and around the México-U.S. border, 2) his use of neologism to communicate orality (that
is, non-standard contracted spellings of words, such as “pa” for “para,” as well as portmanteaus
like “yastuvo” in place of “ya estuvo”), and 3) his use of English-language neologism, as in the
line “No búlchit, yas dans” instead of “No bullshit, just dance.” (Borrowings from English occur
throughout the text, but words like “waifa” for “wife” or “guacha” for “watch” or “look” are
more accurately categorized, I think, as cholismo or fronterizo, which include a wide range of
English loan-words.) Because all of these ways of speaking and writing are so closely tied to
their site of enunciation, the space of the border, it has been an imperative for me, in this
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translation, to attempt to maintain this connection between language and place as much as
possible. In practice, this has meant leaving many words and phrases untranslated throughout the
text. An English-speaking reader with little to no familiarity with Spanish may struggle with
some of the language here, but because Crosthwaite’s language is not necessarily “easy” for
Spanish-speaking readers, either, I’d like to think that the translation offers a similar level of
difficulty.
The standard Spanish that has been maintained, and even some of the more common
mexicanismos such as “neta” and “jefe/jefa,” should be accessible enough with some quick
internet research. As for the cholismo vocabulary, which is more difficult to look up, I have
maintained it mostly for words that are repeated throughout the text, so that the reader will have
many opportunities to absorb and understand these terms via their contexts. I trust that readers of
this text will be game enough for the challenge, and will understand it as an integral, exciting
part of reading an author like Crosthwaite, and a book like this one.
And with that, ya vámonos.
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CHAPTER ONE
ON TAKING UP THE USE OF GRAMMAR:
HETEROLINGUALISM AND TRANSLATION IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
“I am Roberto, call me Bob, it’s the same.” –Roberto Benigni, Down by Law

Towards a Reassessment of Alterity in Translation
In her 2017 study Literary Translation and the Making of Originals, Karen Emmerich offers a
productive and powerful reassessment of much of the theory regarding the practice of literary
translation, largely via a critique of conventional notions of “originality.” She writes:
each new textual manifestation of a work, including those in translation, embodies
assumptions about what a work is and where its boundaries lie; each new iteration of a
work, in the same language or in a different one, shifts those boundaries at least a little,
and sometimes quite a lot. […] Editing and translation are mutually implicated
interpretive practices that further the iterative growth of a work in the world. (8)
Emmerich’s intervention here is that translation, rather than operating as a textual transfer
between languages, actually functions as a textual iteration of a work—a translation is an edition
among any number of editions of a given text. The difference relies, crucially, on the distinction
Emmerich draws between work and text—a literary work is an “abstract entity” while a text is
the particular “physical embodiment” of a work (28). All texts, then, are rendered more or less
unstable—there is no such thing as a “pure,” “perfect,” or “final” textual embodiment of a given
work.
Moving beyond the problematic idea of translation as transfer allows us to avoid two of
the most common conceptual traps in thinking about translation: equivalence and loss. If
translation is merely a textual transfer between languages, then a translation must be the
11

“equivalent” text in another language. But because languages are not, in fact, “equivalent,” all
translation must then entail some kind of linguistic loss. Such thinking undergirds the large-scale
devaluation of literary translation as well as the frequently misunderstood labor of those who
translate. By reframing translation as iteration, Emmerich provides a valuable means of
rethinking literary translation altogether: “Translation,” she writes, “is best described not in
terms of loss but in terms of perpetual, if uneven, growth and gain” (30).
This chapter seeks to extend Emmerich’s reevaluation of translation as textual iteration
by harnessing what Mike Baynham and Tong King Lee term the “translanguaging turn,” that is,
“translation conceived […] as a creative deployment of resources within the multilingual
repertoire” (33). First, I seek to reassess the idea of “language” itself and the ways in which
many theories of translation rely on outdated notions of language as always monolingual rather
than heterolingual, as object rather than action, and as closely tied to a monolithic national
identity project rather than as a site of the contestation of such projects. Conceptualizing
language as heterogeneous and polyglossic in this way complicates what has too often been
coded as the “edge” or “boundary” between languages—a spatialization that further entrenches
the idea that a text can simply be transferred from one “zone” into another. Second, this chapter
will examine how polyglossic or heterolingual1 texts further contest the myth of
monolingualism— both in themselves and in their translative iterations. Third, I will turn to the
question of “untranslatability”—both the ways in which it is conceptually problematic as well as

1

I follow Chiara Denti in opting for “heterolingual” throughout this introduction as opposed to
“multilingual” or “plurilingual.” “La choix de préfixe hétéro-,” she argues, “en lieu et place des
prepositions existantes qui signalent la présence du plusieurs langues (pluri-, multi-), indique précisément
que c’est la différence des langues en présence et non leur nombre qui est important. […] Les deux
préfixes sont liés en ce qu’ils mettent l’accent sur la quantité” [The choice of the prefix “hetero-” in place
of existing prepositions that signify the presence of multiple languages (“pluri-,” “multi-”), accurately
communicates that what matters is the difference among the languages at hand rather than their number.
[…] The two prefixes [“pluri-” and “multi-”] are connected in that they privilege quantity”] (524).
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its potential for thinking through translation’s relationship to neocolonialism, globalization, and
language hegemony. Finally, I look at several different examples of heterolingual texts, both in
and out of translation, in an attempt at establishing some practical frameworks for thinking
through the radical possibilities of the heterolingual.

Metaphors of Language / Metaphors of Translation
In a 2020 ALTA panel on “Decolonizing Metaphors of Translation,” the discussion focused on
the metaphor of “the bridge” and its troubling representation of the work of literary translation.
The panel was inspired by an essay written by one of the panelists, Singaporean writer and
translator Jeremy Tiang, in which he argues that:
This [metaphor of the bridge] never felt right to me, having grown up somewhere that
already contained many languages and cultures, and somewhat adrift ever since—for me,
there is no clear 'here' and 'there.' And even if there were, isn’t this image somewhat
imperialist? A place that was hitherto closed off to you is abruptly rendered accessible,
and you are free to stroll right in.
The metaphor of the bridge is problematic because, as Tiang argues, it suggests a false
spatialization on the one hand (one side of the bridge versus the other), as well as harboring
dangerous connotations of ease, access, and the imperialist gaze on the other. The panelists went
on to discuss how this kind of metaphor invites further metaphors—of the translator as a kind of
diplomat or ambassador, for instance, and of the translated text as a commodity or product used
to promote “cultural understanding” or “empathy” (and, of course, sales). It invites the idea that
the reader of a translated text is looking through a kind of window to gaze out upon the “others”
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represented there, on the other side, when, as Rebecca Walkowitz argues in Born Translated,
“we can no longer expect that reading should offer access to ‘foreignness’” (177).
This kind of “bridge” metaphor has been the dominant image in thinking about both
language as well as translation for a long time but it is, fundamentally, predicated on
misunderstanding. In his 1916 essay “On Language as Such and on the Language of Man,” for
example, Walter Benjamin lays out an understanding of language that can only be partially true.
This understanding is founded on the distinction between “human” language and “pure”
language, or the divine word of God. According to Benjamin, as translated by Edmund Jephcott,
Man is the knower in the same language in which God is the creator. […] His [man’s]
mental being is the language in which creation took place. In the word [of God], creation
took place, and God’s linguistic being is the word. All human language is only the
reflection of the word in name. The name is no closer to the word than knowledge is to
creation. The infinity of all human knowledge always remains limited and analytic in
nature, in comparison to the absolutely unlimited and creative infinity of the divine word.
(68)
Put differently, God created the world through his divine word, and this word lives on within
man’s “mental being.” It is, perhaps, the extra-linguistic content of human thought. Pure
language, then, is the language towards which human language tends, but will never reach.
Benjamin counterposes this idea of language with what he terms “the bourgeois view of
language,” or the idea that “the word has an accidental relation to its object, that it is a sign for
things (or knowledge of them) agreed by some convention. Language never gives mere signs”
(69). So, while Benjamin accepts that human language is both alienated and alienating, his
Messianic theory of pure language disallows any sense that human language is comprised of
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arbitrary signs. Following this line of reasoning, translation takes on a truly bizarre purpose: the
liberation or revelation of the pure language that inhabits and undergirds all human languages.
Granted, it’s not clear that Benjamin considers this outcome an actual possibility; it seems rather
that translation can only ever approach such a revelation, however, it is nevertheless essential to
remind ourselves that such a premise is simply not rooted in any empirical understanding of
human language and its origins.
Benjamin further illuminates (or obscures, perhaps), his understanding of pure language
and its relationship to translation in his seminal essay “The Task of the Translator.” Although he
does not reference Babel by name here, his concern with the fragmentation and fracturing of
language follows the structure of the Babellic metaphor, in which language is broken up into
pieces that only the translator can reassemble. Further, Benjamin posits the “reine Sprache”—the
“pure language”—as the ultimate, but asymptotic, end goal of all translation. “A real
translation,” he argues in Harry Zohn’s translation, “is transparent; it does not cover the original,
does not block its light, but allows the pure language, as though reinforced by its own medium,
to shine upon the original all the more fully” (79). Translation, for Benjamin, is both redemptive
and restorative.
Throughout the essay, Benjamin famously offers various metaphors to describe the
relationship of a translation to its original—as the rind of a fruit, a royal cape, a circle that is
tangent to a line, etc. The most relevant metaphor here, however, is that of what he calls the
broken vessel. “Fragments of a vessel which are to be glued together,” he writes,
must match one another in the smallest details, although they do not need to be like one
another. In the same way a translation, instead of resembling the meaning of the original,
must lovingly and in detail incorporate the original’s mode of signification, thus making
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both the original and the translation recognizable as fragments of a greater language, just
as fragments are part of a vessel. (78)
Here, Benjamin gives us a clear articulation of the relationship between originals and translations
as parts of a whole, of a “grösseres Sprache”—a greater language. Both the original and the
translation are, for Benjamin, essential parts of this process of the putting back together of
languages into language.
We can identify a few central problems with such an idea of translation. First, of course,
the concept of a prelapsarian “pure language” is not an idea that has any basis in observable
reality. In fact, I’d argue that even though it seems easy, and perhaps desirable, to attempt to
redeem or dilute this concept as simply a metaphor or a fiction, the schema for thinking about
language that Benjamin suggests in “pure language” does more harm than good. We simply
cannot begin, as Benjamin does, with one language, which in turn frames linguistic diversity as
punishment, as some kind of falling off or falling apart, or as an aberration. Rather, we must
begin by asserting that language has always diverged from thought—that language has always
existed in this state of alienation from meaning and intention. We must further assume that,
contrary to Benjamin, language has always been heterogeneous. Even a single language is
diverse in itself, as Derrida suggests in his “Roundtable on Translation,” translated by Peggy
Kamuf, referring to the “linguistic difference inscribed in…language, this difference of language
systems inscribed in a single tongue […]. [T]here are, in one linguistic system, perhaps several
languages or tongues” (100). It is alterity, rather than identity, that characterizes and has always
characterized language.
When we begin from this understanding of linguistic alterity as inherent in all languages,
we can move beyond the flawed concept of translation as transfer. Such a concept assumes a
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dichotomous relationship between languages, in which each language is entirely separate and
closed off from all others. This concept allows for theorists like Antoine Berman to engage in
strange spatialized discussions about translation’s relationship to language. Following Benjamin,
Berman posits that “[n]atural languages are mutually exclusive” (137). Putting aside for now the
question of what a “natural” language might be, such a claim cannot possibly be true. Berman
goes on to say that “only the original text inhabits its language […] whereas translation operates
[…] at the periphery” (173). Furthermore, “[t]he original text is buried within its own language ,
whereas translation is exposed. This exposed linguistic space within which translation operates is
necessarily the translating language’s edge” (174, emphasis in original). Such a theory of
translation is predicated on erasure. To posit the existence of an edge or border between
languages obscures both the internal diversity that all languages share, as well as the hybrid
origins of all language, not to mention the many, many ways in which languages continue to
interact with and influence each other (not the least, of course, within the mind of the translator
herself). This is not to say that different languages do not differ from each other (of course they
do), but rather to suggest that the boundaries that divide one language from other languages are
much more fluid, permeable, and perhaps even more unlocatable than we have tended to think.
The second issue with Benjamin’s idea of translation is the way it erases the complex
linguistic subjectivity of all human beings. As we have established, all language—even a single
language—is heterogeneous. Thus, we all speak our own individual languages—every individual
is a distinct linguistic constellation, at the intersection of time, place, and personal history. As
Heidegger argues in his lecture “The Way to Language” (translator unknown), “[t]here is no
such thing as a natural language, a language that would be the language of human nature at hand
in itself without its own destiny. Every language is historical” (422, emphasis mine). Not only is
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this statement true at the level of national languages, but it also holds true at the level of the
individual. Far from moving between discrete language “zones” (as across a bridge), every
translation is rather a potentially infinite encounter among a multiplicity of linguistic
constellations. Heterolingual texts—like Crosthwaite’s Estrella—insofar as they perform this
historically-rooted specificity of the language of the individual, thus offer a productive space for
rethinking both the theory and the practice of literary translation.

Mythologies of Monolingualism
In Borges’s short (miniature, really) story “Del rigor en la ciencia,” we learn about a mapmaking project gone awry. “En aquel Imperio,” writes the ficticious Suárez Miranda in an
imagined source text, “el Arte de la Cartografía logró tal Perfección que el mapa de una sola
Provincia ocupaba toda una Ciudad, y el mapa del Imperio, toda una Provincia” (847). In their
quest for an ever more perfect map, however, “los Colegios de Cartógrafos levantaron un Mapa
del Imperio, que tenía el tamaño del Imperio y coincidía puntualmente con él” (847). Eventually,
subsequent generations realize that such a map—one that is exactly the same size as the place it
purports to represent—is useless, and they throw it away. Borges is fascinated by these problems
of representation and reproducibility, of infinity and perfectability, and this story suggests the
central impossibility between an image and its referent—even in supposedly “exact” or
“rigorous” scientific modes of representation, he seems to say, all descriptions will fail in some
way.
As Deleuze and Guattari explain, “mapping” is different in kind from mere “tracing.”
“The map,” they write in Brian Massumi’s translation,
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is open and connectable in all of its dimensions; it is detachable, reversible, susceptible to
constant modification. […] A map has multiple entryways, as opposed to the tracing,
which always comes back "to the same." The map has to do with performance, whereas
the tracing always involves an alleged "competence." (12-13)
Following this distinction, it seems that the imperial map in Borges’s story fails because it is not,
in fact, a map in this sense. Rather, it is a tracing, a copy, and as a result is reproductive and
reductive rather than generative and creative. We should also note the “imperial” nature of this
map, and its presumable purpose as a tool of empire. This mapping-as-tracing mode of the
cartographers in the story reflects the reproductive and reductive quality of empire itself, which
seeks to impose a false sameness—attempting to reproduce itself over and over again—as a
means of social control.
Like the imperial map, the language of empire seeks to reproduce itself according to a
mythology of sameness: the myth of a unitary language, the myth of monolingualism. As
Deleuze and Guattari argue, “[t]he unity of language is fundamentally political. There is no
mother tongue, only a power takeover by a dominant language” (101).2 For Deleuze and
Guattari, the heterogeneousness of all language arises from the way in which “[l]anguage is not
content to go from a first party to a second party, from one who has seen to one who has not, but
necessarily goes from a second party to a third party, neither of whom has seen” (77). We can
only inhabit and make use of the languages we inherit or, put differently, all speech acts reflect
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Similarly, for Mikhail Bakhtin, a "unitary language is not something given but is always in essence
posited" (270). This concept, that the ideal form of an established national language is never real but
always imaginary, forms the basis of his discussion of language in the novel, a genre in which, according
to his argument, a multiplicity of voices converge and contest each other. The novel, for Bakhtin, is a
primary site of "heteroglossia"—the force that decentralizes language, that pushes it apart, as opposed to
the centralizing energy of the "unitary language."
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prior speech acts. “My direct discourse,” they write, “is still the free indirect discourse running
through me, coming from other worlds or other planets” (84). Because language is refractive in
this way, language is therefore always an assemblage (to use their term) of languages.
We can turn to a different Borges text—"Pierre Menard, autor del Quijote”—to consider
this “assembled” quality of language. The story, apparently narrated by an unnamed friend of
Menard himself, describes how at some point in his life, Menard set himself the goal of writing
Cervantes’s Don Quixote. Not translating it, nor commenting on it, nor developing a newer, more
contemporary version, but generating the text of the Quixote, word for word, without reference
to the original version. In order to do so, he must learn 16th-century Spanish and convert to
Catholicism, in short, he must become the figure of Cervantes himself (It is infinitely more
difficult, according to our narrator, to become Cervantes in 20th-century France than it would
have been to become Cervantes in 17th-century Spain—“Componer el Quijote a principios del
siglo XVII era una empresa razonable, necesaria, acaso fatal; a principios del XX, es casi
imposible” [114].) The task Menard sets himself does seem impossible; indeed, it seems utterly
insane. But he does succeed, in the end, in producing two small fragments of the Quixote, which
do, in fact, coincide word for word with Cervantes’s own version. Borges’s story is well known,
but the undecideable question at its center is whether or not Pierre Menard reproduces the
Quixote, or whether he generates it. That is, is the resultant text a mere tracing, or is it, rather, a
map?
To the narrator, Menard’s success is clearly that—it is, to be sure, a creative triumph,
which he describes more than once as “asombroso.” Although it is tempting to read both the
narrator as well as Menard himself as fools (quixotic figures par excellence), the story also
suggests another reading—the idea that, because all language arises out of specific contexts, the
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same text cannot be written twice, even though it potentially coincides, word for word, with an
earlier text. Following this reading, Menard’s linguistic assemblage must be distinct from that of
Cervantes, and so his text is not a copy nor a tracing of the 17th-century text, rather it is an
entirely new text—one that crucially destabilizes, as does translation—the binary of the same
versus the different.
Deleuze and Guattari make a further point about this “assembled” quality of language,
distinguishing between the functions of “major” and “minor” languages. Major languages—
hegemonic languages, languages of empire, languages of power—are constantly seeking to
reproduce themselves, dominating by an endless repetition of the same. However, all languages
also contain the possibility of minoritization, and “the more a language has or acquires the
characteristics of a major language, the more it is affected by continuous variations that
transpose it into a ‘minor’ language” (102). The more a major language is incorporated into a
minor language, then, the more minor the minor language becomes. For example, “in the
Austrian empire Czech was a minor language in relation to German; but the German of Prague
already functioned as a potentially minor language in relation to the German of Vienna or
Berlin” (104). We see a similar process of minoritization in the encounter of English and Spanish
in a place like Tijuana—the Spanish of Mexico is clearly “minor” in relation to English, but also,
historically, to Castellano, via its encounter with the “minor” languages indigenous to México
and beyond. The Spanish of the border is further minoritized by its incorporation of American
English, and is therefore “minor” to both Spanish- and English-speakers alike. This minority,
however, is by no means a negative quality, rather it is a source of richness, of newness, of
contestation—“a strange proliferation of shifting effects” (104), as Deleuze and Guattari suggest:
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It is in one’s own language that one is bilingual or multilingual. Conquer the major
language in order to delineate in it as yet unkown minor languages. Use the minor
language to send the major language racing. Minor authors are foreigners in their own
tongue. (105, emphasis in orginal)

Multilingual Weirdness
In her 2004 study Weird English, Evelyn Nien-Ming Ch’ien identifies what she considers a
relatively new literary language of the “minor,” which she terms “weird English.” This
“weirding” of English, she explains, “transcrib[es] what used to be an exclusively oral hybrid of
English” (4). She cites writers such as Arundhati Roy and Junot Díaz, as well as a group of
Chinese-American authors writing in “Chinglish” as exemplary of this emergent style. Weird
English is, in Ch’ien’s reading, exclusive to post-colonial and immigrant subjects—“voices […]
that rebel against the idea of an institutional mode of expression [and that] glimmer with the
possibility of postcolonial emergence” (244). “For polycultural writers,” she explains, “weird
English is not simply the adoption of a temporary spelling disorder, but a conscious
appropriation of hybridity” (5). English is, of course, the global hegemonic language, a result of
the second-wave colonial power of the British Empire as well as the continued neocolonial
cultural and economic dominance of the U.S. today. It is this hegemonic status that both
produces, and in some ways allows for (keeping in mind, of course, that such weirded ways of
speaking are not usually “allowed”) the literature of weird English to emerge. In some ways it
must be English’s preeminence that provides space for this plasticity. Less hegemonic languages
are often far more policed than English in their desire to maintain linguistic “purity” (the
Académie Française, for example, coining a French term for “email” in an attempt to suppress
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the ever-increasing Anglicisms of spoken French). But this kind of weirding exists within other
languages, too. As we have just seen, we can consider Spanish, another widely spoken language
of colonial power, as a further example of a language that has been historically weirded, at first
by its encounters with the indigenous languages of Latin America, and more recently along the
México-U.S. border, as well as inside of the U.S. itself, by its cross-pollination with English,
resulting in a diversity of Spanglish dialects (This is the doubly-weirded language typically
spoken by Díaz’s narrators.) Indeed, it is a truism to point out that all languages have undergone
some process of weirding at some point in their history—it is precisely this process that forms
languages. But the weirding that Ch’ien points to in her book belongs specifically to our
contemporary moment—it is a process via which a globally hegemonic language, English,
becomes a minoritized language, such as Spanglish or Chinglish, through its use in and eventual
identification with particular immigrant and post-colonial communities. Weird English texts
allow readers to broaden their understanding of what English looks and sounds like. It is where
Berman’s dubious concept of the “edge” of a language begins to break down. Weird Englishes
challenge the powerful status of a language like English, metamorphosizing (or minoritizing) the
language of the powerful into a language of the oppressed, a language that is itself powerful
because of the very way it excludes those in power.
Like the gatekeeping forces surrounding national languages, borderlands, too, are often
subject to enforced homogeneity—via physical structures like walls and fences, or the forcible
apprehension and removal of those whose presence is unsanctioned by government power, but
language and culture have ways of eluding and evading these often brutal forces of division. In
her heterolingual book Borderlands / La Frontera, Gloria Anzaldúa lists all of the languages she
speaks—eight in total—from "Standard English" to "Standard Mexican Spanish" to "Chicano
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Spanish" to "Pachuco." The multiple language of the border is, she writes, "neither español ni
inglés, but both. We speak a patois, a forked tongue, a variation of two languages" (77). Here
Anzaldúa touches upon the supposed danger of heterolingualism; the image of the “forked
tongue” suggesting that someone who speaks more than one language is somehow traitorous or
two-faced. That in speaking one language, the multilingual speaker must necessarily turn away
from another. In a Bakhtinian response to this accusation, she argues for a greater acceptance of
and familiarity with heterolingual language:
Until I am free to write bilingually and to switch codes without having always to
translate, while I still have to speak English or Spanish when I would rather speak
Spanglish, and as long as I have to accommodate the English speakers rather than having
them accommodate me, my tongue will be illegitimate. (81)
In a 2008 interview about the recent publication of his novel The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar
Wao, Junot Díaz echoed this sentiment, responding to a question about the language of the novel:
[T]he idea is definitely that propósito, like on purpose, which is that I was trying to see
how far I could push English to the edge of disintegration, but still be, for the large part,
entirely coherent. In other words, could I make the unintelligibility gap for any one reader
as wide as I could, but still have it hold together, still be able to communicate the
experience? (14)
Like other writers of weird English, Anzaldúa and Díaz are examples of what Pascale Casanova,
in her 1999 study The World Republic of Letters, terms “dissimilated authors”— dominated
writers who are writing in a dominant language—who “seek by every possible means to distance
themselves from the dominant language, either by devising a distinctive (and therefore to some
extent illegitimate) use of this language, or by creating […] a new national […] language” (256).
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Heterolingual writing is thus not a purely theoretical exercise, but a practical one—in authoring
and disseminating multilanguaged texts, they are building the foundations of a new linguistic
space: a space that, as Casanova puts it, turns “the curse of an impossible heritage […] against
itself” (265).

Untranslatability, Non-Translation, Resistance
Just as weird Englishes are languages that require at least some degree of constant translation on
the part of their readers, literary translation can also be a conduit or vehicle for the weirding of
English, a site for both the revelation and contestation of English’s asymmetrical global power.
Historically, however, English-language literary translation has favored what Lawrence Venuti
has called an ethics of “domestication” and the related discursive practice of “fluency” (19).
“Under the regime of fluent translating,” he writes in The Translator’s Invisibility, “the translator
works to make his or her work ‘invisible,’ producing the illusory effect of transparency that
simultaneously masks its status as an illusion” (5). Furthermore, he continues in a later chapter,
patterns of selecting texts for translation tend to be informed by literary canons in the
receiving culture […]. Patterns of selection harden into canons of translated literatures,
creating a sense of foreignness that is not simply domesticated […] but incorporated into
readers’ expectations. (163)
Both the ethics and the aesthetics of fluency result in translated texts that erase the defining
qualities and characteristics of the source text in favor of a non-resistant Englishness. This
problem is then compounded on a systemic level by the mainstream publishing industry, which
generally seeks to publish only those texts that are recognizable, marketable, and profitable,
often further concretizing received stereotypes as opposed to challenging them, which is of
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course what the work of translation can and should, ideally, do. In her book Siting Translation,
published a few years before Venuti’s, Tejaswini Niranjana poses the problem a bit differently,
asking, “[h]ow does one represent difference without privileging the role of the Western
intellectual or the post-colonial intellectual?” (169). Historically, she argues, translators have
been complicit in the trafficking of stereotypes and other colonial discourses that “help maintain
the dominance of […] colonial rule” (11). Venuti responds by suggesting a practice of “resistant”
rather than “fluent” translation: “Resistancy,” he writes, “makes English-language translation a
dissident cultural politics today, when fluent strategies and transparent discourse routinely
perform that mystification of foreign texts” (263).
Like the immigrant and post-colonial discourses that Ch’ien identifies as vectors of
weirding, a translational practice that seeks to preserve some sense of the letter over a strict
adherence to fluency and meaning performs a similar weirdness, or what Venuti calls
“resistancy.” Indeed, in her chapter on the writing of Junot Díaz, Chi’en describes his style as
one of “assertive nontranslation” (209). For a writer like Díaz, she argues, “translation is
erasure” (209, emphasis in original). Díaz’s refusal to translate or gloss (or even italicize, in
most of his work) Spanish and Spanglish words and phrases, results in a language that is
representative of his and his characters’ own linguistic community—that is, the Dominican
Spanish-inflected Spanglish of the diasporic communities of New York and New Jersey.
To make a larger point here, it seems useful to consider translation as a means of
potentially “weirding” its target language. Like the writer of weird English, who holds multiple
languages in her mind at once, or for whom, perhaps more accurately, multiple languages weave
together to form a new kind of “text(ile),” the translator, too, inhabits a heterolingual mental
space, in which multiple languages interweave in the production of something new. This is not to
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say that the experience of the translator is the same as the experience of a member of an
immigrant or other post-colonial community (although they may well be), but to recognize that
both categories of writers find themselves at a linguistic nexus or crossroads that upsets the
monolingual imaginary.
It is difficult to determine precisely what language we should use to identify what
happens in a heterolingual text, and by extension what happens in the always heterolingual
practice of translating when the writer or translator seeks to preserve the texture of that
heterolingualism. What Chi’en calls “weirdness,” Venuti terms “resistancy.” Emily Apter, for
her part, prefers “untranslatability,” which she explains in Against World Literature as a
necessary means of contesting World Literature’s “reflexive endorsement of cultural equivalence
and substitutability” (2), as well as its “expansionism and gargantuan scale” (3). What Apter
intends by “World Literature” here is what she sees as the recent disciplinary drive to subsume
all of the world’s literature, via an unproblematized notion of translation, under a single heading.
For Apter, this drive, although nominally a move of equality and inclusivity, is in fact a move
that both reflects and repeats the structures of power inherent in imperialism and its neo-colonial
twin, globalization. It is erasure coded as inclusivity.
The problem, though, with these vocabularies of the “weird,” the “resistant,” and the
“untranslatable” is that they too potentially reproduce hierarchies of otherness, in which the other
(the foreign, the different) is always already marked as incomprehensible—as fundamentally
different in kind. I have tried to make the case here that such ways of identifying difference are
rooted in a misapprehension of the workings of language itself, a misapprehension that sees
languages as discrete, hermetic units, a misapprehension that reproduces, in turn, the misleading
notion of translation as loss, as damage, as a falling away from.
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As we have seen, translation is made possible not by the inherent equivalence of all
languages, but rather by their shared heterogeneousness. And this heterogeneousness is only
increasing. As translator Don Mee Choi argues in her pamphlet Translation is a
Mode=Translation is an Anti-neocolonial mode, “not only are our lives and struggles
interconnected, but […] our languages are also interconnected by histories of imperialism,
colonialism, and militarism, and by increasing economic interdependence” (18). Although Choi
is writing specifically about translating between Korean and English, the same holds true, I
would argue, for anyone translating into English, a language which is inescapably “misaligned”
by its global power.
In her essay “Translating into English,” Gayatri Spivak suggests that translation itself is
better understood as a “trace” (not to be confused with Deleuze and Guattari’s “tracing”): “I
should suggest the thinking of trace rather than of achieved translation,” she writes,
trace of the other, trace of history, even cultural traces […]. If translation is a necessary
impossibility, the thought of a trace looks like the possibility of an anterior presence,
without guarantees. It is not a sign but a mark and therefore cannot signify an ‘original’
as a translation presumably can, especially when assumed as definitively irreducible.
(270)
This idea of trace—that is, of the linguistic identity of a text that somehow remains, as a remnant
or residue that can never be fully accounted for—suggests that the trace is that which both is and
is not translated in a translation, or that which, in translation, resists (to use Venuti’s term) its
own translation. Paul de Man points to a similar sense of disturbance in his oft-cited 1983 lecture
on Benjamin: “But the stability of my quotidian, of my daily bread,” he says, “is upset by the
French word pain. What I mean is upset by the way in which I mean—the way in which it is
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pain, the phoneme, the term pain, which has its set of connotations which take you in a
completely different direction” (40, emphasis mine).3
Trace, furthermore, operates on the level of the political as well as that of the linguistic
(indeed, the linguistic is always political), suggesting resonances with Emily Apter’s dual
concepts of “untranslatability” and “dispossessive collectivism.” Spivak writes that she
“contrast[s] a comfortable notion of permissive hybridity to the thought of the trace because the
former is associated, sometimes precisely by the assurance of cultural translation, with the
sanitized secularism of a global enforcement politics” (270). Like the trace, Apter “invoke[s]
untranslatability as a deflationary gesture toward the expansionism and gargantuan scale of
world-literary endeavors” (3). Thus, the trace is that which resists the powerful homogenizing
forces of neo-imperialist globalization on the one hand and hegemonic anthologizing and
curating on the other. I suggest, though, that the trace is a more productive way of thinking
through this particular problem, because “untranslatability” moves beyond resistancy and into
impossibility. The trace allows us rather to consider the difficult, discomfiting, uncanniness of
language without falling into the trap of essentializing some kind of inaccessible alterity.

A Surplus Value of Code
We can consider, furthermore, Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome—a generative series of
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In “Translation is a Mode = Translation is an Anti-neocolonial Mode,” Don Mee Choi offers a further
variation on this theme, writing that “[t]he Korean word for bread, ppang, is obviously a transformation
or deformation of the French word pain. It is most likely that it arrived in Korea already deformed,
through the Japanese deformation zone. And if I were to add oksusu [옥수수], which means corn, in front
of ppang—it becomes oksusuppang [ 옥수수빵]. Cornbread and oksusuppang do intend the same object,
and may even taste the same, except that they arise from very different historical and political intentions”
(5).
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becomings in which subject and object are deterritorialized and then reterritorialized, the openended map as opposed to the closed-off, imitative tracing (again, as distinct from the more
Derridean “trace” discussed by Spivak above):
At the same time, something else entirely is going on: not imitation at all but a capture of
code, surplus value of code, an increase in valence, a veritable becoming […]. There is
neither imitation nor resemblance, only an exploding of two heterogeneous series on the
line of flight composed by a common rhizome that can no longer be attributed to or
subjugated by anything signifying. (10)
While the work of translation is often coded as a loss, an injury, a kind of damage done to the
source text, Deleuze and Guattari’s “surplus value of code” suggests the opposite—translation,
as Emmerich argues, is iterative, it is accretion, it builds up and adds on to the source text as
opposed to reducing it, subtracting from it, damaging it. Johannes Göransson, in a short essay
titled “Translation Wounds,” turns the idea of translation as wound inside out, arguing that that
“holes” translation reveals in a text are productive. In his discussion of Swedish poet Aase Berg,
he writes that “[her] book creates a ‘language’ in which a series of language discourses are
‘interpenetrated.’ As fluids flow in and out of the wounded body, languages flow in and out of
the book. Berg has generated a body ‘possessed by media,’ all the languages flowing into and out
of its translation wounds” (§6).
Although the “wound” is the kind of unfortunate metaphor that suggests damage,
Göransson mobilizes the image to suggest the opening up of text and of language that occurs in
translation. Like Deleuze and Guattari’s map, which can be entered and exited from all points, so
too does translation produce an open-ended “map” of a text. Just like the map of language itself,
a translation can point in all directions.
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Heterolingual Texts (In & Out of Translation)
We turn now to a more practical discussion of heterolingual texts both in translation as well as
out of it, in an attempt to uncover both how heterolingualism operates within texts, as well as the
ways in which it is altered, affected, or even erased in translation. Heterolingual texts are more
common than we might think. Much of Hemingway, for example, is undergirded by languages
(or an imagination of languages) other than English. In his story “In Another Country,” for
example, the narrator—an American military man recovering from a war injury at a hospital in
Italy—describes a painful reality of language learning: the more you learn, the harder it gets:
One day I had said [to the Italian major] that Italian seemed such an easy language to me
that I could not take a great interest in it. ‘Ah, yes,’ the major said. ‘Why, then, do you
not take up the use of grammar?’ So we took up the use of grammar, and soon Italian was
such a difficult language that I was afraid to talk to him until I had the grammar straight
in my mind. (248)
This passage is, of course, typical of Hemingway in both its terseness and the slight, stilted
strangeness of its syntax, particularly in the reported speech of the major, which we understand
to be a somewhat stiff, somewhat literal translation from the Italian. “Why, then, do you not take
up the use of grammar?” is, rendered into English, overloaded, overly formal, almost archaic.
This baroque overburdening is repeated again in a later exchange between the narrator and the
major:
“What will you do when the war is over if it is over?” he asked me. “Speak
grammatically!”
“I will go to the States.”
“Are you married?”
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“No, but I hope to be.”
“The more of a fool you are,” he said. He seemed very angry. “A man must not
marry.”
“Why, Signor Maggiore?”
“Don’t call me ‘Signor Maggiore.’”
“Why must not a man marry?”
“He cannot marry. He cannot marry,” he said angrily. “If he is to lose everything,
he should not place himself in a position to lose that. He should not place himself in a
position to lose. He should find things he cannot lose.” (249)
In this dialogue, we can hear the narrator struggling to “speak grammatically” in his short,
carefully structured4 responses to the major. The stilted style of this conversation communicates
the translational act that we know underlies the language of the text, but we also know, because
this is Hemingway, that this is a translation without a solid referent, rather it is an image of an
imagined Italian text (imagined, no less, by a writer who did not speak fluent Italian), written in
English. Hemingway insists, for instance, on the Romantic reflexiveness of “place himself” and,
with the exception of the singular contraction “don’t,” ensures that the major only ever speaks in
complete, uncontracted verb phrases. In his analysis of Hemingway’s similar use of “translated”
Spanish in For Whom the Bell Tolls, Gayle Rogers writes that “[t]he implied and buried
translational referent—the semantic structures of the Spanish language and their verbal
articulations—silently provides the backbone of an experiment that throws a light on, rather than
glossing over or naturalizing, the process and the limits of translation” (237). He suggests that
“[t]he result is what we might call ‘structural Spanglish,’ as opposed to the better-known version
4

Although not always quite correct: see the subtle humor of “Signor Maggiore”—equivalent to
addressing an army major as “Mister Major,” and further evidence of the narrator’s linguistic inadequacy.
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of Spanglish that relies on code switching” (237). This “structural” heterolingualism, although
not as overt as code-switching, is nevertheless an important practice in heterolingual writing, one
that works, often subtly, to defamiliarize the base language of the text.
A counterpoint to Hemingway’s structural heterolingualism is, perhaps, Cormac
McCarthy’s use of extended passages of unmarked, untranslated Spanish throughout texts like
All the Pretty Horses—a kind of code-switching that complicates both the identity of the novel’s
protagonist, John Grady Cole, as well as the space of the México-U.S. border itself. John Grady
is typically read as a gringo cowboy who enters México as a foreigner (with all the concomitant
imperialist overtones such a reading suggests), however, as Jeffrey Herlihy-Mera convincingly
argues, “[t]he context of Cole's upbringing […] destabilizes the theory that Mexico is a foreign
cultural reality for Cole. Regardless of the origin of his surname, as a Mexican American the
culture south of the Río Bravo del Norte was not foreign but rather a central component of his
upbringing and identity” (477).
Tellingly, the very first line of dialogue in All the Pretty Horses occurs in Spanish:
“Buenos días, guapo” (4), followed by a brief interaction between Luisa and John Grady:
I appreciate you lightin the candle, he said.
Cómo?
La candela. La vela.
No fui yo, she said.
La señora?
Claro.
Ya se levantó?
Antes que yo. (4)
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This conversation establishes the setting of the novel as a space of Spanish-speaking as well as
English—it also establishes, because John Grady responds to Luisa at first in English and then,
correcting himself (twice), in Spanish, that he is able to move seamlessly between linguistic
spaces—a skill that will both help and hinder him as the novel progresses. Herlihy-Mera argues
that is it precisely this linguistic and cultural facility that establishes John Grady as a
“postgeographic” and “postcultural” (485) figure in the text, one who resists “the construct of
nation when he is an individual who obviously breaks such parables,” and who is even referred
to as a “reverse wetback” (482). In this sense, John Grady bears some resemblance to the
narrator of “Sabaditos en la noche,” who also moves in this “reverse” direction. Although, we
should be clear, the Mexican American family who raise John Grady are not necessarily
immigrants—like many Mexican families in Texas, they may have simply found themselves on
the “other” side of the political border after the Mexican-American war, a situation also
potentially true for the narrator of “Sabaditos.” Both characters “return” to México in a gesture
of hope—there is evidence that both John Grady and the “Sabaditos” narrator feel at home in
México, even though both characters ultimately fail at making a home there.
These examples pulled from Hemingway and McCarthy demonstrate that heterolingual
practices occur across literature, not just in those literatures considered explicitly postcolonial.
As Chiara Denti argues, “le multilinguisme est constamment présent au sein de la littérature”
(522).5 As we saw earlier, all language, and therefore all literature, is a site of encounter. The
idea of a unitary national language spoken by a purely monolingual populace is a powerful
imaginary, but it is, in the end, an imaginary.6 That quintessentially white, male writers of the
canon like Hemingway and McCarthy (not to mention the perhaps even more canonical
5
6

“multilingualism is always present at the heart of literature”
See works by Denti, Meylaerts, Yildiz
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examples of Joyce, Pound, Tolstoy and others), so clearly rely on heterolingualism reveals that
heterolingual literature is not solely the domain of the “minor,” but that these practices are
common throughout all literary production.

Communication breakdown
The heterolingual text reflects an uncomfortable truth about language itself: misunderstandings
happen all the time, not just between people who speak different languages, but between people
who speak the same language. “[T]he heterolingual address does not abide by the normalcy of
reciprocal and transparent communication,” writes Naoki Sakai, “but instead assumes that every
utterance can fail to communicate because heterogeneity is inherent in any medium, linguistic or
otherwise” (8). Heterolingual practices foreground the experience of noncomprehension,
miscomprehension, difficult comprehension, making the inherent opacity of language manifest.
Explicitly heterolingual literature can refocus our understanding of language, literature, and
translation.
Alejandro Saravia’s novel Rojo, amarillo y verde, for example, narrated from the
perspective of a Bolivian man, Alfredo Cutipa, living in Montréal, trying to write his way
through his memories of the atrocities he witnessed and participated in as a member of the
Bolivian Army during the violent reign of Colonel Hugo Banzer, is one such text. Written
largely in Spanish, the novel also includes small sections of French-language dialogue, and even
smaller sections of Quechua. In one early scene, Cutipa wanders the Montréal metro, shouting in
Quechua (or in some approximation of it)—“¡Chunquituy palomitay… kolila!” (8),7 hoping to
find someone, anyone, who can understand him—a someone who would be, almost certainly, a

7

I have not been able to locate a translation for this.
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fellow andino. An underlying irony here is that Cutipa does not even speak Quechua but has
taught himself a few words and phrases from a Spanish-Quechua dictionary precisely for this
subway “experiment”: “Hojeas el diccionario buscando desenterrar aquella lengua que te fue
negada por la vergüenza y el apellido de tus mayores, ellos que tan bien la utilizaban en sus
pláticas por los campos de maíz, cuando no querían ser entendidos” (8). Cutipa, shouting in
Quechua in the middle of Montréal, is seeking an interlocutor who most likely does not exist
(and with whom he might not even be able to communicate if she did). Heterolingual texts, too,
seek readers who might not exist, or who might not be able to understand “perfectly”—in this
sense, they perform, over and over again, the melancholy of misunderstanding, of
noncomprehension, that lies so often hidden at the heart of all language. Following Reine
Meylaerts, “[w]e do not fully understand texts, multilingual or not, translated or not” (521).
Saravia’s novel makes use, furthermore, of passages in French throughout, reflecting its
québecois setting. The text begins with a note completely in French—like the rest of the French
in the Spanish text, it is unmarked and untranslated:
J’ai peur de te revoir et je le souhaite tant. Dans ma chambre je garde un drapeau dont je
rêve de te l’envoyer pour que tu puisses le montrer sur ton balcon tel un signe de victoire
sur la nostalgie—signe de soif de nous-mêmes—car ma patrie, ma terre, mes mots c’est
toi, ta voix, tes bras, tes paroles.8 (5)
This note, in the English translation, is fully translated into English, and the French is relegated
to an italicized footnote at the bottom of the page. In most other instances, the French is
maintained in the text, although always in italics, and, for longer passages such as this one,

8

“I’m afraid of seeing you again and I want it so much. In my room I keep a flag that I dream of sending
to you so you can display it on your balcony as a sign of victory over nostalgia—a sign of our thirst for
ourselves—for my homeland, my country, the words I write, are you, your arms, the words you speak”
(Red 9, trans. José Giménez).
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offered in translation in a footnote.
In a later scene, Cutipa meets a Kurdish woman (whose name, oddly and importantly, is
Bolivia) at a party and introduces himself. While Saravia’s text makes no typographical
distinction between French and Spanish here, María José Giménez’s translation marks a clear
distinction between the two languages:
“Ella le miraba sonriente, divertida quién sabe por el acento del francés de Alfred cette
fois, Alfjgged, avec une ‘r’ profonde et riche [sic] o quizá por la cruda ingenuidad de
sus explicaciones” (Rojo 56, emphasis mine).
“She smiled and stared at him, amused perhaps by the French accent of this man—Alfred
cette fois, ou Alfgged, avec un ‘r’ profond et riche—or perhaps by the crude naiveté of
his explanations” (Red 52, trans. José Giménez, emphasis mine).
We notice, first of all, that the French in the English is set off by italics, marking the language as
“foreign,” as an insertion or disruption, a clear departure from how the French appears in the
Spanish. When unmarked, this “foreignness” no longer appears as necessarily foreign or other.
Rather, its unmarkedness reflects the activity of a mind that is operating in more than one
language at once, the mind of a man who speaks both Spanish and French, imagining what this
French-speaking woman might be thinking about him pronouncing his own (Spanish) name in
French “cette fois.” We also notice the insertion of “ou” and the correction of the misgendered
“une ‘r’ profonde” in the Spanish text to “un ‘r’ profond” in the English. It is an ever so slight
moment of slippage between the two texts, and perhaps represents an unintentional error on the
part of Saravia (although genders often coincide between Spanish- and French-language nouns,
¡ojo!: they do not always. Letters of the alphabet are feminine in Spanish but masculine in
French). The point is a small one, however, it is worth noting because this is exactly the kind of
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error a Spanish-speaker would make in French, even someone who speaks quite fluently. Here,
Saravia and Cutipa overlap, making the same mistake based on their Spanish-minded habits of
gendering. In “correcting” the error, the translation fixes a mistake but also erases this tiny
moment of coincidence.
In any case, the heterolingualism in Saravia’s text is seamless, representing the seamless
linguistic mental landscape of someone who is constantly moving, thinking, and speaking
between languages. The English text, in marking (and usually translating) moments of French,
distinguishes the French as foreign—as something in need of interpretation—in a way that the
Spanish-language text does not.
Spanglish: Four Case Studies
Although “Spanglish” is a widely used and recognized term, we are perhaps not always sure
what we are talking about when we talk about Spanglish. Unfortunately, this term has
historically been used to marginalize those who come from communities where both Spanish and
English are spoken, as a way of deligitimizing this way of speaking as incomplete, non-standard,
or somehow illiterate and illegitimate. However, nothing could be further from the case, as
linguist Ana Celia Zentella argues:
Years of ethnographic studies and careful analyses of its structure reveal that Spanglish is
best defined as a rule-governed, in-group, and informal style of speaking among
bilingual Latinas/os, an act of “doing being bilingual” that reflects our dual worlds and
challenges static notions of “Latina/o identity.” It consists primarily of some
phonologically adapted (e.g., roof > rufo) and un-adapted […] English loan words
inserted in Spanish, some Spanish loans in English, loan translations, a few borrowed
structures, and switches between Spanish and English, usually at sentence boundaries,
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but also within sentences. (210)
Whether or not Spanglish is or is not “a language,” is beside the point (although Zentella seems
to think it is not), but what is important to recognize is that this way of speaking is not haphazard
or random, rather it is “rule-governed” and follows established patterns of code-switching and
borrowing. Zentella further points out that among speakers of Spanglish, “sentences follow
English rules in the English part and Spanish rules in the Spanish part” (210). That is, Spanglish
is linguistically logical and consistent.
a) Delgado Lopera: Fiebre Tropical
Juli Delgado Lopera’s 2020 novel Fiebre Tropical is, according to the bookflap “[n]arrated in
irreverent prose and a groundbreaking rhythmic Spanglish,” and is one of the most recent
examples of a mainstream “Spanglish” text published in the U.S. The novel, narrated by a queer
Colombian teenager who has recently immigrated to Miami from Bogotá, is indeed remarkable
for its language, which veers seamlessly between English and Spanish and in-between, with lines
like “[i]t is so bello, ¿verdad, Lucía? Look how bello y en descuento. You haven’t tried it on,
nena. Try it on, ven pa’ acá” (11), “[l]a vida es dura, Tata always said. Life is hard, girlfriend”
(27), and “[s]oft Spanish Christian rock. Holy bachata sin tumbao. Nada de moverme la cadera
too much” (33). Although its “base” language is clearly English, Fiebre Tropical is a truly
heterolingual text, even more so than a novel like Junot Díaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar
Wao, perhaps the preeminent example of contemporary “Spanglish” literature in the U.S., to be
discussed below. Fiebre Tropical is striking not only because of its language, but because of its
reception. In his review in the Times, Dwight Garner, comments only glancingly on Delgado
Lopera’s bilingualism, writing merely that “Lopera [sic] pushes this novel’s idiomatic language
into English and then Spanish, to bold and farcical effect.” One wonders if Garner even speaks
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Spanish, but it is perhaps, on the whole, a sign of progress that a white reviewer spends so little
time on the linguistic challenges of the tex, and chooses to rather focus on the strength of the
story and its narrative voice.
Florencia Orlandoni’s review in the Los Angeles Review of Books spends far more time
discussing Delgado Lopera’s use of language, probably because Orlandoni is bilingual herself,
and her review, like the novel, makes use of both English and Spanish throughout. “It is Delgado
Lopera’s voice,” she writes, “leading a carnival of lush bilingual narrative, entering the reader’s
imagination atop a flower-adorned bulldozer followed by a cast of characters de carne y hueso.”
Orlandoni comments directly on who can read this book, even going so far as to recommend that
non-Spanish speakers readers who rely on a Spanish-speaking friend should compensate them
for their help:
If you speak English and a little Spanish, you should be able to follow the story while
Googling or accompanying your reading with a dictionary of Colombian slang. If you are
going to ask a Spanish-speaking friend, tread lightly and ask politely. If you end up
needing them a lot, pay them for their work however you see fit.
But Orlandoni also offers a powerful defense of this type of writing, regardless of how “difficult”
it might be for certain audiences. “What do bilingual books do?” she asks. “They question the
concept of assimilation. They make a commitment to opening a space of delight for an audience
that feels underrepresented in the United States’s publishing industry. They represent and
acknowledge the unique intellect of displaced peoples who can read in two languages.” By
decentering the English-language market and readership that is so often over-privileged and
over-represented by publishers in the U.S., Delgado Lopera’s language offers new experiences of
reading and new possibilities of “delight,” as Orlandoni so rightly puts it.
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b) Díaz: The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao
Junot Díaz’s celebrated 2007 novel The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao is a useful example
of heterolingualism in and out of translation, because the text itself exhibits a high degree of
heterolingualism and because it has by now been widely translated.9 The following example,
given below in the English, Spanish, French, and German versions, demonstrates some of the
questions, potentialities, and risks that arise in this type of translative work.
(1) When Oscar whimpered, Girls, Moms de León nearly exploded. Tú ta llorando
por una muchacha? She hauled Oscar to his feet by his ear.
Mami, stop it, his sister cried, stop it!
She threw him to the floor. Dale un galletazo, she panted, then see if the little
puta respects you.
If he’d been a different nigger he might have considered the galletazo. (The
Brief 14-15, emphasis mine)
(a) Cuando Óscar lloriqueó, Las muchachas, Mamá de Léon casi estalló. ¿Tú tá
llorando por una muchacha? Y puso a Óscar de pie con un jalón de oreja.
¡Mami, ya! su hermana gritó, ¡para ya!
Su mamá lo tiró al piso. Dale un galletazo, jadeó, a ver si la putica esa te
respeta.
Si él hubiera sido otro tipo de varón, habría tomado en cuenta lo del galletazo.
(La breve 24 Ebook, trans. Achy Obejas, emphasis mine)

9

At the time of writing, according to WorldCat, translations of Oscar Wao have been published in twenty
different languages.
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(b) “Quand Oscar a pleurniché, Les Filles, la daronne de Léon a failli exploser. Tú
ta llorando por una muchacha ? Tirant Oscar par l’oreille, elle l’a forcé à se relever.
Mami, arrête, a crié sa soeur, arrête !
Elle l’a jeté à terre. Dale un galletazo, elle lui a conseillé, le souffle court, et tu
verras comment cette petite puta te respecte.
S’il avait été un négro d’une autre trempe, il se serait peut-être laissé tenter par
le galletazo” (La brève 89% Kindle preview, trans. Laurence Viallet, emphasis mine).

(c) Als Oscar winselte: Mädchen, explodierte Mama de Leon beinahe. Tu ta llorando
por una muchacha? Sie zerrte Oscar am Ohr auf die Füße.
Mami, hör auf, rief seine Schwester, hör auf!
Sie stieß ihn zu Boden. Dale un galletazo, schnaubte sie. Und dann wollen wir mal
sehen, ob die kleine puta Respekt vor dir hat.
Ein anderer Nigger hätte sich die Sache mit der Ohrfeige vielleicht überlegt.
(Das kurze 25, trans. Eva Kemper, my emphasis).
In this example, we see several different varieties of heterolingualism happening at once: on the
one hand, the reported speech of Oscar’s mother, who is speaking in Spanish, and on the other,
the Spanglish-speaking voice of the narrator, who maintains certain words in Spanish
(“galletazo” and “puta”), as well as his Black American-inflected speech, represented most
clearly by his liberal use of the n-word throughout the novel. What is most notable is the way
Achy Obejas’s Spanish version, in particular, tends to reduce the non-standard language of the
source text: using “Mamá” for “Moms,” for example, “correcting” the missing accent from “Tú
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ta” into “Tú tá” (and from “Oscar” to “Óscar”), and standardizing the punctuation around the
mother’s question. The mother’s speech, in particular, is the most maintained from version to
version—the French as well as the Spanish maintain “galletazo” in both instances, while the
German translates the term to “Ohrfeige” only in the second instance. And while both the French
and German maintain the derogatory “puta” as is, Obejas renders the word as “putica,”
seemingly retranslating the mother’s language back into the Dominican Spanish Díaz has
“translated” it from. The variations in the renderings of “Moms de Léon” are also worth noting—
“Moms” is clearly a non-standard word in English, but only Viallet’s French version attempts to
approximate it with the slangy “la daronne.” Both the Spanish and German standardize the word
as “Mamá,” and “Mama,” respectively, resulting in a flattening or evening out effect here.
The Spanish text, furthermore, erases the racial tension of Díaz’s use of the n-word
throughout the text. In the above example, for instance, Obejas renders “different nigger” as
“otro tipo de varón,” a complete de-racialization of the novel’s vocabulary. Others, too, have
noted how Obejas attempts to avoid the potential dangers of translating this type of language by
leaving it out entirely. As Boyden and Goethals note in their treatment of her version, “In other
examples, nigger is translated by impersonal constructions such as uno, cualquiera, the
impersonal construction with se or hyperonymic forms such as los tipos or un muchacho” (33,
emphases in original). The French adheres somewhat more closely to the racialized language of
Díaz’s narrator, offering “un négro d’une autre trempe,” while the German maintains it
completely as “ein anderer Nigger.” Obviously, such choices matter a great deal, insofar as it is
precisely this type of language that identifies both narrator and place—that is, who is speaking,
and where they are speaking from.
As Sandra Kingery notes in a careful study of both the English and Spanish versions,
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“while the translation does maintain the ‘radical hybridism’ of the novel’s freewheeling
linguistic registers, it ends up reducing the amount of code-switching between Spanish and
English, minimizing the Spanglish” and “not match[ing] the bilingualism of the original” (10). It
seems particularly difficult to translate a heterolingual text into its less “dominant” language—
some of the Spanglish or non-standard Spanish would potentially appear to Spanish readers as
mistakes, typos, or general carelessness. Furthermore, as Esther Allen points out in a discussion
of the Spanish translation of Oscar Wao, the stakes are ultimately political as well as practical:
“[t]he incorporation of English into a translation from English into Spanish […] risks having a
very different weight, register, and impact on the potential reader. And it is this reading of the
meaning of English itself, within the context of Spanish, that […] may lead to the production […]
of monolingual translations of multilingual texts” (79). Maintaining some English in a translation
from English means something rather different than maintaining some Spanish or other relatively
more “minor” language in a translation into English. Nevertheless, as Allen suggests here,
translators should be sensitive to the heterolingualism of a source text, or they run the risk of
producing translations that cover over, flatten out, or simply erase the linguistic diversity that is,
in the end, so central to heterolingual literature.

c) Yoss: Superextragrande
While in many instances, like in the previous example, translation inevitably seems to “even out”
the language play of heterolingual texts, there are certain cases in which translation reveals a
kind of hidden or stealth multilingualism in the source text. David Frye’s translation of Cuban
writer Yoss’s sci-fi novel Superextragrande is one such case.
In this text, the Laggorus—a lizard-like alien species—speak a mostly invented language
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which in the Spanish is referred to as “hispanglés” and in the English is referred to as
“Spanglish.” “Hispanglés” seems to refer to an “Americanized” manner of speaking Spanish—
that is, the Laggorus speak a language reminiscent of the way an English-speaking American
with a very basic understanding of Spanish vocabulary and grammar might speak it— in the
words of the Spanish-speaking narrator, his Laggoru assistant, Narbuk, speaks “con horrible
tozudez, se come casi todas la preposiciones y solo usa verbos en el infinitivo” (12). Narbuk’s
manner of speaking is a grammatically simplistic and generally incorrect Spanish that is
nevertheless intelligible to any Spanish speaker. For example:
Jefe Sangan, sentir mucho, yo, pero no poder hacer eso. Dar garras de pelea por vida
suya, si necesario, pero animales provocar yo alergia muy mucha. […] Yo proscrito
laggoru por no cazar y no comer carne. Usted saber. (15)
Frye renders this passage as follows:
Boss Sangan, me sorry but no can do that. You por favor knock self out si necessita, but
animal me da very mucho allergy. […] Me Laggoru banned y no como meat because no
hunt, Tú sabes” (16).
The “hispanglés” of Yoss’s Spanish, like Hemingway’s use of “structural” Spanish in “In
Another Country” and For Whom the Bell Tolls, is a style of writing that is structurally rather
than manifestly heterolingual. Narbuk speaks only in Spanish—he does not use any English
vocabulary at all—however, because of the grammatical structure of his speech, alongside
Yoss’s choice to call this manner of speaking “hispanglés,” the reader understands that there is
English happening underneath the Spanish. Narbuk’s Spanish is thus a kind of translation into
Spanish from an imagined English referent, much like Hemingway’s “translation” of the
imagined Italian-language conversation between the narrator and the major of “In Another
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Country.” However, Frye renders this speech as a kind of protean English-Spanish hybrid that
functions very differently within the English-language text.
Frye’s decision to render the Laggoru manner of speaking in this way points to the
central difficulty of this kind of translation work. “Hispanglés” is in many ways a parody—a
parody of the carelessness and disinterest with which many English speakers “learn” Spanish.
The joke here is that the Laggorus have “perfected” this language and take great pride in
speaking it “fluently.” In their “mastery” of hispanglés, the Laggorus are also, perhaps,
representative of the breezy way in which so many English speakers claim to “know” or to
“speak” Spanish, regardless of their actual level of background or fluency in the language. So
often, such claims are deeply dubious, if not outright factitious, seeming to arise either because
introductory Spanish is widely taught in schools in the U.S., or, relatedly, because of Spanish’s
undeserved reputation as an “easy” language. The ways in which “hispanglés” satirizes Englishspeakers speaking Spanish is, of course, extremely difficult to render into English (we see a
somewhat similar issue, I think, with the Spanish translation of Oscar Wao). Thus, Frye
transforms the language into something else entirely, and although he calls it “Spanglish,” that is
certainly not what this hybrid language is. The clunky, inelegant code-switching of the Laggoru
in the English version is light years away from the fluidity and fluency of real, human speakers
of actual Spanglish.
Frye’s translation, while humorous in its own right, nevertheless departs from the
“hispanglés” of Yoss’s Spanish in ways that have significant impact on the reader’s
understanding of this language, who speaks it, and what it means. The possibilities of
intelligibility, first of all, have been reduced in translation, and not in a way that reflects the
intelligibility of the Spanish-language text. All Spanish speakers can understand what Narbuk is
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saying in “hispanglés,” but not all English speakers can understand what he says in “Spanglish.”
In fact, I would argue that real Spanglish, in the vein of Díaz, Delgado Lopera, and others, is far
more intelligible to English-language readers than the erratic hodge-podge of Frye’s version.
Second, “hispanglés” is a language that seems intended to parody “gringo” Spanish—it is thus a
language that satirizes the powerful. Frye’s “Spanglish” is not really a parody at all, it merely
makes the Laggorus appear unintelligent and incompetent. Third, we should note that in the
Spanish, the narrator speaks standard Spanish, even when he is speaking directly to Narbuk. In
the English, Narbuk and the narrator communicate exclusively in “Spanglish,” reinforcing the
idea above, that the Laggorus are too unintelligent to even understand standard Spanish, and that
the narrator must himself use this lesser language to communicate (like the notorious Englishspeakers who raise their voices and resort to an imaginary pidgin when speaking with non-native
interlocuters). Again, this choice disrupts the representation of power relationships portrayed in
the Spanish, where Narbuk is perfectly capable of understanding the standard spoken Spanish of
his boss.

d) Crosthwaite: Estrella de la calle sexta
Although the specifics of translating Crosthwaite will be discussed in more detail in the
following chapter, his use of Spanglish throughout Estrella, and especially in “Sabaditos en la
noche” is worth briefly addressing here, given the context of the above examples. One of the
most difficult heterolingual techniques Crosthwaite uses is in his rendering of Spanish-accented
English-language speech. While this is not necessarily “Spanglish” per se, these examples are an
important way in which the text illustrates the intersections and crossovers between Spanish and
English along the México-U.S. border and beyond. This speech, which the narrator uses at
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certain points himself, and at other points uses to communicate the speech of others, is difficult
to read (for English- and Spanish-speakers alike), unstable, non-standard, and challenging to
“translate.” In a scene when the narrator goes to a dance-hall, for example, he describes his
encounter with the women who work there, professionals who are paid to dance with the male
clientele:
Se sumergen en la danza y uno hace lo mejor para seguirles el paso, uno-dos, uno-dos,
nunca resulta, dis bato eint meid for dat chit, las ando pisando y ellas me dicen «Don
guorri, mijo, its part of da yob». (29-30, my emphasis)
In this example, we encounter the mostly standard Spanish of the narrator (“Se sumergen en la
danza,” etc.) as well as the non-standard English, rendered phonetically in Spanish, that is used
on the one hand by the narrator himself (“dis bato eint meid for dat chit”) as well as spoken to
him by his dance partner (“Don guorri, mijo, its part of da yob”). On the one hand, when used by
the narrator himself, this type of language seems to function as parody, an example of the
narrator making fun of a stereotypical “Mexican accent,” while on the other hand, in the related
speech of the woman in the scene, seems to function as a more straightforward way of relating
her accented English-language speech. In both examples, this accented speech is also intersected
by the Spanish-language slang of “bato” and then “mijo,” which both serve to deepen the
language play throughout this passage. This type of heterolingualism is a challenge for the
translator, as we have seen elsewhere. Below are a few different ways of approaching the
passage (all are my own):
a) They lose themselves in the dance and I do my best to follow their lead: one-two, onetwo, but it never works out, this guy ain’t made for that shit. I keep stepping on their
toes and they just say, “Don’t worry, my dear, it’s part of the job.”
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b) They lose themselves in the dance and I do my best to follow their lead: one-two, onetwo, but it never works out, dis bato aint maid for dat shit. I keep stepping on their toes
and they just say, “Don worri, mijo, its part of da yob.”

c) They lose themselves in the dance and I do my best to follow their lead: one-two, onetwo, but it never works out, dis bato eint meid for dat chit. I keep stepping on their toes
and they just say, “Don guorri, mijo, its part of da yob.”

d) They lose themselves in the dance and I do my best to follow their lead: uno-dos, unodos, but it never works out, dis bato eint meid for dat chit. I keep stepping on their toes
and they just say, “Don guorri, mijo, its part of da yob.”
Example (a) represents a translation approach to this passage that is maximally standardizing—
all of the spellings have been rendered into standard English, and both “bato” and “mijo” have
been translated, as well. Example (b) offers a variation on the non-standard spelling in the source
text, making a few modifications to make the words easier to sound out for English speakers (i.e.
“aint” for “eint,” “maid for meid,” and “worri” for “guorri”), while leaving the Spanish-specific
terms “bato” and “mijo” unaltered. Example (c) goes the furthest in terms of non-standard,
defamiliarizing language, leaving both passages completely unchanged from the source text,
while example (d) keeps the spelling and language the same while marking the speech in both
cases with italics, as well as maintaining the Spanish “uno-dos, uno-dos” of the dance steps.
While this is by no means an exhaustive list of possibilities, each example represents a
specific strategic approach to the passage, each with its own trade-offs and compromises. In the
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first example, the reader gains full comprehension of the meaning of the text—there is no
question about what is being said by either party. However, in standardizing the language
throughout the passage, the reader also loses the sense of the accented speech that is clearly
marked in the Spanish, and with it the underlying sense of irony and parody, as well as the sense
of the place in which this scene is happening, the sense of place and of character that is very
much at the nexus of different languages and cultures. The second example maintains most of the
defamiliarizing language of the source text, while making a few concessions to legibility. The
“gu-” of “guorri,” for example, presents a particular hurdle for English-speaking readers, who
will have a hard time “translating” the pronunciation of this word into “worry.” Rendering the
spelling as “worri” eases this difficulty. This approach is not without its own complications,
however. On the one hand, the spelling changes serve to simplify this way of speaking, when it’s
not clear at all that this speech is supposed to be simple, legible, or easy. The spellings in the
Spanish, too, because they point to English words, are not necessarily legible or easy for a
Spanish-speaking audience. A Spanish-speaker with little to no knowledge of English, for
example, would have an extremely difficult, if not impossible time deciphering this type of
language. Altering the spelling thus potentially erases an intentional linguistic difficulty.
Furthermore, altering these spellings presents a serious ethical complication, especially for an
Anglo-American translator, as this accented speech now becomes something of their own
invention and imagination, a troubling instance of speaking for a community that, in the source
text, is already speaking for itself. The third strategy avoids the dangers of the first two
altogether by leaving these two passages completely unchanged, forcing the reader to encounter
them and grapple with them in much the same way as readers of the Spanish are forced to
encounter them and grapple with them. The fourth example, however, offers the most
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heterolingual approach to this passage, in maintaining the spelling of the two non-standard
passages, as well as maintaining some standard Spanish, namely the “uno-dos, uno-dos.”
Because this “uno dos, uno dos” is not italicized, the choice to italicize the non-standard
passages thus become a way of marking one type of speaking from another. Although italics
often serve (in English) to mark the “foreignness” of non-English languages, here they are used
to mark the unfamiliarity of non-standard language. Of course, both the “uno-dos, uno-dos” and
the non-standard lines could all be rendered in standard font, but the English-speaking reader
might be in danger, in that case, of losing the sense of the distinctiveness of both ways of
speaking.

A Multilingual Fluency?
The heterolingualism of texts such as Estrella and others discussed above pulls in two opposite
directions—on the one hand, the “hybrid” quality of this language is a universalizing gesture,
bringing two (or possibly more) languages together in a single text, in the voice of a single
narrator, and asking them to talk to each other, to work together in the service of this narrative,
of this language world. On the other hand, the heterolingual text circumscribes, often severely,
its potential audience in its demand for multilingual readers who are proficient in two or more
specific languages. Although a text written in both Spanish and English might seem to avoid
such a severe circumscription owing to the large number of people who are bilingual or at least
proficient in both languages (or in only one—many readers of Junot Díaz, for example, speak
little to no Spanish at all), Crosthwaite’s use of language in Estrella resists almost all of its
readers, even those who are fluent in Spanish. Neither the Spanish nor the English in this text is
standard—its fronterizo, pachuco slang is unfamiliar to the majority of Spanish speakers, even to
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many Mexicans. Many of these definitions are difficult to find (Google Translate certainly does
not speak pachuco and probably never will), and many words simply mean something else in
other regional Spanishes, meaning that chances are, searchers will find the wrong definition, or
no definition at all. The word “esquina,” which in standard Spanish means “corner” but appears
in the text as a cholo term for “wife” or “girlfriend” is one clear example of this difficulty,
further compounded by the fact that many characters in Estrella are often hanging out on literal
esquinas, that is, on street corners. The English, too, is deeply non-standard, appearing alien to
English and Spanish speakers alike. A quick Google search of the phrase “meid for ich óder,” a
Spanish spelling of the English “made for each other,” turns up a measly four results (all are
articles in Spanish about Crosthwaite) as well as the notification that “there are no great matches
for your search.” Such phrasings require readers to figure them out on their own.
It is for these reasons that the all-too common aesthetic ideology of fluency in
translation—already problematic10—especially does not apply here. The regime of fluency is, as
we have seen, one of erasure. Estrella is simply not a “fluent” text for the vast majority of its
readers, rather it is an example of what Brian Lennon calls a “nonoptimizable object—one whose
‘foreignness’ is […] artifactually immanent rather than categorically comparative” (61). Such a
text, according to Lennon, “is structured by that imperative, to know or to learn the languages of
the source, in place of or prior to translation. It is, in Venuti’s terms, already ‘foreignized’” (78,
emphasis in original). Lennon makes a distinction between “strong” and “weak” plurilingualism,
explaining that a text that is “strongly” bi- or plurilingual is one in which it is impossible, or
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See Venuti: “Under the regime of fluent translating, the translator works to make his or her work
‘invisible,’ producing the illusory effect of transparency that simultaneously masks its status as an
illusion” (5) and “The translator’s invisibility is symptomatic of a complacency in British and American
relations with cultural others, a complacency that can be described […] as imperialistic abroad and
xenophobic at home” (13).
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difficult, to determine a “base” language within it.11 For this reason, Estrella is more accurately
characterized according to this rubric as a “weakly” plurilingual text (its base language is clearly
Spanish), but, because of Crosthwaite’s play with non-standard language(s) throughout, it is
perhaps a “weakly” plurilingual text that resists translation in much the same way as a strongly
plurilingual or heterolingual text would. This resistance, Lennon explains, resides in a central
antinomy: on the one hand, the text is, in a sense, always already translating itself, and on the
other requires constant translation on the part of its reader.
We should also be careful to read Crosthwaite’s heterolingualism for what it is: a site of
conflict, in which linguistic as well as cultural norms and hierarchies intersect and contest each
other, a perhaps direct parallel to the site of Tijuana itself which, although it has historically been
read as a site of pseudo-utopic heterogeneousness (Canclini’s famous, fraught dictum of the city
as the “laboratory of the postmodern”) but is more importantly a contested zone, where we see
the interconnected forces of globalization, neoliberalism, and desire result in a kind of nexus of
current crises: migration, poverty, climate change, organized crime, militarization, surveillance,
etc. As Yasemin Yildiz suggests about the German-Japanese writing of Yoko Tawada, bilingual
writers often “[use] bilingualism as a literary strategy of detachment from any language’s claim
on the subject, rather than as a basis for a claim to double belonging” (112). Just because a text
makes use of multiple languages doesn’t automatically mean that it’s participating in a
universalizing aesthetic of hybridity. Rather, it could be doing quite the opposite, as Lennon puts
it, “escap[ing] into absolute privacy” (79).

11

Lennon cites, for example, Anzaldúa’s Borderlands / La Frontera as an example of strong
plurilingualism and Pound’s Cantos as an example of weak.
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Language Lessons
“Always start learning your foreign language with the names of farm animals” (103), writes
Lydia Davis in her short story “French Lesson I: Le Meurtre.” The story, written as a kind of
French farmhouse murder mystery in the style of a language textbook, moves between French
and English as well as between narrative (the farmer, his wife, the hired man, a pool of blood)
and instruction (grammar, pronunciation, language history, items of cultural note). Most
importantly, however, it moves from a seemingly innocent and pastoral discussion of farm
animals towards something much more sinister and mysterious. The words in French, too,
italicized throughout, increase in tempo towards the end of the story, impressing upon readers
that everything is happening just a little too fast for them to interpret the clues, or that the central
drama of the story remains just out of reach.
While the connection between language learning and murder is by no means obvious at
first (or ever), the story interrogates the ways in which language(s) can at once reveal and
obscure, as well as the ways in which learning a new language always implicates the learner in
something much larger, more complex, and perhaps more sinister than herself. “[A] language
student,” writes Davis, “should always master la ferme before he or she moves on to la ville, just
as we should all come to the city only in our adolescent years, when nature, or animal life, is no
longer as important or interesting to us as it once was” (105-6, emphasis in original). As our
grasp of a given language becomes more sophisticated, as we are able to increasingly understand,
we are likewise increasingly implicated by that understanding, by that skill and that facility.
Entering language, Davis suggests, is never an innocent act.
“French Lesson I” is meant to disturb us—we begin with cows and chickens and end
with the growing realization that someone, seemingly the farmhand, has murdered the farmer,
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whose wife is now alone in the kitchen as night falls. But I’d like to suggest that it is not only the
plot of this story that is disturbing, rather, the language of the text also becomes a disturbance,
due to the increasing appearance and complexity of French as we move closer and closer to the
end. Even though the story is written as a “lesson,” Davis impresses upon us, both through her
use of language as well as via the story’s unresolved central tension, that we have not learned
enough. There are ways, Davis suggests, that a heterolingual text can teach us, to a certain extent
(what is a language textbook, after all, but an extended exercise in heterolingualism), while also
revealing to us the central opacity of language—the ways in which meaning is always elusive, no
matter how much we think we understand.
John Felstiner’s remarkable translation of Paul Celan’s “Todesfuge” is another example
of a heterolingual text that seeks to “teach” its readers. Although Michael Hamburger is perhaps
the better known of Celan’s translators, Felstiner’s translation is notable for the ways in which it
moves the monolingual poem into a heterolingual form, bringing the reader along with it, asking
the reader to accept increasing amounts of German until, at last, the final couplet appears entirely
in German, just the same as in Celan’s own German version. In the passages below, we see the
final two stanzas of Celan’s poem, first in the German (1), and then in Felstiner’s (a) and
Hamburger’s (b) translations, respectively. Felstiner’s choice to maintain a significant amount of
German results, we can see, in a much different poem.
(1) Schwarze Milch der Frühe wir trinken dich nachts
wir trinken dich mittags der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland
wir trinken dich abends und morgens wir trinken und trinken
der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland sein Auge ist blau
er trifft dich mit bleierner Kugel er trifft dich genau
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ein Mann wohnt im Haus dein goldenes Haar Margarete
er hetzt seine Rüden auf uns er schenkt uns ein Grab in der Luft
er spielt mit den Schlangen und träumet der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland
dein goldenes Haar Margarete
dein aschenes Haar Sulamith (Twentieth 238, emphasis mine)

(a) Black milk of daybreak we drink you at night
we drink you at midday Death is a master aus Deutschland
we drink you at evening and morning we drink and we drink
this Death is ein Meister aus Deutschland his eye it is blue
he shoots you with shot made of lead shoots you level and true
a man lives in the house your goldenes Haar Margarete
he looses his hounds on us grants us a grave in the air
he plays with his vipers and daydreams der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland
dein goldenes Haar Margarete
dein aschenes Haar Sulamith (Twentieth 239, trans. John Felstiner, emphasis mine)
(b) Black milk of daybreak we drink you at night
we drink you at noon death is a master from Germany
we drink you at sundown and in the morning we drink and we drink you
death is a master from Germany his eyes are blue
he strikes you with leaden bullets his aim is true
a man lives in the house your golden hair Margarete
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he sets his pack on to us he grants us a grave in the air
he plays with the serpents and daydreams death is a master from Germany
your golden hair Margarete
your ashen hair Shulamith (Poems 33, trans. Michael Hamburger, emphasis mine)
An important choice that Felstiner makes in this translation, and the one that begins the pattern
of German vocabulary in the English version, is to maintain the German “Deutschland” as
opposed to rendering it as “Germany,” resulting in lines such as “he writes when it grows dark to
Deutschland” and later “this Death is a master from Deutschland.” In the second instance, we
also see German capitalization norms beginning to appear in the capital “D” of “Death.”
Felstiner uses the many resonances between German and English, as well as the fugue-like cycle
of repetition and variation that runs throughout the poem to his advantage, gradually
transforming his “your golden hair Margarete,” for example, into Celan’s own “dein goldenes
Haar Margarete” by the poem’s end.12 Similarly, in the example above, we can see the
transformation of the partially German “Death is a master aus Deutschland” into the fully
German “der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland” at the end of the stanza. Compared to
Hamburger’s version, Felstiner’s translation is far more strange, far more defamiliarizing, far
more uncanny and, as a result, somehow far more powerful. Part of this power lies in his choice
to maintain “Deutschland” as opposed to “Germany” throughout the poem, a word that is
recognizable to many English speakers and that carries within it the nationalist sentiment of
Germany as a “land of and for Germans,” a nationalist sentiment that was mobilized so
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Kate Briggs, in a passage reminiscent of Borges’s Pierre Menard, suggests that translation is perhaps
motivated by the translator’s desire to write the source text herself: “But I hear this talk of the desire to
write as a desire for the focused ambition to write the thing itself, only this time by myself, as one
possible version—as a very precise way of phrasing my own experience—of the impulse to translate”
(119).
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insidiously by Hitler and the Third Reich. Felstiner’s German in the poem, furthermore, enacts a
kind of take-over of the poem itself, as the German vocabulary appears to invade more and more
the page as the poem progresses.13
Felstiner’s translation suggests that this type of “difficult” heterolingual translation is not
only possible, but that it is deeply worthwhile, even of a text that was not explictly
“heterolingual” to begin with (although Celan himself was very heterolingual). It seems that
sometimes, the ways in which we cannot or do not understand can be just as important as the
ways we can and do.
Conclusion
In the examples discussed above, there are many, perhaps infinite, ways for a text to be
heterolingual. From Hemingway’s “structural Spanglish” to McCarthy’s use of lengthy,
unmarked, untranslated Spanish, to novels that make use of varying kinds and degrees of written
Spanglish, to texts and translations that seek to “teach” us a little bit of another language as we
read, we can see that the capacity of a given language (in this case English, and maybe,
especially English) to absorb, to contain, and to be disturbed by the presence of other languages
is a source of both difficulty and richness. However, as discussed in the first part of this chapter,
the disturbance caused by the heterolingual text is a reflection of the disturbance of language
itself, and the ways in which language is always alienated from meaning, always an arbitrary
collection of signs, and always an archive of encounters, both past and present. Literary
translation, then, is an opportunity to excavate and reveal these language truths, to shake us out
of our linguistic comfort zones. In their 2013 “Manifesto for Ultratranslation” the self-described
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My students in a German Literature in translation class at Queens College many years ago pointed this
out to me. I am indebted to their insight.
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“language justice and language experimentation collaborative” Antena argues for a translation
practice they term “ultratranslation.” “Ultratranslation,” they write, “is a process of working
against languages that seek to dominate. […] Ultratranslation nudges dominant languages away
from dominance, toward the space between original and translation. Into the space of the ultra.”
Indeed, when translating into a language such as English, or especially when translating into
English, the ethical imperative must be this quality of disturbance, this “nudge” away from
comfortable familiarity. “Working across languages is a conundrum,” they continue,
especially for those of us who speak and write in the language of empire. Our language
perpetrates the invisibility of the other. Our language imposes the privilege of the same.
Yet we translate into our language. We translate into our language to rewrite our
language.
Translation, historically a tool of empire used in the service of the reproduction of the same,
must now attempt precisely the opposite. As Jen Hofer, one of the founders of Antena, writes
alongside the other translators of Heriberto Yépez’s Empire of Neo-Memory,
So translators are colonialists, but less like railroad barons or stock traders and more like
rag-pickers or recyclers of bottles or peddlers of knife-sharpening tools and kitchen
utensils perambulating from neighborhood to neighbor-hood, obstinately harmless in our
laborious lugging of the text back and forth between languages, radically inappropriate.
(268)
The heterolingual text, too, performs a kind of radical inappropriateness, this obstinate, difficult
perambulation between, among, and within language and languages. And in so doing, such texts
offer us new ways to think and do language, and by extension, new ways to think and do
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translation.
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CHAPTER TWO
“NOGÜER MAN”: LANGUAGE, IDENTITY, PLACE,
AND THE TRANSLATION OF ESTRELLA DE LA CALLE SEXTA
“The Mexican shook his head and spat. I never been to Mexico in my life.” –Cormac McCarthy, All the Pretty
Horses

The Language-World(s) of Estrella
The opening sentence of Estrella begins, seemingly, in English. “Hey, hey,” exclaims the
unnamed narrator, calling out to us in a form of address typical of American English, although
one perhaps so ubiquitous that it is has by now gained international purchase. In the text this
“hey, hey” announces both the heterolingual discourse of a border city such as Tijuana, as well
as the heterolingual identity of the narrator himself, a Mexican-American man who crosses the
border into México every weekend to drown his many sorrows and “guachar a las beibis” (13).
“Beibis,” too, an English-language word rendered in phoneticized Spanish, suggests an accented
English, or perhaps an English that is spoken in or through Spanish, that is likewise characteristic
of the multiple languages that Crosthwaite mobilizes throughout the text. While “beibis” is
certainly the most frequent example of this accented speech, other examples abound throughout
the text, confronting English- and Spanish-speakers alike with their unconventional spellings and
alienating unfamiliarity. A few paragraphs into the first chapter, for example, the narrator relates
one of his preferred pick-up lines: “Guasumara, beibi, du yu fil laik ay du?” (14). A little later, he
describes getting caught in the rain: “Allí estoy, empapándome, singuin in da pinche rein” and
then his gringo boss: “a pein in da faquin as” (16). In the Spanish text, these moments are
purposefully unitalicized, giving the reader no warning, forcing us to adapt to this singular
speech as best we can. This text, Crosthwaite makes very clear, speaks its own language.
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Most of the critical writing about Crosthwaite focuses on the representation of
community and community identity in his work—most specifically the representation of the
cholo community in his story “El gran preténder,” by far the most critically-commented on of his
texts. What has been much less discussed is Crosthwaite’s particular use of language—
Crosthwaite writes in the language of Tijuana, the language of the borderlands—not solely
Mexican Spanish, not solely the English of the U.S., the language in which Crosthwaite writes is
a multiple language, operating in various registers and linguistic spheres at once. Sommer and
Wald write, for example, that Crosthwaite’s characters (in “Preténder”) “share a repertory of
music and words made up of mid-century songs in English and a register of Spanish language
laced in local touches of Romany, Nahuatl, and border-spawned caló. For outside readers, the
performance is uncanny in the strict sense of the term: strangely familiar though markedly
foreign no matter which side you’re on” (78).
For its part, the narration of “Sabaditos” is marked by its forceful, provocative orality—
bearing characteristics of a swaggering, machista Mexican slang as well as the narrator’s wellread upringing and his U.S. education, and we witness the tensions between these divergent
selves playing out over and over again in the text. The Mexicans around him call him “gringo”
and “güero,” identifying him as an outsider, even though he identifies more with them: “ellos
saben que yo no soy gringo,” he claims, “no como ellos me dicen, ¿ves? El gringo es otro rollo,
se cree dueño del mundo; yo no” and “[h]ay más unión entre esta raza, entre los meseros y yo,
que con toda la bola de gringos-güeros-atole-en-las-venas” (16). Margarita, one of the employees
in the dance hall he frequents, insists on speaking to him in English, “aunque le insista que me
hable en español” (30). Later, he explains this insistence on Spanish, which arises out of his
deep-seated aversion for Anglo-American monolingualism:
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Estoy en mi tra-baaaaa-jo, carnal, en la faquin escuela donde daba las faquin clasecitas a
los niños enfadosos del barrio, ganándome el pan de cada día, enseñándoles el faquin
inglés porque se supone que sólo el faquin inglés pueden hablar en mi país de mierda,
land-of-da-faquin-fri. Nada de español, ¿ves?, nada que se le parezca. Por eso he
decidido, damas y caballeros, que de hoy en adelante, mi lengua será el spánich, ¿qué te
parece? El spánich and ay guont spik enithing els. (41)
The narrator’s anger is palpable as he moves through several different modes of speaking at
once, producing a passage that resists its readers on multiple fronts. We see him stretch out the
word “tra-baaaaa-jo”—a Spanish-speaking imitation of the stereotypical gringo accent, which
tends to lengthen, dipthongize, and deform latinate vowels. The repetition of “faquin,” which the
narrator often favors over the Mexican “pinche” reinforces the defamilarizing presence of
American English throughout the passage. “Land-of-da-faquin-fri” refigures the patriotic
American idiom into the accented English to which he returns again and again—here, “land-ofda-faquin-fri” points to a central irony of (neo-)empire: monoculture masquerading as liberation.
We should also note that the narrator identifies the U.S. as “mi país”—although he resists the
labels of “gringo” and “güero” throughout the text, preferring to think of himself as part of the
Mexican community on the southern side of the border, he is a citizen of the U.S., and it is
precisely this birthright that sets him apart—in the final chapter, after all, he leaves, crossing the
border back into the U.S. via a state-sanctioned entry point, a means of authorized entry that is
simply out of reach for many citizens of México and beyond. Finally, we have the tension
between the narrator’s use of the standard “el inglés” on the one hand, and the non-standard “el
spánich” on the other. When he claims that he will only be speaking Spanish from this point on,
he does so in English: “mi lengua será el spánich,” he says, “and ay guont spik enithing els.” It is
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a moment that complicates the relationship between these two languages, revealing the
limitations of the monolingual paradigm we so often use, mistakenly, when thinking about
language.
This paradigm, according to Yasemin Yildiz, is rooted in the powerful imaginary of the
so-called “mother tongue,” that is, the supposedly singular, primary language that we learn first,
and that will become, therefore, our only “authentic” or “pure” language. “[M]onolingualism,”
she explains,
is much more than a simple quantitative term designating the presence of just one
language. Instead, it constitutes a key structuring principle that organizes the entire
range of modern social life, from the construction of individuals and their proper
subjectivities to the formation of disciplines and institutions, as well as of imagined
collectives such as cultures and nations. (2)
Importantly, for Yildiz, “[t]his notion of the mother tongue has been in turn a vital element in the
imagination and production of the homogeneous nation-state” (7). Her work, which focuses on
multilingual literature based in German, asks readers to imagine the ways in which heterolingual
texts allow us a valuable opportunity to interrogate received ideas about identity, subjectivity,
and belonging “via linguistic practices not tied to kinship and ethnic identity” (29).

Un auténtico cáuboy
As noted above, the narrator’s position in the world of “Sabaditos” is marked by his status as a
U.S. citizen—everyone he encounters refers to him as “el gringo” or “el güero,” never calling
him by his name, which we never learn, and which, in fact, he prefers not to disclose. When
Laurita, a waitress after whom he lusts, asks him directly, towards the end of the text, what his
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name actually is, he answers that it’s “Jean Claude Van Damme.” (“Suena bonito,” comes her
unironic response.) In earlier chapters, he imagines that he’s the actor Alan Ladd fighting off the
bad guys in a Western, or that he’s kissing Margarita as if he were Clark Gable kissing Carole
Lombard or Vivian Leigh. These intersections of English-language popular culture with the
space of the México-U.S. border are typical of Crosthwaite—in his first novel, Marcela y el rey
al fin juntos, a lonely Tijuanan woman, Marcela, meets an aging Elvis, with whom she escapes
across the border into the U.S. In “El gran preténder,” the main character and neighborhood
fixer, Saico, models himself on golden oldies tunes, most importantly the “The Great Pretender”
by The Platters. In another section, Saico’s coworkers protect him from the police when one by
one they all stand up and identify themselves as Saico (“Yo soy Saico”), an explicit reenactment
of the “I am Spartacus” scene from Stanley Kubrick’s 1960 film, Spartacus.
These references to English-language popular culture are, according to Ignacio Sánchez
Prado’s reading of Elvis in Marcela, “signos […] fantasmáticos” (46), “figura[s] de una cultura
imperial desterritorializada, un fantasma que seduce” (43) that “enfatiza hasta lo grotesco el
carácter fantástico del final feliz” (50). The heroic qualities of Kirk Douglas as Spartacus, of
Alan Ladd as the good-guy cowboy, of Clark Gable as the Hollywood heartthrob, of Elvis as
“the King,” produce a space of fantasy and imagination that will always be undermined by the
concrete realities of the borderland—as Sánchez Prado argues, “Crosthwaite se ha constituido en
una de las figuras icónicas de la literatura fronteriza precisamente por su capacidad de construir
mundos evanescentes que ironizan constantemente la geopolítica cotidiana de la frontera” (48).
In a central passage of “Sabaditos,” the narrator is sitting at a bar when Ciruelo, the bar
owner, and Laurita, who is also Ciruelo’s girlfriend, get into a fight, and he imagines himself in
the role of the good-guy cowboy preparing to defend Laurita’s honor:
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Un hombre poco veces tiene la oportunidad de portarse como un auténtico cáuboy.
Cuando veo al Ciruelo jalando a Laurita y sacudiéndola, me vienen las películas que veía
cuando era niño, esos duelos a mitad de las calles polvosas, esas victorias de los buenos
contra los malos. […] Comprendo que ha llegado la escena decisiva, la hora de
enfrentarme a Jack Palance. (48)
Unfortunately, though, unlike the “auténtico cáuboy,” he falls down as soon as he gets up from
his seat, too drunk to walk. “Esta vez Alan Ladd estaba borracho,” says the narrator after sitting
back down at the bar. “No cabe duda que los tiempos cambian” (49). Here, again, the Hollywood
fantasy—an iteration of the national fantasy of the U.S. as fundamentally good and just, which
is, by extension, a fantasy of the triumph of goodness and justice along the margins of a late
capitalist, globalized, industrialized world—collides (tragically, hilariously) with reality.
The Western trope appears again in the final chapter, which opens on Sunday morning
(“Dominguito en la mañana” [63]). The narrator has finally slept with Laurita and is preparing to
head back home across the border. The heroic fantasy reawakens: “Me parece que el próximo
sabadito será un buen día para que el Ciruelo muerda el polvo, sí,” he says, imagining that he
will defeat the evil Ciruelo and win Laurita for himself next Saturday. “Se me hace que ya llegó
su hora y besará el piso como Jack Palance y todos los de su calaña” (63-4). This discourse
reflects a pattern we see throughout the text—a constant deferral of decisive action until the next
Saturday, until the next week. Victory is always impossible in the now. He imagines mounting
his trusty steed and riding off into the sunset, “donde la palabra FIN daría comienzo a nuestra
vida juntos. Juar juar. Cómo no” (64). The tensions here—it’s morning, but the image is one of
sunset; the end marks the beginning of his imaginary life with Laurita, but really it’s just one
moment within a series of repeated moments, we know he’ll be back in the same place again
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next week, doing the same things, and the destination, although figured here as the “legendario
sánset de nuestros sueños” (64) is in fact the narrator’s real life—his loneliness, the drudgery of
his work, etc. As Sánchez Prado points out, “el cruce imaginado de la frontera es precisamente la
postergación perpetua de un cruce real: la voluntad de una vida mejor que permite seguir
viviendo en la tediosa cotidianidad y que funciona precisamente en su carácter imposible” (50).

Hybrid Problems, or the Unhomeliness of La Esquina
While it is tempting to read this intersection of cultures—both in terms of language and
imagery—as a kind of easy hybrid, Yildiz cautions against this, writing that
the configuration of languages in aesthetic works shapes how social formations are
imagined. That is, the particular form of multilingualism in a given cultural text encodes
visions of social formations, individuals, and modes of belonging. As a result, the fact
that an artwork—or any other cultural production—features multiple languages does not
automatically mean that it stands for pluralism or multiplicity. (25)
Like monolingualism, hybridity often functions as a similar uncritical imaginary. While such a
reading is not, it should be said, necessarily false, the term is fundamentally descriptive rather
than critical, it describes a situation (indeed, it is the situation of all culture) rather than seeking
to understand it. As Neil Larsen argues, countering theorists such as Néstor García Canclini and
Walter Mignolo, the concept of “hybridity” merely describes the surface effect of historicallyand materially-determined relationships of power, empire, and class. He writes:
As ‘hybrid’ rather than ‘autochthonous,’ Latin American culture purchases a higher
degree of empirical plausibility, but at the cost of relinquishing even just the thought of
its determinate, necessary relation to history as a process of emancipatory struggles, as
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praxis. García Canclini gets rid of the national myth, but the substitution of hybridity for
nationality, or ‘patrimony,’ textualizes and thus trivializes culture as an object of a
critical theory and practice. (92)
Sánchez Prado, too, points to the distance between the pseudo-utopic discourse of “hybridity”
and the day-to-day realities of life on the border, writing of the persistent need for a new
“enfoque crítico,”
que al dar cuenta de la diversidad cultural de la frontera, no olvide que su base concreta
es una sociedad elusiva. La frontera es un espacio donde la modernidad devino zona de
desastre y sus habitantes son sobrevivientes de un cataclismo en curso. Es necesario
desarrollar un lenguaje que sepa dar cuenta de las espectralidades de la frontera. (52-53)
Both Larsen and Sánchez Prado point to the need for a means of understanding “hybridity” not
as a surface-level characteristic of these sites of post-imperial encounter, but as both the
historical and material processes of these encounters, as well as (and perhaps more importantly)
the ways in which “hybridity” is not a static, potentially meaningless quality of
“multiculturalism,” but rather an active site of resistance, struggle, and transformation.
In The Location of Culture, Homi Bhabha suggests that “there is overwhelming evidence
of a more transnational and translational sense of the hybridity of imagined communities” (7).
This hybridity, however, does not function as an easy or “smooth” qualifier, rather it is “a
process of displacement and disjunction that does not totalize experience” (8). Bhabha posits
what he calls “unhomeliness” or the “unhomely” as a corrective to facile attributions of
hybridity, writing that the unhomely “is the condition of extra-territorial and cross-cultural
initiations” (13). This condition of the unhomely is a fitting rejoinder, or perhaps supplement to,
the hybrid—it is not a mixing or a melding, but a constant position of being somehow out of
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place, or in between—that is, precisely the condition of the borderlands.
We notice, of course, that almost none of Estrella takes place at home. All of the
characters we meet are on the move—passing through, just visiting, or hanging around on street
corners, outside. Indeed, “la esquina,” the corner, is a site of some significance in all three
stories, especially “Sabaditos” and “Preténder,” marking a place that is at once public and
exposed, as well as being a site of the intimate and familiar. The narrator of “Sabaditos” for
example, hangs out on the same corner every Saturday, creating a kind of personal space for
himself in the middle of downtown Tijuana. The cholo community of “Preténder,” too, spends
much of their time on the corner, meeting up, drinking, hanging out, and making plans. As José
Valenzuela Arce points out in his 1988 sociological study of marginalized, countercultural
Mexican communities,
Los cholos y chavos banda, al igual que la mayoría de los jóvenes pobres, carecen de
espacios de privacidad, por eso necesitan reuinirse en las esquinas, lugar donde se
convierten en vigías del barrio. ‘La esquina’ comúnmente se establece junto a una tienda,
de esta manera el control sobre el lugar es más estrecho […]; sin embargo, esta
costumbre también los vuelve vulnerables a las redadas policiacas. (9)
This description of la esquina—as a site that replaces the privacy of the home (indeed, of privacy
itself as the domain of the moneyed classes), and as a location of both power and danger—calls
to mind Bhabha’s description of the unhomely as a place where “the borders between home and
world become confused; and, uncannily, the private and public become part of each other,
forcing upon us a vision that is as divided as it is disorienting” (13). That “la esquina” is also a
cholo term for “wife” or “girlfriend” (as in “su esposa su waifa su jaina su esquina”) only further
reinforces this point, refiguring the “corner” as a space of utmost intimacy. The narrators of these
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stories, too, perhaps perform a kind of unhomeliness—they are never named, never placed—they
remain unidentified and therefore unlocatable.

“Un gringuito como todos”
Finally, “Sabaditos” is marked, crucially, by the border itself, and by the narrator’s ability to
move across it, easily, in either direction. It is this ability that perhaps most marks him as a
“gringo” to the tijuanenses he encounters during his weekend stays. When he is preparing to
return to the U.S. in the final chapter, for example, he is approached by doña Margarita, with
whom he has the following telling exchange:
-Hey, doña Margarita: ¿usted cree que soy un gringo? Dígame la verdad.
-Qué otra cosa, mijo, un gringuito como todos. (64)
He is, that is, a gringo like everyone who comes to TJ to drink, dance and then leave. And not
only does Margarita identify him as such, but she also tries to convince the narrator to take her
with him across the border, a request he refuses rather brusquely: “Despídase, Margarita. Bájese
de mi fiel tordillo que este caballo no es lo suficientamente grande para los dos” (65). Again, the
openness of the border is a function of which side of it you were born on. As Pilar Bellver Sáez
points out,
Las palabras de Doña Margarita se hacen eco en el texto de una diferencia fundamental
entre ‘gringos’ (o chicanos) y mexicanos que pone fin a la ficción de hermandad en la
que vive el protagonista. Los primeros gozan del derecho de cruzar libremente, mientras
que para la mayoría de los mexicanos la frontera representa un muro infranqueable que
pone coto a sus aspiraciones y deseos; para los primeros el cruce de fronteras es un
privilegio que deriva de su condición de ciudadanos estadounidenses, para los segundos
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es una condición de su marginalidad.
Indeed, after this exchange with Margarita he describes his exit not only as a departure, but as a
flight: “Por eso mejor le corro, rápido me alejo de esta calle y de esta ciudad y de este país” (65).
He cannot stay in TJ, but must instead run away somewhere “muy lejos” (65)—he must leave
this place far, far behind.
While “Sabaditos en la noche” recounts the experience of a lonely Mexican-American in
TJ, the second story in the collection, “Todos los barcos,” deals with the experiences of a group
of young, white American men who come not to try to feel at home, but rather to enjoy its
“foreign” elements—cheap booze, lower drinking age, and “exotic” women. In this story, we
follow the reluctant Ken on a trip to Tijuana with a crew of older and more experienced boys, led
by his brother Steve. The trip, we learn, is to celebrate Ken’s eighteenth birthday. As Édgar Cota
Torres explains, “[p]ara estos jóvenes turistas, Tijuana representa una libertad ‘idílica’ que no
tienen en casa: una libertad que también es una trampa/fantasía preparada por los tijuanenses
como resistencia a la avasalante presencia estadounidense” (114). But what should be a
celebration goes largely unappreciated by Ken, who is heartbroken over his ex-girlfriend Carol
and remains uncomfortable throughout the evening, despite his brother’s attempts to show him a
“good time.” It is this heartbreak, ultimately, that affords Ken the position of observer—he
cannot join in the fun but can only watch from somewhere seemingly outside of it all. Through
the figure of Ken, Crosthwaite complicates both the stereotype of Tijuana as a space of license
and libertinism—the so-called “leyenda negra”—as well as the stereotype of the loud, clueless,
presumptuous gringo tourist.
Even the names of these young men play with this stereotype—we are introduced to Ken,
his brother Steve, and Steve’s friends, whose names are maybe Bob and Mark (Ken can’t
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remember, nor does it really matter). All four are recognizably “American,” so much so that they
almost seem anonymous, as if the story were populated by a cast of John Does. “Ken,”
furthermore, as Cota Torres points out, inevitably calls to mind Barbie’s tall, blond,
quintessentially “American” boyfriend (114). But here, again following Cota Torres, Ken resists
this kind of anonymized, stereotyped reading, becoming increasingly individual, human, and
sympathetic as the story progresses.
Towards the end of the story, Ken is approached by Yvette, a dancer who begins to
proposition him. To his embarrassment, Ken realizes that his brother seems to have arranged this
encounter as another “birthday present,” as Yvette tells him that Steve has told her that he is both
heartbroken and a virgin, but that “eso lo podemos remediar” (74). Deeply ashamed, Ken runs
out of the club, but, drunk and with nowhere else to go, returns after buying a red rose from a
young boy who is selling them on the corner.
The drama of the story plays on a series of voids14—the color of the rose is “intenso,
profundo, como ese lugar en el mar donde todos los barcos… ¿cómo era?” (75), a line that refers
back to the description of Yvette’s glance, which Ken also thinks is “profunda como esos lugares
en el mar donde todos los barcos se hunden” (74). This space of disappearance that punctuates
the final scenes of the story, and that is repeated again in its title, can be read as a kind of
imagination of Tijuana itself (i.e. “what happens in TJ stays in TJ”), the drunken oblivion that
many visitors—Steve and his friends included—apparently seek there, and also perhaps the
space that this story occupies within the text itself—a central riddle with no easy answer.
Another apparent riddle in this story is its narratorial perspective. Although this
perspective is focalized through the experience of Ken, he is not the narrator. Rather, it is an
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external, third-person narrator who is telling us this story, and, in a series of texts that deal with
the two sides of the México-U.S. border, it is difficult to determine which “side” the narrator is
speaking from. On the one hand, the narrator often seems to inhabit Ken’s body, relaying his
immediate sensory experience of being drunk and upset in a kind of increasingly staccato effect:
“Ken se levanta. Sale corriendo. El mundo gira y gira y gira. Steve y amigos tras él. No lo
alcanzan. No lo intentan. Demasiados. Tequilas. Demasiada. Noche” (74). On the other hand, the
narrator frequently describes what Ken sees and hears from an identifiably Mexican perspective.
When a woman selling artesanías offers Ken some bracelets, she says that they are “[t]wo for
dollar,” which the narrator describes, incorrectly, as “[i]nglés perfecto” (71). Ken, of course,
would not hear someone say “two for dollar” and then describe it as “perfect English.” In another
scene, Ken watches a dancer with a “[b]anderita gringa en el bikini” (72). Again, it would be
distinctly unusual for someone like Ken to refer to the American flag as a “gringo” flag. This
shifting perspective—at once so closely tied to and identified with Ken, specifically with his
embodied experience of this place—and yet so seemingly alienated from what Ken would
actually think and say about his own experience, resists our readerly desire to locate and identify
a clearly defined narratorial voice.
Like “Sabaditos,” “Todos los barcos” is written in Spanish, but is punctuated with
English. Here, unlike in “Sabaditos,” the English is quite standard, perhaps reflecting the
monolingualism of the central characters. The English in this story appears exclusively in the
context of doing business—that is, all of the English is spoken by Mexicans who use it to entice
their American customers, as in the “[t]wo for dollar” noted above or, a few lines later, “[h]ey,
hey, amigos, amigos, we have the best pussy for you” (71), or when one of the dancers is
collecting her tips, saying “[t]hank you. Thank you” (73). Near the end of the story, when Ken is
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approached by the boy selling roses, the young salesman says the flowers are “[p]ara tu novia,”
and again the narrator identifies this speech as “un inglés perfecto” (74). Here, however, the
“perfect English” is rendered in Spanish, notably only the second moment in the story when the
speech of a Mexican character who is speaking English is written in Spanish. (The first appears
at the very beginning, when a bouncer checks Ken’s ID and wishes him a happy birthday.)
Notably, also, Crosthwaite renders all the speech of the American characters, who we understand
to be speaking exclusively in English throughout, in Spanish, as well. The English in the text
then, represents the English that Ken notices—it constitutes an important part of his profound
sense of alienation and disorientation throughout the story. “Para tu novia” is thus perhaps the
moment when it begins to seem normal to Ken that everyone in Tijuana is speaking to him
English. Although the narrator remarks that the boy’s English is perfect, Ken no longer hears this
language as something unusual or unexpected. Like the boats that give this story its title, he is
gradually sinking into his surroundings, and when he returns to the club, he does so only because
“[n]o tiene otro lugar a dónde ir” (75).

“Carnales, homeboys, raza de acá”
The final story of Estrella, “El gran preténder,”15 was originally published as a standalone novel
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Although a lot of the critical writing I’ve looked at dates “Preténder” to the 1950s or 60s (and goes on
to make the case that the destruction of the community in this story explains the lack of community in the
first two stories) “Preténder” must in fact take place later than that. Saico remembers the moon landing
(1969), for example, and steals a signed WBA championship photo of Alfonso Zamora, who held the
Bantamweight title from 1975-1977 (thank you, Wikipedia). Cholismo itself is a style that doesn’t appear
in Mexico until the 1970s, anyway, according to José Manuel Valenzuela Arce’s exhaustive sociological
study of Mexican counterculture, A la brava ése! Cholos, punks, chavos banda. The cars and the music
are certainly older, but that’s just because the “oldies but goodies” are an important part of the cholo
identity. I don’t think there are any references that would necessarily date “Sabaditos” and “Barcos” later
than the late 70s/early 80s. The story does not seem to cover the vast temporal range that some readers
seem to think it does.
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in 1992. It charts the decline of Barrio 17, a working-class neighborhood on the outskirts of
Tijuana, populated largely by a group of self-described cholos. Cholismo—a kind of
countercultural border identity closely related to the pachuquismo of southern California in the
1940s and 50s16—is, according to Diana Palaversich, an identity of resistance: “una respuesta a
la marginación social, a la discriminación y al racismo,” an identity that is furthermore viewed as
“criminal y violenta” by outsiders “y despreciada por el mainstream como traidora de lo
mexicano y amante de lo gringo, la cultura chola es objeto de dura represión social” (103). In a
passage which both opens and closes the text, the cholos announce their solidarity as well as
their deep-seated antipathy towards everyone else: “El Barrio es el Barrio, socio, y el Barrio se
respeta. El que no lo respeta hasta ahí llegó: si es cholo se quemó con la raza, si no es cholo lo
madreamos macizo” (81). The hero of the neighborhood—“el bato más felón del Barrio” (82),
according to the narrator—is Saico, nicknamed for a legendary “psycho” beating that left his
victim with permanent brain damage. Saico styles himself “The Great Pretender,” after the song
by The Platters, his favorite band. The English-language song title is thus metamorphosed into
the Spanish-language title of the novel, “El gran preténder.” As Sommer and Wald note,
The assimilated accent on the second syllable [of “preténder”] is made visible, lest an
unmarked version naturally stress the last syllable and sound like the Spanish verb for
longing and pursuit. No longer English after adding a foreign accent, and not yet Spanish
because the word still points to a liar in English, preténder is out of place both here and
there. (75)
Like the other stories in Estrella, the narrator of “Preténder” is unnamed, and, like the narrator of
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According to Octavio Paz’s famous (if questionable) analysis in the opening chapter of The Labyrinth
of Solitude, translated by Lysander Kemp, pachucos “are instinctive rebels […]. Their attitude reveals an
obstinate, almost fanatical will-to-be” (14). Paz writes that the pachuco is “a man who belongs nowhere”
(17).
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“Barcos,” seems to occupy several different vantage points at once. Although it has been
suggested that the narrator is in fact a collective voice or chorus comprising several generations
of the cholo community (Lamb), it’s unclear what prevents the rather more obvious reading that
the narrator is an older cholo who has remained after almost everyone else has left or been forced
out, telling us the story of his neighborhood and the people who lived there. In any case, the
language and vocabulary the (singular or multiple) narrator uses throughout the text clearly and
intentionally performs belonging—to the neighborhood, to the cholo community, and to the
borderlands.
The plot of “Preténder” involves two central dramas, both about honor, retribution, and
belonging. The first occurs when Saico’s wife, la China, is made aware of the neighborhood’s
suspicion that Saico has been cheating on her with the younger, prettier Fabricia. In response, la
China recruits her friends to follow Fabricia and beat her up. The second unfolds after the
neighborhood learns that Cristina, a young woman from Barrio 17 who resists the chola label,
has been raped by Johnny, a well-connected American from San Diego who spends his
weekends in TJ. The cholos decide that they must find Johnny and seek vengeance, not so much
because of the violence he has committed against Cristina (who is thoroughly victim-blamed by
everyone in her community, including her parents), but because he is an outsider: “Y resulta que
el bato no era cholo,” they say (96). The dual beatings of Fabricia and Johnny are recounted in
parallel, interpolated sections, suggesting that the honor codes of the neighborhood structure
community identity and belonging in fundamental ways. Both of these beatings also mark the
ways in which these honor codes ultimately fail to protect the neighborhood and its cholo
community: both the cholas and the cholos will largely disappear by end of the story, either to
the “Otro Saite,” or to prison, or to who knows where.
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“Su esposa su waifa”
As with the other stories in Estrella, the narrator of “El gran preténder” uses a specific language
to mark both place and community in the text. The cholo identity, because it has roots in the
Mexican American communities of southern California, retains a huge amount of cultural
influence from the U.S. The cholos prefer U.S.-made cars (“le dijo que no había nada en el
mundo mejor que los Ford Galaxie. Los carros europeos son una mierda” [95]) as well as
American music, especially the “oldies but goodies” such as The Platters (84). When Betty, a
rich girl who has a crush on Saico, dedicates songs to him on the radio, he mocks her taste in
(Latin) music: “puro José, puro Julio Iglesias, puro Camilo Sesto. Chaaale” (95). Like the
narrator of “Sabaditos,” the cholos model themselves after Hollywood classics—here, most
notably, after Stanley Kubrick’s 1960 Spartacus. When the police show up at the autobody shop
where Saico works, investigating the rape of Cristina, they ask “¿Quién es el Saico?” The scene
continues, weaving the tension of the confrontation with references to the film:
Cuando los romanos gandallos agarraron a los gladiadores buena onda, los amontonaron
en un cerro y les preguntaron: «¿Quién es Spartacus?» Los gladiadores dijeron: «Yo soy
Spartacus, yo soy Spartacus, yo soy Spartacus […]…».
When Saico finally identifies himself as Saico, the other men in the shop step forward to also
identify themselves as Saico, acting out this gesture of solidarity from the film. By the end of the
chapter, the characters from the film and from the text are all jumbled together in the squad car:
“Kirk Douglas, los gladiadores, el Lute, el Mueras, el Pocho, y el Saico, se suben al carro de los
judiciales romanos” (116).
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We see the influence of English-language American culture, too, in the instances of
English or anglicisms throughout the text. In a passage that is more poetry than prose, la China is
referred to as Saico’s “esposa” and as his “waifa” (89)—the former is standard Spanish for
“wife,” while the latter is a cholo adoption from the English. This line is repeated later in the
text, and careful readers will notice that the spelling changes; “waifa” becomes “guaifa”: “La
China: su esposa su guaifa su jaina su esquina” (128). Crosthwaite plays with these variant
spelling throughout the text of Estrella, particularly in “Sabaditos,” in which a repeated line
meaning something akin to “see you next week” is rendered alternately as “nos guachamos nex
wik” (54), “nos guachamos nex güik” (63), and “nos guachamos nexwik” (65). These variations,
which only occur when Crosthwaite’s narrators are speaking English or using English-language
loan words, reflect the instability of this English-en-español, which is nonstandard and therefore
extremely flexible. Both of these cases, for example, play on the Spanish sound for the Englishlanguage “w,” which can be written in English (“w”), or in Spanish (“gu” or “gü”). This kind of
play occurs again, significantly, in the graffiti of Saico’s name outside the autobody shop, which
appears as “SAICO PSICO ZAIKO” (114), and in which the standard Spanish “psico” appears in
between the nonstandard “saico” and “zaiko,” and which, I would argue, even goes so far as to
transform the pronunciation of the standard “psico” (/ee/) into the anglicized “psycho” (/ai/).
(Although “psico” exists in Spanish, the “Saico” nickname comes from the English “psycho”.)
Crosthwaite’s use of this type of English-Spanish neologism throughout the text, as well
as the high degree of colloquialism, both cholismo and otherwise, are all evidence of a
defamiliarizing oral quality of his writing. Most significantly, the task of making Spanish
“speak” in English results here in spellings that look nothing like either language at all. Lines
like “meid for ich óder” look vaguely German, or else like gibberish, and require an initial
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double or triple take, a careful sounding out, and, for the Spanish-reader who does not speak or
read English, will remain, stubbornly, as nonsense. We see other kinds of variations in spelling,
also, when characters speak colloquially, relying heavily on cholo and fronterizo Spanish:
“calmado, socio, calmado, carnal, yastuvo, deje algo pa más al rato, qué pues, se está poniendo
usté muy saico, calmado, ése” (94, my emphasis). To borrow a term from Walter Ong, this style
of writing results in “auditory dominance” (120) in texts, that is, printed texts that demand the
reader “listen to” or “hear” a text as opposed to simply “reading” it. Ong makes the further case
that this way of “dissociat[ing] words from writing is psychologically threatening, for readers’
sense of control over language is closely tied to the visual transformations of language” (14).
Crosthwaite’s neologisms perform precisely this “threatening” dissociation, converting written
language into heard speech. This dissociative quality is further reflected in the instability of the
written word throughout the text, as we saw above, for example, with the variations of “waifa”
and “guaifa” or “nex wik,” “nex güik,” and “nexwik,” which alter a word’s spelling but not its
sound. This is, then, a written language without set rules to govern it, a way of speaking that has
not yet been hardened into writing. As Silvia Hamui Sutton and Isabel Contreras Islas argue, oral
language is “un lenguaje recreado constantemente con el uso” (9), a language constantly remade
with use.
The orality of Crosthwaite’s writing is not only destabilizing in terms of the reader’s
relationship to the text, but also functions as a means of challenging established social orders and
norms via its insistence on a language that “breaks the rules.” In an article on orality in Gustavo
Sainz’s 1965 novel Gazapo, set among the youth culture of 1960s Mexico City, Alejandro Puga
makes the case that "[e]ste proceso de marginar la escritura y promover oralidades […] como
modos principales de comunicación sugiere un desafío al poder de la ciudad escrituraria" (224).
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Here, orality becomes a way of contesting the “ciudad escrituraria” 17—the “regulated” city that
maintains its power via written systems of legality and bureaucracy.
Like the youths of Gazapo, Crosthwaite’s characters often exist on the margins, a social
positionality underlined by their geographic position on the border, and their language reflects
both this marginality as well as (in the case of the cholo community) their fierce allegiance to
their own group—a group that is always at odds with those who wield legal and political power,
represented on the one hand by the police, and on the other by Johnny, who, we learn, is
politically connected: “Resulta que era un morro pesado, hijo de no sé quién, sobrino de un
político, de un ruco gruexo” (143). Throughout the text, the cholos identify themselves by
precisely this distance from power. The narrator, for example, explains that if a cholo dies, no
one cares, but if a more influential person (someone like Johnny, a “yúnior”) dies, “entonces
chínguense a los cholos, los cholos son culpables, acaben con los cholos” (110). Their sense of
marginalization and isolation is extreme. Saico, for example, “[p]iensa pasar su vida en el Barrio.
El resto del mundo se marchó a la luna junto con los astronautas gringos en 1969” (84). This
marginality reinforces the sense of solidarity within the neighborhood, a solidarity
communicated by the terms the cholos use to refer to themselves throughout the text: words like
“cholo,” “raza,” “carnal,” “homeboy.” “En el Barrio no hay jefes,” says the narrator. “En el
Barrio somos carnales, homeboys, raza de acá” (106).

Everything for sale

17

Puga borrows this term from Ángel Rama’s La ciudad letrada. In his translation into English, John
Charles Chasteen renders “la ciudad escrituraria” as “the city of protocols,” referring specifically to “legal
protocols,” i.e. the “corpus of laws, edicts and codes [that] swelled further in the independent countries
that emerged from Spanish and Portuguese colonialism, conferring an important role on lawyers, notaries,
court clerks, and bureaucrats” (30).
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Although the cholos in “Preténder” are in many ways defined by their taste in products from the
U.S. (cars, music), they also clearly align themselves with Tijuana and, more broadly, with Baja
California by the choices they make as consumers of other kinds of goods. When we are first
introduced to Saico, for example, we learn that he
[s]ólo bebe cerveza Tecate en caguama. Considera que todas las demás son agua de
jícama. Sólo come atún cuando el bote señala con claridad que fue procesado en
Ensenada o El Sauzal, Baja California. No es alcohólico; se encuentra en los bordes del
alcoholismo como en Tijuana todomundo se encuentra en el borde deste nuestro país
tricolor” (83).
Tecate, Ensenada, and El Sauzal are all located in Baja California, and these choices reflect a
broader sense of regional solidarity, not necessarily with México as a whole, but certainly with
the border state of Baja. Nevertheless, the lines of solidarity in this text are always complicated.
Later, we hear that “Saico es tijuanero. Los tecas [people from Tecate] son otra onda, quién los
entiende” (135). Tecate, like San Diego, is relatively close to Tijuana, and yet here it sounds as if
it might as well be on another planet.
This issue of money—who has it, who’s spending it, what they’re spending it on—is
central in many ways to all three stories in Estrella. The narrator of “Sabaditos” describes the
city of Tijuana as a place where everything is available, for a price: “todo está en venta,
alimentos, tragos, cuerpos, objetos hechos a mano, objetos importados de tierras lejanas, «taxi,
taxi», ¿te gustan los hombres?, ¿te gustan las mujeres?, ¿te gustan los hombres y las mujeres?,
aquí te pierdes o te salvas, aquí describes tu verdadero yo, el último grito de la moda” (25).
These lines come at the end of a long, kaleidoscopic passage cataloguing the sights and sounds
of the city, describing a place in which quite literally everything is available for purchase, if you
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have the right kind of money. Crosthwaite is clear about the currency here, noting the “billetes
verdes movíendose entre dedos, deslizándose entre piernas, atrapados en pantaletas y
calzoncillos” (5)—these are green-backed American dollars, not Mexican pesos, that quite
literally insert themselves into every available space.

The Image of the Borderlands, and Beyond
While the stories of Estrella are compelling in their own right, they also offer a different vision
of México and, by extension, of Latin America than that typically encountered by Englishspeaking audiences in the U.S. This received imagination is twofold: on the one hand, there is
the well-established canon of magical realism, under the sign of García Márquez’s One Hundred
Years of Solitude, still recognizable today in texts like Yuri Herrera’s Signs Preceding the End of
the World. On the other hand, we see the more recent spate of books, television shows, and films
that deal with extreme violence, a violence that is coded as somehow particularly Latin
American. In literature, this second thread is represented first and foremost by the oeuvre of
Roberto Bolaño, particularly the apocalyptic “parte de los crímenes” of his celebrated
posthumous novel 2666, and continues through the more recent pop-culture obsession with drugtraffickers and narco-violence, notable in films like Denis Villeneuve’s 2015 Sicario and
television shows such as Netflix’s Narcos and Narcos: Mexico. These two threads—the magical,
mythological representation of Latin America as twee folkloric fantasy (“refulgent, amusing, and
kitschy” [195], according to Sylvia Molloy), and the gritty, disturbing version of insane
lawlessness and end-timey bloodlust—are in fact spun from the same material. Both, that is,
function at the level of the mythical. As Sarah Pollack suggests regarding the English-language
publication of Bolaño’s The Savage Detectives, “although this [text] ostensibly realigns the
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coordinates of the Latin American novel, it also foments a (pre)conception of alterity that
satisfies the fantasies and collective imagination of U.S. cultural consumers” (“Latin America
Translated” 347). Similarly, Sylvia Molloy suggests that readings of Latin America in the U.S.
are highly “reductive, at least when they come from the North. Real geographical proximity
seems to increase the cultural divide; the nearer the border, the more anxious the containment
and policing of cultural representivity becomes” (194). Furthermore, these essentializing images
are purposeful rather than accidental, “a handy way of establishing spatial difference and,
perhaps more importantly, temporal distance vis-à-vis a region that may be too close for
comfort” (Molloy 195).
Estrella de la calle sexta departs from this established dual vision of Latin America.
There is no overarching magic or mythos to any of these stories, rather, they portray Tijuana as a
particular locus of the everyday. Crosthwaite evokes Tijuana as a place that is fundamentally
knowable—knowable through its neighborhoods and its geography,18 its inhabitants and visitors,
its languages and dialects. It is a representation of place very much at odds with the at once
mystical and mystifying images of places like Macondo and Santa Teresa. Such images resist
critical interrogation and render explanations unnecessary. A place such as Crosthwaite’s
Tijuana, on the other hand, demands both interrogation and explanation, offering a vision of the
city, of Mexico, of Latin America as places about which readers can demand answers.
As is so often the case with parts of the world that exist beyond the boundaries of what is
considered “western,” and especially with places that are poorer and less white than “the West,”
the long histories of settler colonialism and white economic, political and cultural hegemony

18

It’s certainly worth pointing out that almost all the places in Estrella are real—including La Estrella
itself, a well-known nightclub in downtown Tijuana. The streets, the neighborhoods, and other
establishments, such as El Nicte-Ha in “Preténder” are (or were) likewise all actual places.
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have obscured these processes of interrogation and explanation. Such places are often understood
to be, rather, self-explanatory and ahistorical—a reductive concept leading nowhere but
tautology: that Tijuana is Tijuana, for example, because that’s the way that Tijuana is. As
Heriberto Yépez writes in his essay “Tijuanologies,” “[a]nother fantasy projected onto this
metropolis is the imaginative construction of a place with no past and possibly no future” (63).
This fantasy is underscored and reinforced by the continuing representations of such places as
magical, mystical, or insane, as either utopia or dystopia—representations that are always
undergirded by the sense that they defy explanation, that they are, simply, incomprehensible.
Such representations at best ignore, and at worst erase, the reality that purportedly “global” cities
such as Tijuana exist in their current formations “precisely because,” as Josh Kun and Fiamma
Montezemolo argue, “of the uneven, precarious, and often destructive nature of globalization
itself” (11). Crosthwaite, by rearticulating the image of Tijuana as the nexus of an identifiable,
visible set of relationships, historical processes, and operations of power, rather than as a space
of inscrutable, ahistorical stasis, allows us the opportunity to reevaluate and correct such
dangerous, obfuscating, and ultimately racist assumptions.

Positionality and Privilege
When Jeanine Cummins’s novel American Dirt was released in early 2020, its publisher, Flatiron
Books, billed it as “one of the most important books for our times” and “a rare exploration into
the inner hearts of people willing to sacrifice everything for a glimmer of hope.” The novel,
which traces the story of a middle-class Mexican woman and her son fleeing to the U.S. to
escape the murderous clutches of the local cartel, swiftly generated a storm of controversy due,
on the one hand, to its reliance on stereotype and manifestly erroneous understanding of México
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and its people, and on the other, to the whiteness of it author. Cummins’s defense, in the form of
vague gestures towards her Puerto Rican grandmother, an expression of regret for referring to
migrants as a “faceless brown mass,” and some half-hearted claims that she “endeavored to be
incredibly culturally sensitive” and “did five years of research” did little to quell the barrage of
criticism.
In a fiery takedown of the book, Myriam Gurba calls out its “overly-ripe Mexican
stereotypes” and “toxic heteroromanticism.” She refers to Cummins’s awkward use of italicized
Spanish throughout the text as “yielding the same effect as store-bought taco seasoning” and
notes that its protagonist, Lydia, is shocked by facts about México, migration, and border
crossing that no actual Mexican person would be shocked by. “In fact,” writes Gurba, “she
perceives her own country through the eyes of a pearl-clutching American tourist.” Most
irritating to Gurba, it seems, is the willingness of white women like Cummins to don the
suffering of others as a kind of accessory or fashion statement, equating the book’s publication to
its author’s “step[ping] out in public wearing her ill-fitting Mexican costume.” That the
centerpieces for the book’s launch party were “decorated” with barbed wire, or that Cummins
herself tweeted a photo of an elaborate manicure she had received mimicking the barbed wireadorned illustrations of the book jacket only underscores Gurba’s point: the grotesque
appropriation of the suffering of others as aesthetic, as a kind of “border chic.”
It is impossible to outrun the complications of translating an author such as Crosthwaite
as a white, U.S.-born woman, and I do not intend to try. That this is a translation rather than a
novel of my own making certainly relieves me of some of this burden, insofar as the stories
contained within are someone else’s, not my own imagination of what a “Mexican” story might
be. In any case, I can only hope that I am not deceiving myself when I say that my motivations
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for undertaking this project arose from a love of this text, a real pleasure in the play of
Crosthwaite’s language, an attraction to the puzzle of somehow rendering it, of making it
available to others who would not be able to read it otherwise. And also, as Kate Briggs has so
deftly put it, an attraction to the mystery of the work:
The way translation starts—always to some degree, I think, regardless of previous
experience—from a position of not knowing. Not knowing what the task, this time, will
entail, not knowing whether, this time, I will be capable of it, not knowing what the doing
of it—the fact of me doing it, right here and now—will make happen. (219-20)
But even so, the beauty of translating is that a given translation is only ever one of a seemingly
infinite number of possible versions—no translation (and, if we follow Karen Emmerich’s line of
thinking here, no version at all) is ever final. All translation, all text, is a variation on a theme, a
single instance in a never-ending lineage of the possible. So I make no claim to the finality of
this version, rather I offer this text as one possible response to the question of what such a
translation might be.

On Translating Estrella
I began translating Estrella—haltingly, just to see if I could—as I was proctoring a final exam for
a class I was teaching in the spring of 2013. As I recall, my first attempt involved a full-scale
transformation of the text into English, that is, rendering all of the slang, all of the neologism, all
of the cholismo, into clear, legible American English. However, when I returned to the text as a
possible dissertation project several years later, I realized that this approach was erasing the parts
of the text I loved the most, the hard parts, the parts that are most connected to the place these
stories come from. And as I have translated and retranslated, working my way through the book
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over and over, I find that my approach has increasingly become one of preservation rather than
transformation. The result is, of course, a more difficult, more demanding text—its language is
not easy or transparent, especially to a reader with little to no familiarity with Spanish, but as I
have argued elsewhere in this introduction, it is in this way that heterolingual texts perform—
more explicitly than other texts—the opacity that underscores all language, that central,
maddening instability of the connection between word and meaning.
This issue of meaning versus non-meaning or of comprehension versus incomprehension
is largely a philosophical concern, perhaps not of particular interest to the casual reader, but there
is an ethical prerogative at work here, too. Because language, and especially non-standard
language, is so closely tied to place, I have sought throughout my translation of Crosthwaite to
maintain, as much as possible, that sense of place through the language of the text, rather than
attempting to map it onto somewhere else, or inventing some new, imagined place. In practice,
this approach has meant keeping much of Crosthwaite’s vocabulary. His incredible range, for
instance, of words for people—raza, cholo, ruco, ruca, morro, morra, bato, carnal, compa, vieja,
viejo, jaina (not even an exhaustive list!)—offers only rather measly options in English: man,
woman, boy, girl, people, guy, for example, that pale in comparison to the richness of the
Spanish here, and the ways in which that Spanish is identifiably Mexican, identifiably “border.”
To render this range of words into English would be to erase or write over so much specificity,
so much particularity, so much of the linguistic range of Crosthwaite’s Spanish. Words like
“carnal,” meaning something like “brother” in the not necessarily literal sense, and “felón,”
meaning something akin to “badass,” are especially difficult, because they read in English like
other, rather different words. For most of the time I was translating, I tried to avoid both terms in
favor of “man” for “carnal” and “badass” for “felón,” but eventually I decided to preserve them.
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“Carnal,” on the one hand, is such a common mexicanismo, and “la carnalidad” is an important
aspect of community in cholo culture. “Felón,” too, although perhaps confusing to Englishspeaking readers at first, at least offers a helpful accent marking its pronunciation as a nonEnglish word, and is significant precisely because it also exists in standard Spanish, and means,
according to the RAE, “que comete felonía,” that is, precisely the same thing “felon” means in
English (both “felón” and “felon” appear to derive from Old French). All of this is to point out
that the possibilities of understanding and misunderstanding are often quite similar between
Spanish- and English-speaking readerships. Regardless of which linguistic community a reader
comes from, if it’s not the specific community that uses a word like “felón” in this particular
way, comprehension will not be immediate, seamless, or easy.
When we’re first introduced to Saico, for example, we learn that he was “el bato más
felón del Barrio” (82). If translated “fully,” we’d be left with something like “the most badass
dude in the neighborhood” “the most badass guy in the neighborhood” or simply “the most
badass in the neighborhood.” While “badass” gets across some of the toughness and coolness of
“felón,” it is a far more locationally neutral term— “badass” communicates very little sense of
who is speaking, or of where they’re speaking from. We could, perhaps, use the more
recognizably Mexican “chingón” for “felón” here (Valenzuela Arce’s 1988 glossary of
cholismos, for example, lists “chingón” as one meaning of “felón”), i.e., “the most chingón dude
in the neighborhood,” but “chingón,” too, is much more geographically neutral within México—
its usage is far more widespread than the locationally specific cholismo of “felón.” “Bato” and
“el Barrio” are the other two key terms in this phrase, words that Crosthwaite uses throughout
the text, and, like “felón,” difficult to render in translation. “Bato,” another example of a
locationally specific term, simply cannot be rendered effectively by English options such as
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“guy,” “dude,” or “bro,” all of which have far different (and far more general) valences in terms
of what they communicate about their speaker and their site of enunciation. Crosthwaite uses “el
Barrio” to designate Barrio 17, the specific neighborhood in which the events of “El gran
preténder” occur. The capital “B” distinguishes this neighborhood—the neighborhood—from all
of the other lower-case “b” barrios of the text, and so it, too, is an important indicator of place, of
community, and of belonging. Because of these and other concerns, I have chosen to render “el
bato más felón del Barrio” as “the most felón bato in the Barrio,” maintaining most of
Crosthwaite’s own vocabulary while repositioning “bato” and “felón” into a more standard
English-language adjective-noun order. Not only does this phrasing preserve the sense of place
communicated by its language, it also preserves the compact quality of the line itself— “el bato
más felón del Barrio” is far more condensed than “the most badass dude in the neighborhood,”
for example. “The most felón bato in the Barrio” prevents the line from sprawling outwards and
preserves some of that spring-loaded tension so characteristic of Crosthwaite’s style.
Words like “bato,” “carnal,” and “felón” are just a few examples of Crosthwaite’s highly
oral, highly colloquial style, a style that, as we have seen, presents some specific challenges in
terms of the text’s translatability. These issues are present not only in Crosthwaite’s vocabulary,
but also in his frequent use of neologism and other unconventional, non-standard spellings
throughout the text, often preferring “todomundo” over “todo el mundo,” for example, or
“quiénsabe” as opposed to “quién sabe.” Such spellings are, again, indicative of the high level of
orality that runs through these stories, communicating a way of speaking in which certain
phrases become so contracted with use that they seem to become a single word. Of course,
rendering “todomundo” as “everyone” or “everybody” completely elides the surprise of a word
like “todomundo” itself. In my translation, I have tried as much as possible to maintain these
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words when they appear. In “Sabaditos en la noche,” for example, when the narrator complains
about other people who come over and try to sit with him on his corner, he says, “como si mi
esquina fuera esquina de todomundo y cualquiera se pudiera sentar aquí” (18), I have rendered
this in translation as “like my corner belonged to todomundo and like anybody could sit here,” in
the hopes that “anybody” will function as a gentle gloss for “todomundo.” I have used a similar
approach for instances of “quiénsabe,” as in this example from “Preténder”: “por lo pronto
quiénsabe” (109) / “for now quiénsabe. Who knows.”
Another example of language that bumps up against untranslatability are instances of
graffiti and “placazos” in “El gran preténder.” The placazo, according to Valenzuela Arce, is
more than just “graffiti,” rather it is a kind of mural that serves as a marker and identifier of a
given neighborhood: “El placazo no es sólo el grafitti que se plasma en la pared,” he writes,
“sino también representa la identificación y el prestigio del que plaquea; por lo que tener
placazo, significa ser conocido y respetado por los miembros de otros barrios” (93). In
“Preténder,” we encounter two placazos, one that says “SAICO PSICO ZYKO • TJ RIFA Y KE”
(114) and what is presumably another (and which gets a chapter entirely to itself) that reads
“Tijuaz-baja-califaz. Akí mero. Barrio 17. Y ke” (133). In the first instance, I have adjusted the
spellings of “SAICO PSICO ZYKO” to “SYKO PSICO ZAICO,” but have left “TJ RIFA Y KE”
unaltered. In the second instance, I have left the wording entirely as is. Where I have changed the
spelling, I have done so in order to be consistent with my use of “Syko” for “Saico”19 throughout
the text but have otherwise tried to maintain the variation in both vowels and consonants across
all three renderings of this name. As for “TJ RIFA Y KE,” I had toyed with rendering this line as

19

Contrary to my general approach to the text, I have changed Crosthwaite’s spelling in this case due to
what I believe is the necessity of immediate comprehension here. The reader must be able to recognize,
from the beginning, that this nickname derives from the English “psycho.”
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“TJ RULEZ SO WUT,” which does communicate both the meaning of the phrase as well as
making use of similar non-standard spellings, however, because the placazo is so closely aligned
with the identity of the neighborhood in which it appears, it functions not only as a statement, but
as a symbol. The phrase “TJ RIFA Y KE,” along with the visual impact of the line in all capital
letters, is thus an image as much as—or even more than—a speech act.
A similar issue arises in an earlier section of “Preténder,” when a character named
Pancho goes to the bathroom and writes on the walls: “Escribe en una pared con un plumón
negro: «Pancho was here», «Tecate rifa konzafoz», «César Vallejo was also here», «Puto el que
no lea Trilce» y «¡Odumodneurtse!»” (100). Again, the graffiti is as much an image as it is a
speech act, and this translational difficulty is further compounded by Pancho’s heterolingual
writing, which makes use of English, Spanish, and cholismo, as well as referencing the
nonsense-seeming neologism of Pancho’s favorite writer, Peruvian poet César Vallejo. This is an
extremely high level of linguistic variation, and one that, to me, needs to be maintained in order
to come across in translation. Words like “konzafoz” and “odumodneurtse” border on
nonsense— “konzafoz” (more typically written as “consafos,” from the expression “con safos”)
is, according to Valenzuela Arce, “[una] palabra mágica que deja sin validez una maldición o
agresión” (“Glosario”), and so becomes a word that is performative—to use it is to cast a spell of
protection. For its part, Vallejo’s “odumodneurtse” is (famously) “estruendo mudo” backwards.
In both cases, it seems to me that the sound and the image of both terms surpasses their
“meaning,” insofar as they can be said to “mean” anything. The richness of Pancho’s graffiti lies
in this movement between sound and sense, in its linguistic variety, in the way he moves
seamlessly between different, interpenetrated linguistic zones. It is this movement, this motion,
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that might just be, I think, untranslatable. It can only be “rendered” as is or, as Barbara Cassin,
translated by Michael Wood, puts it, “what one keeps on (not) translating” (xvii).

Fin
So much of the work of translation seems to happen through intuition—the more you interrogate
why you have made this or that choice, why you have opted for one word over another, the less
clear the “reasoning” behind any of these decisions becomes. As Sawako Nakayasu suggests in
her pamphlet Say Translation Is Art, what lies at the heart of all of these decisions, all of these
choices, is perhaps pleasure rather than logic: “say choose to luxuriate in the micro-erotics of
choosing this word over that word,” she writes, “of choosing this word and that word, of
breathing heavily into a space that may or may not have been there all along” (3). To translate a
text is to read in the closest way possible; it is, as Nakayasu points out, an intimate, erotic act, the
act of opening up the text, and of inserting yourself into that space, or those spaces. Where does
the desire to translate come from, after all, but a place of deep attraction to the text you want to
translate?
But there are all sorts of problems with this metaphor, which seems also to suggest that
the desire to translate is, by extension, the desire to possess the text, to dominate it, to hold it
down and tell it what to do, that the text is a kind of submissive, exotic other. Or, to read the
metaphor in reverse, perhaps it is the text which is dominant, and the translator who, half
blindfolded, must submit to the constant humiliation of uncertainty. I don’t think either image is
quite right, although both are certainly suggestive. Either way, the metaphor returns us to that
problematic binary of text/translation that we’ve been trying so hard to outrun. But there are
certainly more parties involved here: there is, of course the translator and the text, but this
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relationship must be multiple. If I think about my own relationship to the text I am translating, I
need to account not only for the text, but for my own reading of it, the way in which I have taken
the text to mean, the way in which it appears to me. And then, of course, there is me—the “I” I
feel myself to be in English, the “yo” I become when I speak Spanish, the lingering “je” I can
still call myself in French, the halting “ich” I (rather ruefully) use to refer to myself in German.
And all of these languages, all of these ways to say “I,” are in themselves multiple, belonging to
the places, times, and people in and through which I have encountered them. No language, not
even English, the most “mine” of them all, the most to-hand, the most at-home, is really “my
own.” All language comes to us ready-made, pre-formed. It is re-formed through our learning of
that language, reformed again by other languages we come into contact with and perhaps
acquire. I don’t know what happens when I translate; I cannot identify, really, where it is
happening, or what is happening, or why it is happening. But I know that it is an encounter—an
encounter with the text, an encounter with language, an encounter with myself. As with all
writing, it is a task that feels like it will never be done: there are always other options, other
methods, other, presumably better, ways of saying what I think I mean, ways I have thought of
and discarded, ways I haven’t thought of and never will, ways other people have suggested to
me, sometimes so right-sounding, sometimes so alien and artificial, ways that have occurred to
me in the middle of the night, seemingly crystalline and perfect, that I will never remember in
the morning.
I have always found it slightly strange, given my largely monolingual early childhood,
that for as long as I can remember, I have felt anxious about language, have felt that it is very
difficult to speak and be really understood, have always felt the chasm of incomprehension
threatening to open up whenever I talk, whenever I write, whenever I think. This is the source, I
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imagine, of my fascination with language and literature, with the power of words that seem to
say precisely what they mean—magical, beautiful, arresting. Attempting to learn other languages
has at times soothed, at times exacerbated this anxiety. In any case, as I move through the world
muttering to myself in this garbled, heteroglot tongue that is at once mine and not mine, that is an
expression of my whole life, of my closest friendships, deepest loves, most private fears, most
hidden traumas, I realize that of course no one can understand this. I do not understand it myself.
I offer my work in this spirit, of that which is most difficult, most elusive, and most
strange: that is, of finding the right words, or trying.
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1.
Hey, hey, I'm just here watching these beibis go by. Every Saturday you'll find me sitting here on
this corner, hanging out, doing my thing. You see that morra? That's why I'm here—looking
looking. What do you want me to do. At work all week, putting up with the pinche gringo, its tu
mach. This is my only relief. Why would I want anything else. I've seen a lot of things in my life,
I had a wife, I had a daughter, I had a big-ass house and a big-ass car. That's over now, carnal,
that's in the past. What can I say. I don't know if I’m being clear: I'm not like just any idiot who
spends his time guachando a las beibis, nel, I'm a special kind of idiot, I know what’s up. You
know? I've been all over the world, and now nobody's gonna tell me what's right or what's
wrong. I chose my own path and now I’m choosing to spend my Saturdays right here on this
corner, too.
When I get tired, I go to a bar, I drink a few beers and that's that, laik brand niu.
Sometimes a beibi walks by and she likes that I'm looking at her, one of the ones who puts up
with it when I say cosas locas to her and doesn't get mad about it after. I sniff them out like
wildflowers and follow along behind them so I can pull them up from the ground and smell
them by their roots.
At first I keep my distance, like this, testing testing, I give her plenty of chances to see
me, look me over, come to her own conclusions and decide for herself. I can see the answer
in her eyes. There I go getting closer, slowly, and I almost touch her with my arm when I say,
"Guasumara, beibi, du yu fil laik ay du?” The morra says, "I don't know you, get out of here,
viejo cochino." "Ayayay," I say, "I think I got confused" and act like I'm leaving— you
know?— I put my hands in my pockets and turn around. The beibi might be real stuck-up
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and I'll go all the way back to my corner, whatever, buenas noches, but a lot of them manage
to say, "Hey, now I remember, aren't you Creizi’s tío?"
“Órale, I thought you weren't gonna remember, mija.”
“Simón, I know. What are you doing over here?”
“Chilling chilling. You?”
“Waiting for my cousin Priscilla.”
“Órale, simón. I think I saw her over there. I didn't know you were looking for her, else I
would have told her you were right here.”
“Where’d you see her?”
“I can show you, if you want.”
“Sobres.” It’s a deal.
And so we walk over there, over here, over everywhere; we go to a dark little bar on
Calle Cuarta, we have one drink, two drinks. She starts with a coke, eventually switches to
rum and coke and by the end we're drinking tequila. This so-called cousin never shows up
and the truth is I don’t even think she has a cousin Priscilla. I don't have any nieces or
nephews either so it's a good contract we've signed: el uno para el otro, meid for ich óder,
don't you think?
Since it's already late we go to a hoteluco— what else are a couple of liars supposed to
do? We can shoot the shit about whatever. I’ll talk about anything: politics, sports, pop
songs, you name it. Until she asks, "How do you know so much?" and I say, "Well, from
books, mija." Morras go crazy for that shit. Like they don't know raza who read much, so
they get this idea that I'm super brilliant, like a genius; like reading could make you smart,
juar juar, de yoks on dem. That's okay though, because with that line I can bring them to the
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hoteluco and they can fantasize that they're married to a genius and that they'll have a lot of
kids who come out speaking a shit ton of languages. And in that same fantasy, carnal, they
stay in my arms til the morning. Afterwards, when the hangover kicks in, we get dressed,
give each other a kiss and never ever ever will we see each other again.
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2.
Today it's hot, sometimes it's cold, and sometimes it rains. When it rains it's una buena
chinga to be sitting here on my corner, getting soaked. There I am, sopping wet,
empapándome, singuin in da pinche rein, and the raza from the bars around here, bartenders
and waiters, call me "gringo loco" and laugh like they think it’s really funny. I don't say
anything because I know them: Beto, Raúl, Pastor, Rudy, and skinny Laurita. First of all they
know I'm not a gringo like they say anyway, you know? A gringo is something else, he
thinks he owns the world. Not me, I just have this corner, this piece of curb is my universe.
My boss, that guy’s a gringo, so you know, a pein in da faquin as. I'm a whole other
thing. Obviously I'm not from here, how can I put it, I'm a gringo and I'm not a gringo, you
know? I’ve got more in common with the raza here, with the waiters and everyone else, than
with the whole ball of atole-en-las-venas-white-boy-gringos over there. This is my paradise.
I'm leaving the bitter past up north, del otro lado, as they say. All of that stays in los Unáired,
my boss and all his people, and I'm staying here on my corner, week after week.
To be fair, skinny Laurita doesn't laugh or make fun of me. I'm talking about the batos;
skinny Laurita no. She's a morra who-doesn't-have-much-to-say, she doesn't talk to anyone.
When I go to the bar I like her to serve the beers and since I already know which ones are her
tables, well that's where I sit and she's always smiling and I've never tried to hit on her,
honestly, I've never said cosas locas to her like I do to the other beibis. The truth is that
skinny Laurita is asking for it, why deny it, I'd chew on her little bones happily, like I owed it
to her, and suck out the marrow all night long. But I don't know. I look at her and I don't
know.
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That's why sometimes I decide not to look at her. Sometimes when she serves me a beer
I look away, like this. Don’t laugh, pendejos! I look away because her smile either blinds me
like the sun or else it depresses me like an eclipse.
Do you think I’m making this up? Come here and look at my eyes, stare me in the face,
see? I'll take off my sunglasses, see? I'm hard like this floor, I'm a hard guy who softens up
every once in a while with Laurita's smile, a smile that's smooth and shining like the hood of
a freshly painted car.
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3.
I've made a lot of friends sitting here. Batos I don't know sometimes come over and sit here
with me. Just like you, like a lot of other guys who feel like talking to someone, they sit here
quietly and I pretend not to see them, like my corner belonged to todomundo and like
anybody could sit here, like it's a democracy, like I don't care.
Just the two of us sitting here, watching the beibis. Eventually this bato starts talking,
offers me a cigarette, tells me to check out the legs on that morra over there in the miniskirt. I
smile without looking at him, I don’t want him to get too comfortable, I mean, we’ve barely
just met. If he has something to say he should just say it already, not go around in circles, and
he’d better not start going on about anything extraterrestrial, none of that alien shit because I
have no idea what to say about that. All I ask for is some respect. That's why he's talking
about the legs in the miniskirt, I think, to let me know what he’s doing here. And yeah, turns
out he's looking for a morra. Simón, simón, this bato’s looking for his beibi, his arroz con
leche with cinnamon on top that he lost three months ago.
“Since when?” I ask.
“Since three months ago.”
“Ay, compa, if she left that long ago it’s not because she's lost, it's because she doesn't
want to be with you anymore. That girl's an adiós like you get at the airport before a one-way
flight.”
He gets quiet, thoughtful. Doesn't say anything else. He’s so quiet that I have to turn and
look at him, glancing over my dark glasses because I can already imagine what's coming
next. There it is, his sad face pasted over his big fat head. This pendejo is about to cry, I
swear to God, cheeks trembling and his mouth curving downwards like it's about to fall to the
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floor. That would be some extraordinarily bad shit— him crying over a morra— and on my
corner in front of everyone like I'm the one who made him cry and not his long-gone beibi.
“Hold on,” I say, “espera.” “Don't tell me you're gonna cry, because that would be some
extraordinarily bad shit, don't do that in public, compa, get over it or get out of here because
on this corner there's only room for one punished heart.”
Luckily he calms down. Here I was already thinking I'd have to resort to force. The truth
is, though, that it's not great to hit a man while he's crying, it’s on the same level as punching
a pinche cuatrojos, but then he just loses it and the furious tears start to pour out of his face.
When he finally stops threatening me with his wounded soul I can only manage to say
"That’s enough, just get out of here" and he leaves but not without saying "gracias." A poor
little thank you that's not worth anything tonight and won't be worth anything tomorrow night
either, a "gracias" to throw in the trash and forget about.
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4.
I'm going to tell you about this street, about my corner, about the raza that hangs around here
at night. Yeah, yeah, this is my own personal interpretation; I know you have eyes, too. I
know, I know, don't interrupt: the street is a straight, dirty line, surrounded by cantinas,
pharmacies, hotels, brothels, restaurants, and a bunch of places that sell souvenirs. It doesn't
even have a church or a red cross to redeem it and save it from hell when it dies.
My corner is on Calle Sexta, it's not much different from other corners on Calle Quinta
or Calle Tercera, the only difference is that I'm the one sitting here every Saturday watching
the beibis. The raza is the same: most of them are loud-mouthed gringos, guys who come in
packs, who go into the bars and the clubs and come out more drunk and more stupid than
when they went in.
The gringas ignore me like princesitas, I don't even try because what’s the point. You
can talk to them in inglés or in Chinese— they just act like they don't understand.
Guasumara, beibi, and they walk right by not caring, their eyes like whatever, whatever.
At first I tried, why not. Spit my best lines, sang corny Beatles songs, danced for them
like da biguest ful on da jil, told jokes, asked, “Javen ay sin yu bifor?” The whole chou and
nada. Like I was the invisible man and I'd forgotten the bandages at home, you know?
Nogüer man. Colorín colorado. Story’s over. So it's better to dedicate myself to the Mexican
girls who are more corazón, more menudo, more chuleta and, most of all—teik not—my
most extraordinary and mortal weakness in the universe. I'd even take a big fat mustard-filled
NO from these morras; in the end they do me a favor just by being here, gracing the world
with their presence, as if they were little colored lights on the Christmas tree of my life.
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The other raza around here are the polis. I know them by name and sometimes they give
me a hard time. It doesn’t matter: I'm not a shiny gold coin that everyone likes.
"Cuidadito, you'd better not misbehave tonight," they say, smirking.
"Buenas noches, Officer Mendoza, Officer Castillo," I respond. "Would you believe it, I
bet there won't even be a 10-38 or a 10-39 on such a lovely and star-filled evening."
They make the rounds on patrol all night and it always seems like their backs straighten
up when a beautiful beibi passes by. Later on you'll see them like they are in the wild— bent
over and dragging their fists on the ground.
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5.
It's the best place to be alone because you never are. If you feel like thinking, here you can't.
If your memories start to invade, here you can stop them. “Yu guan a taxi?” You look
around at the people, their happy, mad, crazy faces, all night long, one after the other, eyes
round and wide, heads shaved or hair that’s straight, curly, wavy, blond, black, green and
blue, brown skin, white skin, black skin, furrowed brows, laughing loudly, supple bodies,
wheelchairs, come on, come on, pásenle, pásenle, here there's room for the charming as well
as the tedious, for the healthy as well as the dying, “taxi taxi,” sex in cars, in the crowds, by
the trash cans, seduction in every glance, in every pair of lips, of legs, of armpits, in the
sweet, perfumed, sweaty, rotten stench of the sewers, liters and hectoliters of beer,
megagallons of booze, bags filled with drugs and dollars, green bills moving between fingers,
sliding between legs, trapped inside panties or boxer shorts, and the music—techno, rap,
disco, salsa, rock, norteño, with every step a different song, the complete catalogue, heaven
and hell, kindness, attraction, vengeance, hatred, everything for sale, food, drinks, bodies,
handicrafts, things imported from faraway lands, “taxi taxi,” you like men? you like women?
you like men and women? Here you're lost or you're saved, here you discover your true
self—it’s all the rage.
“Ser, yu guana taxi?”
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6.
Sometimes I chat with Beto. On nights when skinny Laurita is in a bad mood and I feel like a
pair of old shoes that are in the way, I go up to the bar and let Beto tell me his sorrows.
“Isn't it supposed to be the other way around?” I ask him. “Don't batos come in and tell
the bartenders all their problems, and the bartenders always give them great advice as if
they’d been their mejor compita per saecula saeculorum?”
“Don't be an ass, that’s not real.”
“I figured it was a requirement.”
“A requirement?”
“To get a job as a bartender.”
“No, no, there aren't cantineros or hairdressers or even priests like that.”
The truth is that Beto should really get it because he's tried a little of everything. He's the
same as me, with the years piling up and without a future he can count on for even the bare
minimum. The difference is that I toast all the bad shit from my past with a beer in my hand,
I laugh at it, tell it off, spit in its face, wring it out and sometimes, in my best moments, I kick
those memories out of my life for being ungrateful. But Beto, pobre Beto, carries his sorrows
as if they were a big wooden cross, rusty nails piercing the palms of his hands, blood running
down his shirt and his pants, making a mess on the barroom floor.
“Relax, mi Beto, have a tequilita, its an mi.”
“No no, not while I'm working.”
But as soon as Ciruelo turns his back, Beto doesn't just have a tequilita, he has half a
bottle in one swig. Órale, that's how it's done, like in a Jorge Negrete movie, aaaaaayayay,
muy bien.
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I'm saying it now so that it's as clear as a monkey's asshole: I haven't seen him shed a
single tear. Sometimes his eyes get shiny but he's the same as me, that shine is pure nostalgia:
we know for pinche sure that the ones who are gone are never coming back.
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7.
How much have I read? Ay, I could give you lists upon lists, beibi, I can tell you about great
adventures that have only ever happened inside of a book. But I'm not going to tell you even
one single title, okay. And I'm not going to recite a poem for you, even though I've got plenty
of verses dancing around inside my head.
I'm trying to forget poetry, you know? These bastard lines won't leave me alone, they're
holding on tight, they're a prison sentence. I swore I'd never read another page, por Dios, I
said, por el Diablo, I said, I won't touch another book, I'm gonna forget everything I've ever
read. All those words will be erased from my memory as if they’d never even passed before
my eyes.
That was my stupid promise and my punishment was to have tried. Poetry doesn't leave,
beibi, it's like a tattoo in your brain. Every verse will spin around inside your head forever
and when you die I guess that will be the last thing you hear: poetry— unerasable, everpresent, deadly, without a cure.
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8.
A hundred dólares in my pocket. A lot or a little, depends what you want to do. I can walk two
blocks over and watch the kids play handball, hurling their pelotita against the wall, or I can sit
right here and watch horse-racing or boxing on TV. That's how you can say gudbay to your
money in a couple hours and when you don't even have change you're not worth anything in this
freeloading street, nobody'll sell you anything on credit, not even Beto and he's your friend.
Sometimes I go to La Estrella and dance a hot little cumbia with the ladies to get the
blood flowing.
Dancing is a sacred ritual for them, something like bearing witness or testifying at court,
like enacting laws or receiving the sacrament, like they're at mass and the sermon is a juicy
cumbia, amén. They are some authentic professionals who don't smile when they dance. They
lose themselves in the dance and I do my best to follow their lead: uno-dos, uno-dos, but it never
works out, dis bato eint meid for dat chit. I keep stepping on their toes and they just say, “Don
guorri, mijo, its part of da yob.” Always the same: a good try. Then I ask Margarita la doñita, in
the middle of a cumbia, uno-dos, uno-dos:
“You see that señora? Over there in the back?”
“What about her, mijo?”
“She looks just like mi mamá, may she rest in peace.”
“You already told me that, mijo, don't you remember? Last week”
“What's her name?”
“I already told you. I'm not going to repeat myself.”
Her name is Azucena, round little face, ripples of wrinkles, lips the same as my mother’s.
I bet a lot of batos have told her that she looks like their mamás because when I get close, my
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words evaporate between the music and the cigarette smoke, they don't mean anything to her, she
keeps them in her change purse and that's it. "You wanna dance, sí o no?"
She's not one of the chatty ones, that might be the only difference between her and my
real móder, whose whole body dripped with sound. "No búlchit, yas dans," she says, even though
I keep telling her to talk to me in Spanish. Maybe Azucena is like the mother of everyone who
comes here.
“You're loco, güerito,” says Margarita la doñita, dancing, uno-dos, uno-dos.
Maybe Azucena is the mother of all the batos who come here to dance and of the pinche
policía and of the gringos who are here to get drunk in the street. Maybe she understands all that
quite well; that's why she doesn't answer when I tell her all this, and why she dances cumbia as if
there weren't anything else in the world.
“But wouldn't that be a good explanation for her indifference?”
“For her what?”
I’m just thinking out loud. Most likely she’s so quiet because nothing matters to her
anymore, including my life and my idiot words.
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9.
Oye, Laurita, can I ask you a question? An inoffensive, intimate question, a question you don’t
have to answer if you don’t want to, a simple, harmless question that won't make you feel like
you have to respond like Cuauhtémoc asking "Is this my bed of roses?" or that will force you to
change your entire conception of the world, of your life, of this old borracho or of whatever; a
question without ulterior motives, to which even a brief response will give me a reason to say
what I’m about to say. Can I ask you a question?
Ándale, Laurita, just one question before you go around to the other tables or before
Ciruelo tells you not to waste time blabbing with the patrons. That bato had better calm down,
and he’d better stop looking at you like some Gestapo boss. Unto the customer what the
customer asks for and unto God what is God's. Ándale, Laurita with the toothy grin, little miniskirted smile, ándale, what do you have to lose by answering this old man’s question, a question
that's not crude but sincere and that comes from the depths of my soul?
I won’t show you my heart, Laurita, I don't think I’ve shown it to anyone since back in
my other life. Did I tell you that I had another life, that I died, that I came back to life like some
faquin reincarnation? Did I tell you I was better then?
Ay caray, the beers are getting to me: I'm talking shit.
Okay, the truth is that in the story of a human being there's forwards and backwards, and
if I could draw you a picture it would look like a highway, simón, it would look like a map
because that's life, straightaways, sharp turns, river crossings, bridges, accidents... Look at this
line: the beginning is when you're born, then you go and you go and you pass through your
childhood and your adolescence and then around here the road starts to split in two. At that age
you're making important decisions—choices that might put you on a totally different path.
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Look: I was head over heels in love with a freckle-faced girl who had braids, I was
twenty and she was eighteen and we used to kiss in the darkened streets, hiding from her papá. I
wanted to marry her, Laurita, I wanted to marry her because for me back then love was a little
kiss in the dark. She wasn't so sure, she was thinking as if she were already all grown up, talking
about finishing high school, going to college, becoming a doctor or an engineer or I don't
rememember what. In the end I gave her an ultimatum, like this: either we get married or me voy
a la chingada. I’ll go look for some other freckly, braid-headed girls. I can still remember her
pimply face, Laurita. I've never seen so many tears in one face, I mean, it was like the great
flood. That damned girl sobbed and sobbed as if I’d broken her right foot or punched her in the
left cheek. She cried so much that I started to hurt. Yes, even if you don't believe me, the tears of
other people can make your own body hurt. I started to hurt over here, mira, where I had gotten a
tattoo of her name. Not even Ajax can get rid of this pinche tattoo, you know? I hugged her and I
said I was sorry and please forgive me and I told her stories and jokes. I even made up a poem
for her, Laurita, the first poem I ever made up, about her brown eyes and her slender little hands
wearing the ring I had given her. And you know what: she stopped crying, the poor thing. She
stopped crying and she said, more or less, "How gacho you are, here I thought you loved you me
and now I see that you don't."
I had to explain, using the best arguments of all my twenty years, that I had made a
mistake, that that happens sometimes, that people mess up, that she shouldn't think of me so
badly.
Her freckled face turned to stone and she sent me packing with all the dignity of an
aristocratic spinster.
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I got so mad that I almost knocked down the door of her house with all my yelling. After
a while her papá came out and with a great deal of courtesy and elegance gave me a series of
kicks in the ass, or rather in my pride (it was the same thing), and I escaped howling like a dog
dragging his crippled heart behind him.
I suffered, suffered, suffered, suffered, suffered, suffered, suffered, suffered, suffered so
much you can't even imagine.
I didn't even realize that when she chose not to marry me, the highway was already
starting to turn in another direction, and that what happened afterwards, the good and the bad, all
the way up to this place, to this cantina, to this table, to Ciruelo looking at us like that, is owed,
in part, to that proud freckle-faced girl and how she didn't want to pinche marry me when I was
twenty.
That's why I need you to answer one question. Just one inoffensive, personal question, no
strings attached, one that you only have to answer if you want to. Just one question, Laurita. Pay
attention:
Do you have a father?
Of course that's the question. Don’t laugh. It's important. It's not something that just
occurred to me; okay, yes it just occurred to me but it's for a specific reason. Don't tease, Laurita,
it's just as important as the news about hunger and war in the world, so you shouldn't laugh and
Ciruelo should calm down; if not, I'll get up and you'll see how things are. It’s okay, it’s okay, I'll
calm down to tell you this:
I'm nobody's father; I was someone's father once, but not anymore.
Fatherhood ended for me right here in this part of the highway, mira, here where the
curve starts to become very sharp, where it's dangerous, where you should really slow down
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because if not— And right here the road changed again, made a U-turn, started to deteriorate, the
asphalt ended, became a dirt road...
That's how I was born again.
Now I'm talking shit, verdad? I know, I know. How many beers have I had? How many?
Chale. Here's some money. What was I saying? Ju quers. Get out of here, Laurita, it's not worth
fighting with Ciruelo over this.
I'll just finish my beer and go.
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10.
Margarita la doñita says “Kiss me here” and I give her a kiss right where she’s pointing with her
finger. “Now kiss me there” and, like an obedient child, I plant a wet kiss right there. “Hold me
close,” she says, and I put my arms around her and rub her back. Ay gat da point, doña, leave the
rest to me.
I brush the hair out of her face, I smile, I touch her cheek, rough like sandpaper. Spit out
your gum, doñita, por favor! I’m about to give you a kiss just like the the ones Clark Gable used
to heap on the beautiful women of Hollywood. I’ll start softly, as if planting the first seed in a
plot of land that will become an orchard, then the kiss will become more confident, uncovering a
new language in your skin and reading you poems about the rain, about old clichés that try to
move you to tears. To finish, the kiss will plant a flag that says, “This continent is mine.”
“Tell me, Margarita, is that what you want?”
“Sí, mijo, that is exactly exactly what I want.”
“Then ándale, doñita, close your eyes and I’ll do it.”
She closes her eyes and I look at her for a few seconds, I let her sigh and get anxious and
annoyed; just when I feel like she’s going to get fed up and open them, I move closer to her
mouth and place my lips on hers, first softly, then with wetness and then with passion. That’s
how Clark Gable would do it. That’s how he kissed Vivian Leigh and Carole Lombard, just like
that with his big ears and his skinny little mustache, así así.
“That’s it?” asks doña Vivian.
“You want more? Didn’t you see stars? Tell me the truth: Didn’t your swallows take
flight towards San Juan Capistrano?”
“Whatever you say, mijo.”
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“Look, if I can’t impress you with my actions or with my words, well then I’d better go,
doña. In any case I only came in for a beer.”
“Don’t do that; you know I was waiting for you. I love you with all my soul.”
“Juar juar, you’re not telling me that you still believe in love?”
“And why shouldn’t I?”
“Easy, doñita, as the poet said: “Amor, hagamos cuentas. A mi edad no es posible
engañar o engañarnos.”
“You don’t get it, güero. You’re teasing, like always.”
“What am I supposed to get? Your words? I don’t understand them and I don’t hear them.
They’re hollow like mine, falling apart from so much use and reuse, conjugating the same verbs
until they’re worn out like the pistons of an engine that’s run out of oil. Love? I’ll tell you one
thing: I wouldn’t give my life for love; I don’t care if it comes or if it goes.”
I tell her this and regret it. That’s how you act like a pendejo, that’s how you go along
saying and doing and regretting it afterwards. All of a sudden there’s a silence in between us. An
awkward silence that won’t go away. Something seems to leave doña Margarita, a glow, a
brightness. I see it escape from her body, take a few uncertain steps, and then run far away. La
doñita takes a sip of my beer and smiles un poco, un poquito:
“Let’s just not talk about that,” she says. “Should we dance the next one?”
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11.
Can I tell you something, compa? Grab a seat. Look: skinny Laurita has a smile that throws her
teeth in your face. A wide smile, a big smile, a smile that covers her face like a half moon. So big
I can count her teeth: incisors, canines, premolars, molars. Anyone can count them and it makes
me jealous. I’m not a bato without jealousies; I carry a collection of them around in my wallet.
Like these photos. Look closely because I almost never take them out and you’re not gonna see
them again. This girl, you see that smile? Mi-jiiiiii-ta. Ripit after mi: Mi-jiiiiii-ta. My daughter. I
don’t know why I’m showing you this, it could be because I trust you, carnal, as if we’ve been
friends for years.
My real friends? They don’t know pain, they’re over. They didn’t have to swallow my
suffering as if it were a jug of bitter spit, I left them in the past, in my other life. Mis amigotes—
you could be one of them. I’ve already forgotten their faces, you’re not one of them?
I DON’T GIVE A SHIT, NETA.
Now I’ve decided to call you my very best friend and I’ll show you the rest of the photos in my
wallet. Let’s see, let’s see, do you remember her name? Mi-jiiiiii-ta. Guats in a neim? And this
woman, look close, look at her eyes. Es-poooo-sa. My wife. Her eyes, compa. Like it says in the
song: you’d need the whole damn day just to look in her eyes. And this other photo, look, don’t
be scared, that’s my móder, the matriarch herself, incubator of my life, nice and gordita, maker
of the best chiles rellenos in los Unáired Steits, may they rest in peace. Who’s missing in this
happy family? Guess, ándale. The men, los hombres, the guys. Where am I, where is mi padre?
I’ll give you a prize if you can guess. I’m at my tra-baaaa-jo, man, in the faquin school where I
used to give little faquin classes to the stupid local kids, earning my daily bread teaching them
faquin inglés because I guess you can only speak faquin inglés in my shitty country, land-of-da-
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faquin-fri. Nada de español, you know? Don’t even think about it. That’s why I’ve decided,
ladies and gentlemen, that from this day forward, my language will be el spánich, what do you
think? El spánich and ay guont spik enithing els. What’s up with you, carnal? Where are you
going? There’s one more photo. Why don’t you ask me where the patriarch is. Don’t leave, don’t
take one more step or I’ll come after you.
DID YOU HEAR ME?
And el papá? This guy never shows up, carnal. Yeah I had a father and yeah he had a son.
Look: I can draw him for you. Ah, no? Well even if you don’t want to, just imagine the photo.
Six-fut-faiv. Really tall, that motherfucker. Guëro güero güerísimo with smooth golden hair like
those little Testone brand oil paints. Ah, he looks like me? No kidding. Look closely, can’t you
see his briefcase and his tri-pis-sut and his business cards and his just-shined shoes? You can’t
see that? Where are you going?
YOU’D BETTER NOT LEAVE.
He sold faquin Kenmore vacuum cleaners. Some faquin vacuum cleaners that didn’t fall
apart and that sucked up liquids just as well as or better than dust. Señora, lady of the house:
these little machines are a steal at this price and even better in convenient monthly payments that
will save you money and always keep your home sweet and clean like your life, señora. You
think this bato looks like me?
Nunca
nunca
nunca
say that to me again.
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12.
Here come the policía, guans aguén. Here they come to get the güero. Here they come. Which
rules have we broken what’s it called what’s the code? 10-38 10-39. What should we call it
which rules apply what do we do with this individual this poor individual who has absolutely
nada in this life. He’s too much he’s a smartass he’s yelling and making a scene and harassing
the passersby and stopping them and telling them showing them reciting for them the shreds of
his life. El pobre, he had a past. They took it away from him. Así así they lifted it from his
shoulders. He had a nice little past that he could take out and iron and put on and wear like his
Sunday best. They didn’t leave him any of it. That’s why I’m here making a scene hurling my
disappointment around the street like confetti. Let him be officers leave him alone with his
nostalgia and his memories. Why pick him up what would you do with him what would anybody
do with him? 10-42 10-43. It’s all good señor policía let’s just leave him be here’s a little
something for the trouble here’s something for doing him the favor let’s just leave him be I
swear he’ll calm down. I’ll keep whatever mischief whatever hard feelings okey I’ll hold onto
them I’ll put them back in my wallet I’ll drown them at the bottom of my memories. It’s okay
it’s okay. 10-43 10-28. There should be a code for heartbreak.
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13.
Mira, Beto, my last bill of the evening. Just enough for a final beer. Ni modo, I doubt I’ll even
have enough for the sacred meal of the morning. Dats laif. Sometimes you have to choose, how
can I put it, you have to choose between the necessary and the indispensable, between what helps
you live and what helps you survive. You’re a good guy, Beto, you’re like a guardian angel, sad
and resigned to your angelhood. Tell me the truth: how many people do you know who come to
drown their sorrows at this bar? Chingos and chingos, am I right? I’m just one of many, I know,
my problems are more or less the same as any other pendejo. How would you classify me, Beto?
You, a master of human understanding, should know what kind of drunk I am. Let’s see, let’s
see. Option A: angry drunk. Option B: whiny drunk. Option C: loud drunk. Option D: al-of-diabov. You must know them all well. Some people drink purely for pleasure, right? Just for fun,
because sobriety is real boring and they need to give their lives a good kick in the ass to remind
themselves they’re still here. Wouldn’t you say, Beto?
“I’ll tell you the truth, güero: all I want is closing time so that I can go home and go to
sleep.”
He’s a wise one, Beto. It must be tough to deal with all of these borrachos; I couldn’t do
it, I know I wouldn’t be able to put up with all the shit that comes out of a mouth reeking of
booze. I’d probably just kick them out, send them far, far away. You need a certain discipline,
like what you have, Beto, to deal with them. The night is full of locos. You never know when
your best friend’s gonna lose his mind, become a whole different person, and try to kill you.
That’s why it’s best not to trust anyone. Don’t let them get too close, keep them at a distance,
right?
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“Option E: paranoid drunk,” says Beto, and I get the feeling that that’s going to be the
last classification of the evening.
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14.
Tiredness can betray you. It runs through your bloodstream like a hellish fever and as soon as it
comes you just want to sleep, just want to rest. Laurita, on the other hand, stays fresh. Laurita
who flits around from here to there, smiling, wiping down the tables, clearing away bottles and
glasses. Ciruelo has been calling her over for a while now, sitting at a corner of the bar, smoking,
knocking back a well-made drink, not like what they usually serve here. Laurita doesn’t pay
attention to him, she’s independent, featherlight, a transparent bird.
“There’s trouble about to start over there,” says Beto.
I try not to talk to Ciruelo, don’t even go near him. He’s one of those people that you talk to once
and then decide never to talk to again ever in your pinche vida. I could go to a different bar, but
unfortunately it’s a proven fact that nowhere else can you find a Laurita smiling at you with her
pretty summertime teeth. Spending time looking at her is worth all the trouble in the world.
I’m exaggerating again, for a change.
Ciruelo gets up having totally forgotten about anything you might call balance. Like this,
walking in such a way that he’s not even half who he was when he was sitting down, he’s lost all
composure, no longer the rude boss; he looks like a marionette, like someone, a puppeteer, is
controlling him from some immeasurable height.
A man has few opportunities in his life to act the part of an authentic cáuboy. When I see
Ciruelo grabbing Laurita and shaking her, I think of the movies I watched as a child, all those
duels in the middle of dusty streets, those victories of the good guys against the bad. I look
around for my pistol and my horse: nowhere to be seen. Just Beto rinsing the glasses and all the
other customers and waiters who don’t see what I’m seeing. Maybe they didn’t watch the same
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movies I did, maybe Alan Ladd never shot the evil Jack Palance in the movies they watched.
Nobody else understands this as an invitation to defend the honor of a helpless beibi.
Ciruelo is shaking Laurita and she stands up for herself as best she can, followed by an
eruption of shouting that the patrons continue to ignore. In the movies there’s always a slap, her
to him or him to her, a clean little chingazo that marks the climax of the movie’s sáuntrac. Here
there’s no slap, she pushes him away with a beautiful fury I didn’t know she had in her.
I understand that the decisive scene has arrived, the moment where I come face to face
with Jack Palance.
Even without a mirror nearby to confirm, I can tell that my glance is defiant—a look that
can only belong to a man who is about to face his destiny. I can hear the sound my spurs make as
they scrape against the wooden floor. Quihubo, partner. I get up from my seat and am about to
take the first step, about to take off at light speed. But my legs fail me and actually I end up
sprawled out on the floor. Tough luck! Beto looks down from over the bar and smiles at me.
“What’s wrong with you, güerito, don’t go around falling down.”
The truth is that I’m not going around falling down, I already fell. I pull myself up with
difficulty. I see Laurita leaving the bar and I manage to sit down again. Ciruelo goes back to his
table. This time Alan Ladd was drunk. There’s no doubt that times change.
“Maybe you haven’t realized,” says Beto, “that Laurita is Ciruelo’s girlfriend. She’ll
come back in a bit, it’s not the first time this has happened.”
I like this ending because Alan Ladd can go home and stop acting like a complete idiot.
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15.
Monday through Friday I’m at work, fixing cars. Hammering out life’s dents and dings,
installing sheet metal, applying bondo, polishing to perfection, airbrushing with primer, painting.
It’s a good job, something you do with your hands, in silence. I’ve been working at this garage
for a long time. I’m pretty good at what I do.
When I left school I never imagined I’d end up doing this shit, my ego inflated from all
my studies, I had big plans for the future, I had my family, I had my friends. If you had seen me
then, carnal, I doubt you would’ve even believed it. I used to stand up straight, not even looking
at the ground. I liked poetry, you know, as ridiculous as it sounds; I liked to read poetry and
novels and stories and essays, I loved all that búlchit. My wife loved it, too. We’d spend the
whole night reading and reading to each other while our little girl was asleep, seeing who could
recite the best verses from memory. It was a competition she usually won. She would recite a
poem that would just kill me, a tiny little verse that would make us cry or render us speechless.
And then we would both go, hand in hand, to our little girl’s room to make sure she was okay,
that the force of that last poem hadn’t woken her up. She was asleep, at peace with the world, her
chest gently rising and falling. The little curl of her eyelashes was the most eloquent thing about
her; everything else was so tiny, a miniature that you’d put in a dollhouse, her nose, her hands
and feet, there wasn’t anything like them or anything better in the universe. Nothing could
compare.
And then it was over. Just like you close a book or a door or your hands. Paf. Done.
Every crashed car that ends up at the garage is a challenge: I have to make it perfect. My
boss loves how dedicated I am and how I always wear a clean shirt with the company’s logo on
it. Forgive him, he’s a pendejo. It doesn’t occur to him that all his workers have a past, he thinks
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we were born the day we filled out the job application. Forgive him, he’s a pendejo. Every single
one of my compas at the autobody shop has his own story, his reason why he’s here in this
garage. I don’t know anyone who would have said they’d be working in an autobody shop when
they were a kid and someone asked them what they wanted to be when they grew up. Most of
them probably wanted to be a doctor, the guy who comes closest wanted to be a technician at the
Indy 500. I wanted to be a teacher; it seemed really respectable to stand up in front of the rest of
the kids and tell them what’s what. I mean, I was a kid, so gua da fuc did I know. Maybe, if
someone had explained to us what a mechanic did, I would have liked the idea. Por qué no? Car
mechanic: someone devoted to making things the way they were before, able to erase the traces
of accidents, to turn back time. Maybe the niño güerito would have stopped and said, “Mechanic,
simón, because then I can change the world with my own two hands!”
I didn’t learn this skill in school, that all came later. If I had, at least I would still have my
car. It would be old by now but it would still run. Made for each other, the car and its owner, the
raza would say.
That was a car I couldn’t fix. I’m sure it went to heaven, el pobrecito, where else. That’s
why I put so much effort into my work, even though it’s impossible to explain to mi patrón
pendejo: I feel like every dent I hammer out, every job I finish is a repair made on my car up in
heaven, and I’ve been doing it for so many years that I can assure you that by now it’s just like
new, as shiny as when we drove it home from the dealership.
You should have seen the smile on my wife’s face when I put the keys in her hand.
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16.
Yeah, well, how stupid can you be. The same way that idiot Copernicus figured out that the
planets revolve around the sun. Something as obvious as that, carnal, something right in front of
my face that still maybe never would have occurred to me. That idiot Copernicus probably got
his idea from some lonely barténder, too. How else could it have been? Laurita is also a sun;
why would I think there’s only one planet revolving around her? Why hadn’t I imagined other
orbits of other planets and other satellites and the stars and the meteors and asteroids and pinche
Ciruelo? And then those morons didn’t even believe Copernicus, those poor, disillusioned,
fanatical, insolent, drunk, mediocre morons.
And now where’s Laurita? In which Milky Way? In which back alley? A supernova,
right, and adiós foréver? Pinchestúpido Copernicus, why didn’t you tell me?
“Calm down, calm down,” Beto laughs. “Quit being so dramatic, Libertad Lamarque. She
always comes back, you’ll see.”
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17.
The street is alive for everyone except me. That’s the bad thing about running out of money.
Right when you’re smoking your last cigarette, when you take the last drag and the smoke passes
slowly through your lungs, it’s best to think about going home, to start walking back towards
reality, to say gudbay to the night or say okey okey, I’ll see you nex wik.
I’m not gonna say I’m not counting down the days until next Saturday; ni modo, in the
end I’m just as sappy as any Heidi’s grandad. I’m not gonna get depressed about it. There’s
nothing like sitting here for so long that you become one with the curb, as if you were a
stoplight. It’s just that I wouldn’t actually be good at directing traffic, neta, I’d let everyone pass
and I’d never give anyone a red light, maybe sometimes a yellow just because. Green and green
and green for cars and people alike. In a world where I directed traffic, no one would crash or get
run over because the traffic would be spiritual, it would include astral trips and galactic travels,
souls floating by—there goes the soul of a taxi driver, bay-bay taxi driver; over there goes the
soul of a travesti, bay-bay travesti; look look, the soul of a ballerina, a mamacita, bay-bay
ballerina, bay-bay mamacita. It would be better if I stopped drinking, if I came back next week,
sat down on my corner and didn’t drink a single drop. Yeah, right. If the best part about it is beer
tequila whiskey mezcal vodka whatever. Okey okey, so maybe I’m not a póster-boy for
Alcoholics Anonymous, just a respectable drunk, relax. Did I say respectable? If I’ve offended
any moral souls, let’s hope they forgive me, bay-bay moral souls. I can’t even keep up with this
directing traffic. Sorri. I spent my last five and without even a five I’m no more than a borracholite, one of the ones it’s not worth saying hi to in the street because they’ll only bum some
change and a few cigarettes.
“Who are you talking to, güero?”
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She surprises me with her angel voice. At this hour only the angels and the drunks are
out.
“Look at you showing up around here, looking all lost.”
“I’m not lost.”
“No no no no no, I don’t mean it like Agustín Lara. I mean it like I’m saying it to the
beibi I was looking for and couldn’t find.”
“Ay, you weren’t looking for me, were you?”
I want to say: skinny Laurita, you’re like an Alka-Seltzer, like a cup of hot coffee. Instead
I say: “Do you have a cigarette for this borrachito? Gracias. But I mean it, I’ve been looking for
you my whole life.”
“Sure, sure.”
“Yeah, simón. Even if you say, ‘What’s wrong with you, I haven’t even been alive as
long as you’ it doesn’t matter, I’ll say it again: I’ve been looking for you my whole life.”
“You seem messed up, but you strike me as an okay guy, anyway.”
I want to say: You strike me in the heart and use it as a trampoline. Jumping jumping in
my heart. Instead I say:
“Of course, mija, it’s because you get the vibra. Du yu fil laik ay du?”
“Sometimes you go too far: you know, sometimes you really piss me off. I remember this
one time—"
I want to say: For you, I’d buy a whole ranch where I could have a plow and a plot of
land. Instead I say:
“Hey, hey, if I don’t remember it can’t be true.”
“Qué cabrón.”
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“Guasumara, beibi?”
“I’m out of a job now, güero.”
I want to say: I’d take you to my ranch and sing to you, “De piedra ha de ser la cama, de
piedra la cabecera.” Instead I say:
“Don’t let it get you down, mija. It was time for a change anyway. How many years were
you there?”
“Six months.”
“So little?”
“Yeah, not a lot. You thought I’d been there longer?”
I want to say: I’d stand in the doorway with my shotgun, making sure that the bandidos
wouldn’t come get you. Instead I say:
“Well, so, when you really have feelings for someone—I mean, like the way I feel about
you—it seems like they must have started some ten thousand years ago, that is, if we want to
believe that our feelings actually matter. Right?”
“Who knows. I don’t know.”
“Yes, even though I might be pushing it, I have to tell you that sometimes love transcends
one’s age. Encounters like this one—like ours—they can’t be ignored. The rising tide of summer
is bringing us closer together.
“Ay, I’ve never heard you sound so nice.”
I want to say: “And on that ranch—” but it’s already late and at these hours I often lack
originality. Instead I say:
“There’s time for everything, Laurita.”
“How do you know so much?”
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“Well, from reading, mija.”
“You’ve really read a lot?”
“Enough to satisfy the deep feelings I have for you.”
I want to say: There’s no doubt that this kind of pretentiousness fulfills a very important
function in a man’s life. She says:
“What kind of deep feelings, when I don’t even know your name?”
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18.
“What is your name, güero? You’ve never told me.”
It’s been a long time since anyone’s asked me that, mija, I don’t even think I remember
anymore.
Ándale, tell me, what’s your name?
Why do you wanna know?
Nomás, nomás. You already know my name but I don’t know yours.
That’s life, mija, a delicate balance of advantages on one side and disadvantages on the
other. I, for example, have the advantage of knowing your name.
Quit playing and tell me.
For what.
Come on. Por favor.
Okey. My name is Jean Claude Van Damme. How’s that?
Ay, what a weird name.
Do you like it?
Let’s see—tell me again?
Jean

Claude

Van

Damme.

It sounds nice, but I’m afraid to try and say it.
Yeah, better not to, mija; my name’s not worth it. It’s better to just whisper sweet
nothings in my ear, slowly, despacito, and say them over and over again all night long so that
with every minute time gets tangled up and stops, gasping, in the entrails of my watch.
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19.
What am I going to do with you, huh? I’ve got a lot of ideas, Laurita. I don’t know where to
start. How old are you? The truth, eh. Eighteen, néver. Sixteen, maybe? Lies? What does it even
matter. Sixteen like my niña would have been. The same as my niña. It’s horrible to think about
it. Horrible. Let’s not think about her, mija. It’s just nostalgia, this pinche nostalgia isn’t what it
used to be. My daughter smiled, too, like you, with her whole row of white teeth. Horrible
horrible. Let’s just leave it at that. Let this ugly room in this third-rate motel bear witness to the
fact that I didn’t lay a finger on skinny Laurita, that I left her safe and sound, free from worldly
temptations even though I had her well within reach of my lecherous fingers. Let he who has not
sinned throw the first condom. Sorri, niña. Its nat may stail. You’ll be fine for Ciruelo, that’s
none of my business, that’s between you two. So stop laughing or crying or whatever it is you’re
doing. Nothing happened, beibi. You’re the picture of the niña I’m missing, that picture I
couldn’t take and can’t carry around in my wallet, the picture of those sixteen years she never
had. I should just go back to my corner, beibi, someone might be looking for me over there,
some solitary angel who’ll take me out for a beer in exchange for listening to his pendejadas, its
al rait wit mi, beibi, as long as the bottles keep coming I’ll listen to the whole world. Aiv gat
nathin tu lus. Me voy, Laurita. I’m going. It’s true I’ve wanted this for so long—to be in a hotel
with you, lying on a bed like this one. It’s true that it’s been my recurring fantasy. It’s true that
you’re like a prize. And it’s true that I have this idea that I deserve you, even if it’s just for one
night, that a beibi like you would be a hard-won trophy in the bitter life of any poor old man.
Why am I leaving? It’s a good question, mija, and I’m gonna give you an answer. I’m
leaving because in the life of a human being… I mean… in the life… when the moment of truth
arrives… Yes, when the moment arrives… the moment arrives and you have to say, I should
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stop, you know? When I have to tell myself that I have the right and the will, sometimes, at least,
to not do whatever I want with this body… and with this soul…
Easy, easy. Qué me pasa, what am I saying?
The truth is that there’s no woman more perfect than the one who’s in this bed with you,
even as imperfect as you are yourself.
Perdón, Laurita—skinny and beautiful and horny and charming: you’re right, I think I’m
not gonna go. Skinny and seductive: it was about time you cast your eyes on this bitter man.
Chiquilla: did you think I was gonna wait my whole life for you to make up your mind?
For sure I would’ve.
Perfect Laurita, coming and going, Laurita of my beating heart: did you think I’d let the
best ending escape me?
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20.
Sunday morning. The truth is this bato’s alright, the machinery still works. Even though with
Laurita I didn’t have much of a chance to get into the whole “nos guachamos nex güik” bit.
When I woke up, the princesita was gone, she’d disappeared, maybe she turned into Cinderella
and her taxi into a pumpkin. Ju quers.
Today is a good Sunday, not like the others. I leave the hotel and life welcomes me like
we’re compadres, with a big hug and a slap on the back. In any case, I don’t think I’ll be able to
close the book on skinny Laurita like I have with other morras. Those girls never came back,
notwithstanding the shower of promises they made from here to there and from there to here, I
just sat there on my corner and they never came back. Sach is laif. But I think Laurita is different
because she always comes back, at least according to Beto.
Next Saturday will be a good day for Ciruelo to eat dirt, yeah. I think the time has come
for him to kiss the floor like Jack Palance and the rest of his kind.
Laurita: I’ll wait for you and I’ll carry you away on the back of my trusty steed into the
legendary sánset of our dreams, where the word FIN will mark the beginning of our happily ever
after. Juar juar. Cómo no.
I say goodbye to this street, to its brothels, its pharmacies, its restaurants. Or I’ll say, más
bien—apologies for contradicting myself so quickly—that it might be better to find a new place
for next week, maybe it wouldn’t be such a bad idea to move on from here, to start hanging out
two blocks up. I’ve heard there are some good corners over there, too.
Having overcome the issue of Laurita, it’s time to get a move on, get a change of scenery.
I don’t know. The truth: between word and deed what does it matter.
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I say goodbye to my friends and to the policías who have by now gone home to bed, say
goodbye to doña Azucena who never responds when I say hello and to doña Margarita who
responds far too quickly. Sundays are for resting, for watching beisbol, for drinking all the beers
in the fridge, for watering the garden with the runoff from my kidneys, for pissing off the
neighbors, for etcetera. Gringo shit.
“Hey, doña Margarita: do you think I’m a gringo? Tell me the truth.”
“What else, mijo, a gringuito like all of them”
“Ayay, that hurts.”
“Don’t be like that, güero. I was looking for you.”
“Don’t start, doña.”
“Come on now, take me with you. Ándale. My love is real, can’t you feel it?”
It’s time to walk a little faster. She wants to keep me in her coin purse with the rest of her
crap. You should go home and get some sleep, doñita. The bags under your eyes are sagging
down to the floor. She doesn’t care: she follows me and catches up.
“Mira, güerito, I have my passport. Take me with you, don’t be cruel.”
Her passport? She’s also got her suitcase and her neatly folded life along with all her bras
and panties. No tanks. This ship has already set sail and is disappearing from sight. Goodbye,
Margarita. Get down from my trusty steed—this horse isn’t big enough for the both of us. And
now, really, the word FIN stretches out over the horizon and this conversation is over. That’s
why it’s best to start running, faster and faster, away from this street, this city, this country.
If you’re going to flee, it should be from a woman. That’s the moral of my story, the
conclusion for everyone who knows what’s happened to me. And when you have the opportunity
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to run away from a woman, do it now, don’t waste any time. There’s plenty of love I wouldn’t
give my life for, you know? Let’s just see each other next Saturday, we’ll see each other nexwik.
“I’ll be here, mijo, remember that I… that you… that both of us…”
“Sí, claro,” I say from very far away, from a point in the distance where no one can hear
me. From there and from even a few steps beyond.
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Where All the Boats
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What time is it? They'll get there around eight-thirty. Steve knows the way. His friends won't
stop laughing. Ken thinks they’re stupid, they've always seemed stupid. He'd actually like to be
at home. His favorite show is on at nine. But there he is, following Steve because this is his
birthday present, because Steve's always said, You'll see, when you turn eighteen I'm taking you
to Tijuana. And so: eight-thirty, heading toward Avenida Revolución. A pilgrimage. All around
there's stuff for sale and people selling it: handicrafts, cigarettes, taxi taxi, women begging for
change with babies tied to their backs. The street is dirty. Do they ever clean it? Ken has a bad
feeling about tonight. His brother's friends har har, messing up each other's hair, kicking each
other in the ass, running, catching up, hitting each other. Next to them, three girls tell each other
secrets and smile. They get to Revolución and again: the people. Huge crowds line the sidewalk,
sniffing around: cantinas, restaurants, pharmacies. Why so many pharmacies? Steve gives Ken a
hug and says something like Little brother, this is paradise. Then he laughs. Outside the bars,
waiters call to the passersby, offering cheap beer, free margaritas, promotional flyers. In here in
here, says one of Steve’s friends. The three girls go in, too. The music blares: tas-tas-tas-tas, it
never stops. Cheap beers. They show their IDs. No problem. The waiter looks carefully at Ken's.
Happy birthday, he says in perfect English. They order beers. The girls sit down with them. In
the middle of all the tables, of all the people, in the middle of the tas-tas-tas-tas. People jumping
around, making a scene. One of Steve's friends howls. The girls, cackling. The other friend sits
down next to them. He says something funny. One of the girls flirts back, the others smile. They
empty their bottles. The friend comes back and says something to Steve like It's all set. I can’t
hear you I can’t hear you. Tas-tas-tas-tas. Ken is bored. The other guy keeps howling. Is his
name Bob? It doesn't matter: they’re all his brother's dumb friends, they don't have names. He
wants them to go sit with the girls. Steve says no, it's time to go somewhere else. Bob: I think I
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hit it off with the skinny one. He turns to look at her. Skinny and smiling. She says something to
her friends. Steve pays. Skinny and indifferent. The friend turns around before he goes outside.
She ignores him. Steve: This is my brother's night, let's not waste time. But his brother wants to
go back home, he would rather be watching TV. Steve is annoyed. What's the matter with you,
you're eighteen now. Steve's friends push Ken, mess up his hair, kick him in the ass. So stupid.
Why did he have to come with them? Steve smiles, pulls him into another bar. Tas-tas-tas-tas.
Waiters. Cheap beers—two for each of them. They leave. Tas-tas-tas-tas. Music everywhere.
And the people: blond, black, Asian, all young. Come on, let’s go let’s go. Shouts. Screams.
Laughter. Waiters. Running, people running. The police: a slow-moving patrol car. Dark figures
lighting up their. Cigars. Traffic along the avenue. Kids sticking their heads out of car windows.
They’re shouting. Beer in the air. The police: stop, write up, haul away the ones who are making
a scene. That's enough, that's enough. They close off the street so there won't be more traffic. The
crowd pours onto the pavement. Dance dance dance. Three girls are running, excited. Tas-tastas-tas. Above, bars with terraces. Guys and girls shouting and dancing. Making out. On the
sidewalk, women begging for change, babies tied to their backs, women sitting on the ground,
selling little bracelets, handicrafts. Two for dollar. Perfect English. Steve and Ken go into
another bar. Cabaret-cabaret. Outside, a couple guys trying to convince people to go in: Hey,
hey, amigos, amigos, we have the best pussy for you. Har har. Luckily: a table next to the stage.
The place is packed. People people people people. Beer, beer all around. Steve: stop thinking
about her. What did you say? I can’t hear you I can’t hear you. Tas-tas-tas-tas. Onstage a woman
is dancing, tall, beautiful, huge breasts and hips. Exotic, sexy clothes, covered in sequins. Step by
step, beautiful hands, unfastening, unfastening. Steve’s friends shout, howl. Har har har. Ken
wants to go, he says it again, Ken wants to go. The beautiful woman contorts herself. She spins
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around a metal pole. One of them (Mark?) goes up to her and gives her a dollar. She grabs the
bill. He touches her enormous breasts, kisses them. Then he shouts, howls. And the others shout,
too, holding out more bills. Later a red-headed girl comes out, just as sexy: breasts, hips, legs.
Gringo flag on her bikini. Marching. Military salute. Fourth of July. The crowd yells, applauds.
A soldier tries to get up on stage. He's not wearing a uniform, but everyone can tell he's a soldier.
He manages to grab the woman's arm. Three men approach, stopping him. They smile. Calm him
down. Tranquilo tranquilo. Steve: Stop thinking about her. Ken is annoyed. Okay, so he was
thinking about her. How can he not? He’s always thought about her, ever since he met her.
Okay? Ever since somebody introduced them at school and she smiled and said, I’m Carol.
Okay, okay. He's still thinking about her. So what. Leave me alone, what does it matter to you.
Steve: You’re being dumb; I told you from the start she wasn’t into you. Another woman gets up
on stage. Really different from the others. Small, thin, dark-skinned. Clumsy dancer. A
horizontal scar across her stomach. Eyes shining. Men are getting up out of their seats, offering
bills and more bills. She lets them: they touch her breasts, her ass, her crotch. But Carol was into
him. She really was into him. She smiled, let him hold her hand. She said. No use telling his
brother that: he’d just come out with the same story that he wasn’t her type, that he should look
for someone more like himself, someone his own age, stop acting stupid. Carol circles around in
his mind, turning and turning. And Carol and Carol. The slender woman gets down from the
stage with her hands full of bills, smiling. Thank you. Thank you. An older woman, fiftyish
maybe, comes up to Steve and asks him to buy her a beer. Har har. She’s fat, wearing too much
make-up. No no no no no. Har har. Some of the women who were dancing are walking around
through the audience, coming up to peoples’ tables. Everyone offers them a drink. A beautiful
woman comes up to Ken’s table. Steve gives her a kiss on the cheek. She’s cute. Playful. Deep,
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dark eyes. Her name is Yvette. That’s what she says—I’m Yvette. Mark and Bob are getting
nervous. Steve’s hand is on Yvette’s leg. Ken wants to leave. Steve orders tequilas. Ken. Is.
Getting dizzy. Everything is starting to spin. Around. The planet around its axis. Spinning
spinning. And his brother’s friends are laughing, offering bills to the dancers. Carol, Carol. And
one day Ken saw her kissing another guy, someone older, smarter, nicer. And Ken didn't know
what to do except watch. And she saw him there, but she didn't stop talking to the other guy. And
Ken wanted to go up to her and ask her why. Carol, please. Stop thinking about her, says Yvette.
And Ken can’t believe that she’d say something like that. Steve, what did you tell her? His
brother ignores him, heads to the bathroom. What did he tell you? Yvette smiles gently, and her
smile is like the beach. She puts her hand on Ken’s leg. Caresses it. He told me that you have a
broken heart. He told me that you’ve never been in love. He told me that you’re a virgin. Ken is
shocked, he feels so stupid: stupid-stupid-stupid. But we can fix that, Yvette concludes wisely.
Her gaze is deep like those places in the sea where all the boats sink. Ken gets up. He runs out.
Everything keeps spinning and spinning and spinning. Steve and his friends are behind him.
They can’t catch up. They don’t even try. Too much. Tequila. Too much. Night. Har har. They
go back into the club, pulling Steve along with them. Leave him, he’ll come back later, there’s
nowhere else he can go. He runs and runs and runs. He looks. He doesn’t find. Ken stops, tired,
drained. His lungs working overtime. His whole world reduced to an insignificant speck. Carol:
green eyes, small hands. I’d give anything for you, don’t you get it? She said, she said. He can’t
remember what she said. A little boy. A little boy comes up to him and offers him some roses.
Just like that, some roses. For your girlfriend, he says in perfect English. Ken says No, no, go
away. The boy insists. For your girlfriend, for your girlfriend. Ken sighs. The price seems way
too high for a few useless roses. But he doesn’t haggle. Okay, okay. He sifts through his pockets;
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at the bottom: bills. He pays and the boy goes far away, goes away happy. Ken leans against the
wall. The dirty ground. Don’t they ever clean it? Spinning and spinning and spinning. He looks
at the flowers: they’re bright red, their color as deep as that place in the sea where all the boats…
what was it? He walks back to the club. He has nowhere else to go.
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The Great Preténder
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for Francisco Mendoza
and Francisco Morales
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The Barrio is the Barrio, socio, and you respect the Barrio. If you don’t respect it, that’s it: if
you’re a cholo we’re done with you, and if you’re not a cholo we’ll kick your ass.
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1.
Syko is gone, Mueras is gone, Chemo is gone.
Everyone knows it: These days the raza doesn’t really make trouble, they don't have fun
anymore, they don't have a good time like they used to. For a while the batos have been saying
they're too old for that stuff, that now they don't get into that desmóder, but really it's because
things got tough. The morros know it. That's why they get together on the same corner where
Syko, Mueras, Chemo and the rest of the clica used to meet up, and they talk about the old guys,
the old cholos, the ones who left, the ones who stayed. And who knows how much of what the
morros say is true, how much is made up. The truth is that Syko was the most felón bato in the
Barrio, right? You went to the shop where he worked, and if you had any kind of problem (if you
were looking for a hit, if you wanted to fuck some bato up, if you really needed cash...) it was
Syko himself who would do you the favor.
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2.
Syko works as a mechanic and it's precisely his chronic smell of burnt oil and gasoline that
seduces all the morras in the Barrio.
He's full of sweet words and fine sentiments. If he likes a girl, he stops her right then and
there and says to her: "Tons qué, mija, you from around here or you scared?"
He only drinks caguamas of Tecate. He thinks everything else is agua de jícama.
He only eats tuna fish when the can clearly says that it was processed in Ensenada or El
Sauzal, Baja California.
He's not an alcoholic; he's on the border of alcoholism, just like how in Tijuana
everyone's on the border—of this, our green-white-and-red country.
He doesn't say hello to Mangy Immigrants: "Batos who work legally in the United States
and come back bragging about their money and their brand new rides, bought on credit, but then
won't pitch in for beer."
He hates the chilangos who park on sidewalks, the ones who run stop signs, who show
off that they're chilangos by speaking to him in English.
He hates the Coca Cola drivers ever since one of them drove down his street and, not
paying attention, stepped on the gas and nearly ran him over. Syko felt obliged to knock his teeth
out with a timing chain.
He has a wife called La China, nice and gordita, who treats him like garbage now. In the
mornings, a booming voice can often be heard from the house: "Get up already, pinche güevón!"
He thinks he'll spend his whole life in the Barrio. The rest of the world went to the moon
along with the gringo astronauts in 1969.
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He doesn't have an office. You can find him from ten in the morning til six in the evening
in Pocho's shop and from six fifteen til two in the morning with the rest of the clica, on the
corner everyone knows so well. There any damsel in distress can ask for his help, but watch out:
she'll-have-to-stay-in-touch.
His philosophy of life: "If you don't drink you're doing it wrong, if you don't like women
you're doing it wrong, if you don't listen to The Platters you're doing it wrong."
His favorite song is "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes," but he's "The Great Preténder."
Even though he sticks to The Platters, his musical knowledge of the "oldies but goodies"
is so famous that it extends through the whole city and even into some neighborhoods in
California. They say he's the one who (secretly) compiled the first volumes of Barrio Music.
He's not a happy guy. He thinks about happiness like other people think about soccer on
Sundays. He enjoys it, he knows it's important, but he also knows that come Monday he’ll have
to get up and go to work.
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3.
It's over now, say the morros.
Syko is gone, Mueras is gone, Chemo is gone.
Nothing is the same.
They hauled away the guilty, the innocent; they fucked them up, les valió madre.
The feds, the cops, the pigs.
That's why the barrio is no longer the barrio.
That's why the raza is no longer the raza.
That's why the morros get together on the corner in front of Licores Corona, to talk about
the old times—they’re sure that it will never be the same again.
That's why.
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4.
A party at Chemo's house.
The raza from the Barrio is there. The batos and their rucas are dancing to oldies tunes.
Syko is sitting down, nursing his drink, watching everyone.
“Let's dance,” says La China.
Syko doesn't move. He lights one of his cigarettes as if he were Belmondo in Breathless.
That's how Pancho explains it because he's one of those rucos who likes to talk about film and
because he's always going around saying things like that. Syko has never seen Belmondo, but he
knows a little bit about Pedro Armendáriz and that's only because people say he looks like his
jefe. If you don't believe it, ask him. The smoke from his cigarette escapes from his lungs,
forming perfect circles.
“Let's dance,” La China insists.
How many pinche years and she still doesn't learn: Syko only dances to The Platters. She
knows that. Syko only listens to The Platters. Other music is pointless. Nobody moves him. He is
the Great Preténder.
Oh yes, I'm the great pretender,
pretending that I'm doing well.
My need is such, I pretend too much.
I'm lonely but no one can tell.
Qué onda, do you remember The Platters?
Simón, órale. "Only You," "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes," "The Magic Touch." Syko
remembers a morra he met a few years ago. He did her in his brother's old Chevy 57. It was up
on cinderblocks, completely out of commission, nice and quiet and a perfect set-up for getting
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with rucas. This morra was different, you know, and not because she was good in bed, nel, that's
another thing. She left Syko with a nice feeling that made him smile, simón, smile and feel good
all day long, all week long, all month long.
“The Platters, carnal, me entiendes?”
“Let's dance,” says La China, just to piss him off.
Syko doesn't get up. Nothing moves him.
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5.
La China: his lady his wifey his chicky his baby.
His ruca, his morra, his niche, his cheese, his I'm going there, his I'm from here, his torta,
his stirrup, his marshmallow, his other half, his punishment, his mission on earth, his ranch, his
oh yeah, his over here, his worldly goods, his red tape, his life’s work, his big house, his electric
blanket, his place in the sun, his sad solo, his oldies song, his sweaty cheek, his cemetery, his
beibi, his first lady, his necessity, his scorn, his medical emergency, his lack, his not now, his
why not, his all over again, his give me a break, his retirement, his purpose, his prison, his I don't
know what.
La China: su esposa su waifa su jaina su esquina.
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6.
Loosen up, Syko. What's up with you, qué rollo. Aren't you my bato, aren't I your ruca? The first
time, remember? Five years ago I saw you: standing there with your clica at my cousin Carlota's
party, your best pants, your best shoes, the little jacket, the hair gel. You smelled so suaaaave, mi
Syko, your shiny curls, real cool, your little beard and your moustache filling in. Carlota and the
other rucas kept saying that you were only looking at me, like there wasn't another ruca in the
world. And I was playing hard to get. I said to them: no way, with this bato, nel, this bato gets
with everyone, nel. Don’t you remember, pinche Syko? You came up to me and what's up, mija.
Well what's up. Just here, you know. And you, qué pedo? Nanais. And you pulled me by the
hand like it wasn't a big deal, like you knew I wouldn't make a scene. You held me close all
night, real nice, chingón, prendido, slow, very slow, one Platters song, another Platters song. The
way you danced, pasito a pasito, barely moving your feet. You said nice shit to me that came in
through my ears and still haven't come out, neta, and sometimes—when I see you get back from
work or in the morning, sleeping next to me, or even right now, both of us sitting here—they
seem sweet and they make me feel like I did before, when we first met. And it was this same
song that we were listening to, this same song from five years ago. Am I still your lady, Syko?
Are you still the most felón bato here, La China's one and only?
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7.
These are Syko's treasures, stowed away under his bed since forever:
1. A timing chain from a model 62.
2. Some old shoes he inherited from his jefe.
3. An autographed photo of boxing champ Alfonso Zamora.
He keeps them all in a box that no one can touch. That means La China, who else.
1. The timing chain he used to smash Jeremias's face.
2. The only pair of shoes his papá ever wore.
3. The photo of the champ that was dedicated to Betty "con mucho cariño."
La China knows very well that she can't touch this box. Sometimes she moves it to sweep
underneath the bed, then she puts it back in its place. She doesn't get worked up about that stuff.
She understands that batos need a place to hide their manly things, even if it’s all just
pendejadas.
1. They called him Jere, sometimes they called him Millas; he was an angry bato. Syko
was a nobody—his name was José Arnulfo. Every day he got home from school and went out to
the market to do errands for his mom. He was a kid. A few times he went out drinking with the
raza, and when he did it was wasn't long until you could hear his mom's voice shouting
Josearnulfooooo! And he went running home to see qué onda. He was a quiet morro. But Millas
didn't respect anyone, and I don’t think it looks good when a cholo doesn't respect the raza in his
own barrio. A cholo doesn't go around looking for trouble but he doesn’t back down when he
finds it. That's the truth, la neta. So Millas got into it with José Arnulfo, he wanted to start shit,
give him attitude, act like a jerk. He pushed him, called him a puto, called him güey. And José
Arnulfo didn't say a word, didn't complain. It almost seemed like he deserved it. We figured he
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was scared. But it wasn't like that. Really he had been waiting for the rubber band inside his head
to stretch and stretch until it snapped, and we heard it snap, just like that. And that day, all of a
sudden—as if to say, that’s it, I’m sick of this—the rubber band snapped bien gacho and José
Arnulfo grabbed the first thing he found nearby and it was this timing chain that smashed three,
four, five times into Jeremias's face, then he kicked him in the stomach and in the ribs and the
bato was on the ground, and chingazos and chingazos until we said, calmado, socio, calm down,
carnal, that's enough, leave something for later on, qué pues, you're going really psycho,
calmado, ése. And to this day Jeremias goes around drooling like an idiot, stammering, no job,
lost on the street corners of the Barrio. And from then on José Arnulfo became Syko and no one
could call him anything else because by then we knew what would happen if we did.
2. He doesn't remember his papá having a face or two hands, doesn't remember him
walking in the street or coming home late, nel. When he does remember, his dad is a sad little
Javier Solís song that was playing at breakfast. Which song? Who knows. One of them; all of
them. At home, his dad was a presence that had gone; a presence that might have had the face of
Pedro Armendáriz. His jefa doesn't talk about him. What for? Syko doesn't ask her, either. The
old men who knew him are still around, real old, real drunk. He doesn't ask them, either. His jefe
was his jefe, that simple: the smell of tobacco, Javier Solís songs, and the old shoes he wore to
work until the end.
3. Betty showed up at the shop with her brand-new car so that Syko could look it over.
She was the only girl with a new ride who lived within a kilometer of the Barrio. Her jefe was a
narco (this was back when being a narco wasn't so cool); that part's not news, even though he
pretended to own a liquor store. Betty could have brought the car to the dealership on the Otro
Side, where she bought it, but she wanted to get with the Syko, she was really into him, and
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Betty was as pretty as any narco's daughter could be, that is: the car and some dark sunglasses
made her look better. She was the only girl Syko didn't pay any attention to. And she would send
him little presents, she would send him notes via other girls and she dedicated songs to him on
the show Complacencias on station XEC. Syko accepted the gifts, ripped up the notes and was
surprised by her bad taste in music: all José José, all Julio Iglesis, all Camilo Sesto. Chaaale.
When Betty got there with her big new car to impress Syko, he told her that nothing in the world
was better than the Ford Galaxie. European cars are shit. He told her to trade it in and then
repaired one of the spark plugs that she had probably disconnected herself.
As an extra, without her knowing, he stole her autographed photo of boxing champ
Alfonso Zamora, who had just won the WBA title in Los Angeles.
"For an unforgettable night
to my friend Betty
con mucho cariño."
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8.
They raped Cristina.
Then they beat her up.
Afterwards they threatened her.
They ripped her dress.
They left her all black and blue.
Cristina.
Por piruja. Because she acts like a slut.
And she won't say who did it.
And then her parents beat her up again.
Her jefe wanted to kick her out of the house.
That's bad, on top of what happened, that's bad.
She won't say who it was, because the guy who did it says he's gonna come back and
she's afraid of him, she's totally panicked. They say he's some jerk from a different
neighborhood, a big guy, ése, they say he's a son of a bitch. He wanted to get with her but
apparently this bato is really ugly. So he pulled her into his car and did it right there. Then he
dropped her right in front of her house, he left her there so that her parents would find her.
And then it turns out that this bato wasn't a cholo.
No way.
A wealthy bato, ése, a real schoolboy, yúnior, you know. Nice suits, cologne, new car,
you know.
A cocksucker.
A puto.
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Simón.
What was he doing with a morra from the barrio?
Por piruja. That’s what happens when you act like a slut.
But you respect the Barrio, socio.
Simón.
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9.
The cops couldn’t tell the difference. They hauled in raza from this neighborhood and that.
Tough guys, losers, quiet types. Cholos always pay, guilty or not. That's how the pigs earn their
money. They only like to go into these neighborhoods when they have a lot of back up and they
bring their big guns and the feds come with them. Everyone in jail, hijos de la chingada.
Everyone has to pay up because if you don't it's gonna get ugly, you’re fucked.
One cholo more, one cholo less, say the cops.
Les vale madre.
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10.
He's one of the few old men who comes to see Syko.
His name is Pancho, he's from Tecate, he's fifty-something years old and he goes around
the city writing things down in a little notebook.
They go for a walk in the street, he says to Syko:
"Look at that girl, loco, she's poetry. Look at that dog running by, there's a story there."
I think if any other bato had said this to him, it would’ve earned him a timing chain to the
face. For being mamón.
This time Syko is quiet.
"Tecate is the center of the universe, loco."
They get to the Blue Note, drink seventeen beers and then run out of cash. Syko starts
getting sentimental.
“You knew him, tell me what he was like.”
“The beer is from Tecate, loco. Look closely at this can. This hill you see here is
Cuchumá. Tecate, loco. Sky, paradise, Eden, whatever you want to call it. Have you ever seen
Cuchumá in the morning, when it's cold out, when the fog makes it look like Mount Olympus?”
“Tell me about my jefe.”
No question in the world can surprise Pancho. He either knows the answer or he doesn't.
If he doesn't know, he’ll think of something.
“Why do you want to know, loco? Your jefe isn't around anymore, and the ones who are
gone aren’t coming back, even if we call them.”
“Tell me what you know.”
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Pancho meditates, writes something down in his book. He watches some of the couples
out on the dance floor, lit up in red. He goes into the bathroom, pees. He writes on the wall with
a big black pen: "Pancho was here," "Tecate rifa konzafoz," "César Vallejo was also here," "Puto
el que no lea Trilce," and "¡Odumodneurtse!" He goes back to the table. He looks at Syko's sad
face. He meditates again. Three hours go by.
“Why do you want to know?
“Tell me what you know,” Syko says again. And if it had been another bato who’d made
Syko repeat himself, I think it would’ve earned him a timing chain to the face. For being mamón.
“You see that film they have at the Bujazán, loco?”
Pancho is always talking about movies. Yeah, simón. "A real shit muvi," Syko thinks but
he doesn't say it.
“Well, your jefe fought in the war, loco. You know? Your jefe killed a lot of people, he
was a machín and they gave him medals. Shy and quiet, strong as shit, careful, he could use a
bow and arrow like a Hollywood Indian. An expert in explosives, chingón. He came back home
and luego luego the raza started to piss him off. And then somebody killed his best friend. And
he got pissed off. How was he going to allow that? The raza there said he was crazy, they were
gringos, they were racists, he was a machín. He was done with that town, with the police, with
those horrible people. Your jefe was a good man, neta que sí. He was a chingón.
A few couples are dancing close to Pancho and Syko like monarch butterflies, dying out
as the hours go by.
“You want to know more?”
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They leave the Blue Note. The cars go by, red streaks in the dark. A few gringos are
walking along Avenida Revolución, shouting. Gringa girls show off their pale legs and they
laugh and laugh and laugh and laugh.
“César Vallejo, loco. Everything else is shit.”
A huge gringo, a black guy, runs after a blond girl. He catches up to her, she yells. They
hold each other. A long kiss, looooooong. And they disappear into the night.
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11.
A rainy Thursday. It's three in the afternoon and the streets are lonely. Water falling on the
Barrio. The cholos working. The slackers inside of their houses, asleep or with their old ladies,
making life difficult. The hard-working cholos don't come back till later.
A little river crosses the street. Some kids slip outside without their parents noticing,
make boats out of paper. The boats slide down the river, between the rocks and the mud, and if
you have a little plastic soldier, you put him in the boat, and if you have a marble and the boat is
strong enough, you put in the marble. The boat floats away through the rapids downstream,
sometimes stopping, sometimes moving forward. The soldier wobbles, then regains his balance.
Some of them make it to the end of the river, all the way up to the paved road, while others fall,
drown, their lives for the homeland. This little soldier dies.
When the streets of the Barrio get like this, cars can’t get in. They skid, they stall. The
exhausted cholos, just getting back from work, park on the edge of town, by Pancho's house. The
cholos stay there for a long time while it rains, drinking, shooting the shit.
It's three thirty in the afternoon and the cholas are at home, helping their jefas with the
chores; or they're at work in the maquila, or they're lazing around, the ones who don't like to
work. Some are at school, but not that many. Others are who knows where; probably with their
man, hanging out.
But watch out. Don’t let her jefe catch her out with a bato, don’t let him find her with
some cabrón because then he'll rain down a beating, just like, you know, the screams and
punches rained down on Cristina.
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12.
It's because Fabricia’s the best, neta.
It's because Fabricia sounds nice like a finely-tuned engine.
It's because Fabricia gets close, with her long curls, brushed a thousand times in the
morning, and whispers words that few understand, like they’re in another language, like they’re
made up, how can I even explain it…
It's because Fabricia is eighteen years old and when you get close to her, you breathe
those years in, holding them inside your lungs and savoring them till they reach your brain, till
your eyes turn red-red and then you breathe them out, perfumed and warm, and it makes you feel
real good, real nice, real real.
It's because Fabricia is one of those girls who wouldn't give up her life for love, you can
tell. Even so, Syko is obsessed. He thinks about her in the morning and he wishes he were the
brush that passes a thousand times through her hair. He thinks about her in the evening and
wishes he were her shoes so he could feel her feet on his face. He thinks about her at night and
wishes he were her blanket, her sheets, her pillow. But on Wednesday, when he goes over to
Floyd's to get a tattoo on his chest, on the left side (a red heart, bleeding, pierced by a dagger),
the name he asks for is La China's, with its five letters and for the dot of the i, a droplet of blood.
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13.
In the Barrio there are no bosses. In the Barrio we're brothers, homeboys, raza de acá. But Syko
is the most felón and everyone knows it. Nobody says so, we just know.
Here we are with Syko and this time there are more of us, la clica completa. Even the old
guys are here. Even the ones who are whipped, who don’t usually come out because they're with
their viejas. Even them.
“So what's up, socio?” asks Lute.
Syko is not a man of words. He has his verbo and he uses it when necessary. This time he
decides to stay silent.
“That's messed up what happened to Cristina, you know. She might be a slut or whatever
they say, but it's messed up.”
The raza agrees.
“I know who did it,” says Mueras. “I know who did it and I know where he lives and I
know who he hangs out with and they're a bunch of mamones, richboys, pendejos.”
The cholos are meeting at a party at Chemo's, and you can feel that something is burning.
The heat rises in sparks and crackles like old firewood, and the sparks float up to the sky until
they disappear.
Nobody's drunk, nobody's had too much, not yet: that's how serious this thing is.
A patrol car passes by, watching them from the other side of the street. It stays there for a
minute, sizing them up. The cholos look at the fire, the heat, the sparks. Just wait: they can get
out of the car if they're so tough, they can come over here. Just wait. The cholos know when to
stay quiet. A few moments pass and the patrol car leaves. Fucking pigs.
“So what's up, socio?”
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Syko doesn't speak. He opens his mouth and a ring of smoke escapes from his lungs, then
another one, even bigger, then a third.
And silence.
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14.
It's Sunday. La China leaves the house early. She goes downtown with Carlota, just to see what
there is to see, just to hang out, to not be so bored. La China and Carlota look like sisters, short
and chubby, walking close together. They go into stores and look around, have fun. The security
guys who guard the shops don’t stop watching them. Hey, qué onda: as if they were rateras, as if
they were going to steal something.
“Pinche raza.”
Once La China stole some eyeliner. Just because, just so that they wouldn’t be
chingándola, accusing her with their stares. Because if there's one thing she doesn't like it's being
watched like a criminal when they're not stealing ni madre.
They go to El Turco and order two tortas de lomo and some orange sodas.
Carlota pulls out her tobacco and soon she's telling the dirty jokes she hears from her
brothers and making La China crack up.
Then Carlota gets serious.
“Listen, I don't know how to say this, manita.”
Simón, she’ll get straight to the point, à la brava. The two of them are cousins and
practically sisters and Carlota doesn’t beat around the bush: Well, Sufris saw Syko with that girl,
Fabricia, you know, swear to God that's what she said, and, well, I didn't want to tell you, manita,
but that's how it is. She saw them in front of her house: that cabrón really is shameless, he
couldn't care less. He knew that Sufris was watching him, he knew that she was going to tell me,
he knew that I was going to tell you and that's that. What are you going to do, manita?
It was as if someone had thrown a rock at her face.
“Pos no sé,” says La China, “I dunno.”
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And she really doesn't know. This kind of thing happens to all the viejas, neta. Batos are
always doing this shit. And if you live with Syko you know he's no saint, but you're still never
ready for this kind of thing, it’s not like you thought about it beforehand so that you already
know whether you're just going to yell at him or go beat that pinche vieja up, and probably you'll
do both, but for now quiénsabe. Who knows.
“No sé,” says La China again.
She smiles a little, just a little, as if to lighten the mood. But really she's sad like a prune,
wrinkled up inside. Her heart falls to the ground and rolls away down the sidewalk. And Carlota
just doesn't know what to do with her anymore.
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15.
Here’s the deal: if a cholo dies, nobody gives a shit.
If a different bato dies, a yúnior, someone important, then sí, verdad? Then fuck the
cholos, it’s the cholos’ fault, down with the cholos.
We’re not all like that, I don't think. There are quiet cholos who go around with their nice
clothes, their good looks, who don't hurt anyone. They have a few drinks, shoot the shit, hang
out, don't make trouble. They also arrested guys like that. And they didn't respect guys like that,
either. This is oppression, you know, pinche oppression that won't let us live.
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16.
Three years ago, before he met Floyd, Syko got a real ugly tattoo—really bad—of the Virgen de
Guadalupe on his right arm.
Now he's sick of this little virgin and has recently been thinking about taking her off with
a power sander.
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17.
A job is a job.
They called him Rigo and he went out with a lot of girls from the Barrio. It was his only
virtue and his only sin. He wasn’t a drunk, he wasn’t an addict, he wasn’t a con. He was one of
those batos who talks and talks and is boring as hell, but who knows how to talk to morras. Syko
knew him like he knew everyone else, he wasn’t a homeboy, he wasn’t part of the clica, but he
was from around here. He worked in a body shop on the Otro Side. He got up at five every
morning, got in line to cross the border, showed his passport, hauled ass the whole damn day and
got back at like eight in the evening, still with enough left in him to get with two or three women.
He was a bato, what can I say. He couldn’t resist.
She (a Sagittarius) wanted Syko to beat him up.
Strange to see a morra in the garage, chatting with a mechanic about something that
didn’t have anything to do with fixing an engine. She wanted Syko to do her a favor. She asked
him just like that, perfectly calm. On her left hand she had a tattoo that said “Rigo,” with a few
little drops like tears.
“You know the price,” said Syko.
“Ni pedo,” she said. No problem.
And she paid him just like that, perfectly calm, in the old Chevy 57 that used to belong to
his brother. There was no way it wasn’t going to get done now.
“Qué onda, Rigo.”
“Qué onda, Syko, what brings you around here?”
“Your vieja wants me to fuck you up, socio, for being a cabrón.”
“Qué pues, Sykito, I’ve never done anything to you.”
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A job is a job.
You have to keep your word, it’s a question of honor and of professional ethics. The
morra had paid. You can’t not keep up your end of the bargain because then people will talk and
they’ll say Syko is a coward and that’s not right. Syko doesn’t cower. He’s a felón.
The timing chain hit Rigo across face with the finesse of a dancer doing a striptease. Rigo
fell to the ground and got a mouthful of dirt.
Syko didn’t hit him again.
“So forget about that other girl, compita.”
“Sure, no problem,” said Rigo with difficulty, spitting blood.
And then he picked himself up, shook out his clothes, noticed that he had a tooth loose
and went off with the twins, Maritza and Rebe, who had been waiting for him and who, luckily,
who were both nurses.
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18.
This is how Pancho tells it:
On one of the walls outside of the garage, loco, there’s a tag that says:
SYKO PSICO ZAICO • TJ RIFA Y KE
A couple of feds in a new cruiser, no plates, tinted windows. One of them (suit and tie) gestures
towards the grafitti. He’s smoking Bensons.
They get out of the car, go into the garage, call each other “pareja.” They smile at the
same time, walk at the same pace. One of them asks:
“Who’s Syko?”
Kirk Douglas was Spartacus in that badass movie, loco. Remember?
The fed’s gun peeks out of his jacket, flirting, talking to herself, saying: “which one of
these cholos am I gonna shoot first?”
Underneath a car, Syko clenches his trusty timing chain.
Kirk Douglas, with his pointy little beard, was a rebel gladiator who raised an army
against those good-for-nothing Romans.
Pocho is cleaning a crankshaft.
“Who wants to know?” he asks.
The feds don’t stop smiling, one has a toothpick between his teeth; the other one says:
“A girl was raped right around here. We’re looking for witnesses, picking up suspects.”
Tony Curtis was in Spartacus, too.
There are three mechanics in the garage, plus the boss. Syko is checking the transmission
of a Ford Galaxie he cruises around in sometimes. It needs a little grease. He glances at his trusty
9/16 wrench and then over at the feds.
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One of them is heading back to the cruiser to get on the radio, never taking his eyes off
the garage. The one in the suit doesn’t move, uncomfortable now that his partner has left him
alone under the watchful eyes of the mechanics.
Lute and Mueras are working on a Buick with American plates. Blown engine.
Douglas kills Curtis (his own friend, loco!), but not without assuring him first that it’s
better to die like that than suffer the terrible torture of crucifixion.
“There aren’t any rapists here,” says Pocho. “All of my mechanics are fine boys.”
Jean Simmons, as Varinia, was the film’s heroine.
La China is Syko’s wife, you know, and she’s a heroine, too, in my book.
“Which one of you guys is Syko?”
When the good-for-nothing Romans rounded up the good-guy gladiators, they locked
them all up together and asked them, “Who is Spartacus?” The gladiators said, “I am Spartacus, I
am Spartacus, I am Spartacus, I am Spartacus, I am Spartacus, I am Spartacus, I am
Spartacus…”
Syko gets out from under the car, wipes his hands and says:
“I am.”
Lute and Mueras step forward. They say:
“I’m Syko.”
Pocho says:
“I am.”
The feds get confused, walking in step, talking to each other. They raise their cigarettes
up to their mouths at the same time and inhale. Then they both breathe out the smoke.
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The Roman feds pile Kirk Douglas, the gladiators, Lute, Mueras, Pocho, and Syko into
the cruiser.
The garage stays open, loco. Nobody mentions the terrible torture of crucifixion.
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19.
Just like that the family decided to go north.
Just like that La Chinita was in another city, with no friends, without knowing qué onda,
with only her cousin Carlotilla in a school full of kids who didn’t pay any attention to them.
Just like that the two cousins were looking at the Barrio for the first time, eyes wide open.
They walked together to the market. They walked together to the tortillería.
By high school they had lost their ranchero accents. They started to feel more at home,
knew more about the world. They saw that the cholas from the neighborhood were fun to be
around. So they became cholas, too. They sewed their own clothes, did their make-up, why not.
They got more respect that way. There was more dignity in that than in going through life with
no purpose. That’s how they met Sufris, that’s how they met Smiley, that’s how they met Barby,
Susi, Foi, and they were all buenas rucas, they were all compas who would never say no when
you asked them for a favor.
Some cholos were really macizo, acted so cool, so smooth with them, and if they wanted
to dance they were really respectful, even if there was always one bato who would try to go too
far.
Just like that La China and Carlota felt like they belonged.
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20.
When Fabricia is out walking there’s nothing the cholos would rather look at. She’s a real treat,
muy sabrosa, what can I say? Tall, thin, in really tight pants. Sabrosa sabrosa. And of course the
other cholas don’t pay any attention to her, it’s too fucking much that all the batos want to get
with her. They all want to take her to some dark little spot and promise her things they’d never
promise to the other girls, things they’re never even gonna do anyways, but that’ll make Fabricia
so happy to hear that she’ll open her legs and let it all out: everything delicious and warm, just
like the cholos imagine.
But what’s gacho is that Fabricia is really uptight: she doesn’t talk or hang out with
anyone, her friends are people from other neighborhoods. She walks right by all the cholos and
stops at the corner to wait for the bus. The cholos get right down to it. They try to flirt with her
right away: hey, mamacita, psst psst, hey beautiful, mi reina, preciosa, uf uf, I’m right here
waiting.
Fabricia looks at them, a little annoyed and a little indifferent. They don’t get close to
her; they keep their distance. The only brave one is Syko. He stands right next to her and gets on
the same bus.
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21.
“So whatever happened to La China, ése?”
“Seeeepa. They say that after the whole desmadre she kept on working in the maquila,
then she went over to the Otro Side and eventually got hitched to an emigrado. Now she’s
working over there and she never comes back to the Barrio.”
“I mean, come back for what,” says one of the morros. “There’s not shit here now.”
“Seems like it,” says another.
“It’s like the Barrio isn’t even the Barrio anymore, you know what I mean? Like that
shit’s done. Finished. Show’s over.”
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22.
So the Nicte-Ha is the place. There’s nowhere else a cholo can feel at home with his lady and his
music. At home. With the clica. Just shooting the breeze. Relaxed. On Saturdays it opens in the
afternoon and all the cholos and cholas from all the neighborhoods are there.
And if you have compitas from other towns, well, that’s where you can say hello.
And if you have a problem with some guy from another neighborhood, well, that’s where
you can solve it.
Like when, for example, Mareas got with Pato’s ruca. That went too far. She didn’t even
let him know. Pato was really pissed off at his lady and Mareas is like, smoother with the girls,
he knows how to talk to them and isn’t machín.
And Pato and Yanis had been going out for so long.
And Pato had beaten her up two maybe three times. And it was like she liked it. Didn’t
seem to care. Like she liked him even more and she’d started talking about how they were gonna
get hitched, how they were gonna have morritos. I think Pato had even bought the ring, you
know, that’s how serious it was.
And so then Mareas shows up and it’s like he was a magician, or a brujo, he cast a spell
on Yanis and it seemed like she just forgot all about Pato. Really too far. And now they’re totally
inseparable.
And they were all at the Nicte-Ha.
And Pato, of course, really drunk, really stoned, really messed up since Yanis left him.
And, like it’s nothing, she’s dancing with Mareas.
And then the raza starts ribbing him: come on, pinche Pato, what are you gonna do; que
qué pues, go get him, man, we’ll back you up.
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And Pato, obviously, after all that, goes up to the dancing couple, separates them, and
says to Yanis: “I wanna talk to you.”
And Mareas, who can never shut up, says: “Hey, qué pues, socio, relax.”
And then it’s like everyone else smells a fight. Some people leave and some people try to
calm the guys down but it doesn’t work. Once the line’s been crossed there’s nothing anyone can
do: one of them has to fuck the other one up.
And Pato has a knife, and he’ll use it.
And Mareas has a knife, too.
And Yanis is panicking, there’s nothing she can do: she’s not bravucona so she starts to
cry; she doesn’t know what else to do.
And neither one of them backs down.
And the band keeps playing. It was Los Corazones Solitarios, that’s why so many people
were there.
And the situation doesn’t last long, really. It’s over pretty fast because the cops show up,
because the Nicte-Ha’s owners called them, afraid that a bunch of cholos were gonna wreck their
place. Pato doesn’t care and he throws himself at Mareas, stabbing him two three four times until
the bato stops moving and there’s a ton of blood everywhere, pooling on the floor.
And the cops surround Pato. They beat him with their nightsticks, hitting him one two
three.
And they bring him outside, busted up, staggering, half dead. They have to drag him out.
And the raza says: “Qué pues. Why’d they fuck Pato up so bad when all he was doing
was giving Mareas what he deserved?”
And the cops haul ass out of there.
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And the bar closes half an hour early because some pissed off cholos start trashing the
Nicte-Ha, climbing up on the tables, standing on the chairs.
And I don’t think that place was around for much longer, I feel like they closed down
right after, I’m pretty sure.
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23.
Everyone knew Cristina was going out with batos who weren’t from around here. We could see
the nice cars coming through the neighborhood, and the cholos just watched as Cristina got in, all
perfumed and everything, and gave the bato a kiss like she wanted us to see it, and then they’d
leave and wouldn’t get back till the middle of the night. Each time she went out she got home
later than the last time, and you could hear her jefes screaming at her: who did she think she was,
did she think she lived by herself, did she think she was all grown up now. And Cristina would
scream back: leave me alone, I want a better life, would you rather see me acting like a chola, in
the street, with no future…
The next day, she would ask La China to help her sew a new dress or mend some pants.
They would gossip together, chatting like old friends.
After a while she stopped talking to the cholas altogether. When some of her old friends
stopped by to visit her at work, she acted like she didn’t even know them.
“She’s trying to start a fight,” Carlota thought to herself.
They decided that sooner or later they would get her, but they never found the time to do
it.
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24.
The cholos are out for a joyride in the Ford Galaxie.
They drive down Constitución, Revolución, the Madero, Negrete, Ocampo. The low-rider
moves slowly, slowly, little by little. Syko has one arm out the window, his right hand grips the
large steering wheel firmly. When he sees a morra he likes, he starts catcalling her, harassing her
with stories of brief and circumstantial loves.
The ride: thirty centimeters off the pavement, low as can be, ten miles an hour (or much,
much faster, if necessary), chrome rims, impeccable interior and exterior, hydraulic pumps that
go up and down when the driver wants them to, high-fidelity sound system thrusting The Platters
at any wretch who comes near.
And if you don’t like it, too bad.
Ford Galaxie: the best car in the world.
How many cholos can fit in a car this size?
Don’t even ask.
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25.
La China: su esposa su guaifa su jaina su esquina.
It’s not hard to convince the others. Nobody really likes Fabricia because she’s stuck-up,
bitchy, pirujona; the other rucas all agree. Soon everyone is talking about it: la China wants to
get her, it’s as simple as that. They meet up: Sufris, Barbi, Smiley, Carlota, la Ruda, Foi, and
Susi.
La China lays it out and they all understand.
They paint their nails black.
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26.
Johnny lives in San Diego with his parents and studies at Southwestern College. He’s a yúnior.
He spends his Sundays in Tijuana. He comes to see his friends, his girlfriends, to have fun, to
drink, whatever. He drives an LTD. He buys the drinks. He belches. He talks about women: their
tits, their asses. His friends laugh. They say that he’s the nephew of some hot-shot politician. Or
rather, that’s what he says: “If you ever have trouble with the law, whatever it is, I can get you
out of it.” Early on Monday mornings he heads back to San Diego. If you’re looking for him,
he’s not hard to find: on Saturdays, around 8, he’s usually over in the Cacho, outside of Olivia’s
house.
The Ford Galaxie circles the Cacho; the cholos know who they’re looking for.
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27.
“Syko has a serious problem with authority.” That’s what his teachers said to his jefecita to try
and scare her, so that she’d take him out of school and put him to work instead.
So Syko’s real name was José Arnulfo and he had a brother who wasn’t a cholo. Messyhaired, six years older, always getting into trouble with their jefa because he came home really
late and really high.
Syko loved him. He was his brother, he was chingón: he introduced Syko to The Platters,
took him to visit the hookers from Coahuila. His brother knew them all by name: sexy Zuzzette,
sensational Yazmín. But their jefecita kicked him out of the house for being a glue-sniffing,
weed-smoking, drunk-ass mess. She told him that she wasn’t going to support him anymore,
because he was a bum and an addict and his hair looked awful, and she didn’t want him in her
house.
Just like his brother, José Arnulfo has a serious problem with authority, that’s what the
teachers who know he’s the younger son say. His jefecita is worried, she feels ashamed. She
can’t sleep. Finally she takes him out of school and brings him to Pocho so he can learn how to
be a mechanic.
She spends her nights praying for her other son, the disheveled one who never came
back.
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28.
Cristina had never really felt at ease with the cholada. At first she pretended to be one of them
and was friends with La China and the rest of the raza. But then she found her thing outside the
Barrio. She got a job in a bank and started to think she was crema: she started wearing perfume
and high heels. She’d act like that, and then she’d go back with the cholas. But the rucas noticed
that she was different, like she didn’t know what she was looking for. You’re either a chola or
you’re not, it’s not complicated. They told her: if you’re a chola you stay here with us, if you’re
not a chola then you can go home and stop fucking around, we don’t want anything to do with
you.
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29.
Tijuaz-baja-califaz. Akí mero. Barrio 17. Y ke.
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30.
The band was playing that song that goes like this:
Testiga de mi tristeza
luna llena plateada
con tu luz y tu magia
haz crecer nuestro amor.
It was Los Corazones Solitarios, that’s why there were so many people there.
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31.
Sometimes Syko gets depressed. A kind of gloom comes over him and nothing can get rid of it—
not drinking or mota or rucas or The Platters.
So he heads over to Pancho’s house.
His place is a dark room filled with books.
“César Vallejo, loco.”
Sometimes his compas from Tecate are there, too: Róber, who’s a teacher, Gabo, who’s a
painter, and Marco, who works at Teléfonos.
They tell each other stories about the old guys and about the young kids. You remember
that guy, you remember so-and-so? Syko is a Tijuanero. But these Tecas are something else,
what’s up with them.
“César Vallejo, loco.”
Sometimes other cholos show up: Chemo, Mueras, Lute, Chory. They start pissing
everyone off. Qué onda, Pancho, get over here. Qué onda, Marco, what’s up, where’s the yesca:
get it-grind it-roll it-light it-pass it.
Pancho tells them about the old days, the pachucos (those were the good times, when the
raza was tight and didn’t go around doing stupid shit, the only thing that mattered was your lady
and your ride, loco, whatever else could happen right next to you and it didn’t matter, it didn’t
have to do with you). He told them about good movies (Jean Paul Belmondo, Alain Delon,
Warren Beatty, Montgomery Cliff) and about little-old-Vallejo-peruano-prisoner-poet-inventorconstruction-worker. (“Writing is like building a wall, loco, brick by brick.”) The cholos keep a
respectful silence because they know Pancho’s fridge is full of ice-cold bottles and caguamas of
Tecate.
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Then Pancho puts on The Platters.
Then the gloom finally lifts from Syko.
Then, when they’re really loaded, without anyone noticing, Pancho takes out his
extremely scratched Los Cinco Latinos records—they’re like The Platters but in Spanish and
with a woman singer.
The bottles and caguamas run out at exactly three in the morning.
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32.
Someone must have told Fabricia. You can tell because she took one look at the rucas and started
running.
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33.
Nel, there aren’t any cholas here anymore. There are some girls who say they’re cholas, but
that’s just because of the clothes they wear, you know how it is. That’s it. I go to the barrio, I go
to the colonia, y nada. The cholas either got married, or they went over to the Otro Side, or
they’re in jail.
There aren’t any cholas here.
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34.
“Get out of the car, socio.”
Olivia is afraid. Johnny doesn’t know qué pedo. He looks at the big-ass cholo and no way
is he getting out of the car. He rolls up the window, or tries to; Mueras grabs him by his tie and
starts tugging, trying to pull him out through the window. Inside the Galaxie you can see the soft
orange glow of the cigarettes they’re all smoking.
Olivia doesn’t know what to do. At first she acts tough, screaming senselessly and trying
to help her boyfriend. Then she gets scared, jumps out of the car and runs into the house. Johnny
frees himself, opens the glove compartment and the unexpected happens: he pulls out a gun. He
fires two shots into Mueras’s belly.
He takes off, the car screeching, rubber burning against pavement. The cholos run out
and grab Mueras (his eyes wide open, his breathing labored).
Olivia is back out in the street, her father behind her, in his pajamas. The lights come on
in the other houses.
The Galaxie is doing forty, fifty, through the crowded streets of the Cacho. Johnny is
looking for the way out onto the boulevard. Driving nervously, he hits a post, reverses, takes off
again. He’s trying to escape but it’s pointless: the cholos catch up, they hem him in, hitting his
car. Johnny crashes into a wall. The cholos get out. Johnny tries to get out of his car. Run, run,
far away. Too late. They’re moving fast. The gun’s in his hand, he fires and misses. The gun’s on
the ground. They’re punching him. Kicking him. Hitting him with chains. Their blades whistle
through the air. His blood feels warm. Is he dead? Who cares. Kicks. Punches. Heat. Is he
moving? Their kicks are chains. Their punches are blades. Punches that are strong and certain
and the heat that surrounds the night covering everything. It’s time to go. Raza, let’s go. Did
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Syko say that? Sirens. Sirens in the distance, wailing. Simón, Syko says it’s time to go. Raza,
raza, let’s go.
The Galaxie speeds out of the Cacho, stops at the first red light, and merges with all the
other slow-moving cars along the boulevard.
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35.
The Nicte-Ha was the place. That’s where you could have a good time: hang out, have fun. You
could really let loose there, that’s for sure.
Then the Nicte-Ha became a rollerskating rink. Then it was a maquiladora. Now it’s
closed. You can’t go in. It’s closed. Cerrado. Now who knows what the fuck it is.
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36.
It’s not long before the rucas catch up to her, surround her, and La China says: “And you, tú qué,
cabrona.” Fabricia is quiet. She doesn’t say anything as the chinguiza rains down. They pull her
hair, hit her, scratch her, kick her. Their black nail polish leaves marks on her arms and face.
Pobre Fabricia.
She looked so pretty, had made herself up so nicely, wearing her nicest clothes as if she
were going out to a party. They rip her blouse, bloody her nose, leave her black and blue. La
China says: “We’re done here,” and the rucas move out, heading home. There’s nothing more to
say.
Nobody approaches Fabricia. People pass by, look at her from afar, leave her alone. She
doesn’t say anything, doesn’t ask for help. She gets up, fixes her clothes as best she can, and
limps back home. If there was a party, she never made it.
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37.
It was too much for a yúnior. Turns out he was kind of a big deal, the son of I don’t know who,
the nephew of a tough-guy politician, un morro pesado. After that night and for the following six
months, five brand new cruisers—no plates—drive through the Barrio, patrolling.
It was three in the morning when the shots rang out. They were firing at houses, breaking
windows, scaring children. Then there were raids during the day. A cholo would get home from
work and the feds would be there to haul him off to jail and beat him up. Their jefecitas would
go to Public Services to ask about their sons, but no one knew where they were. Some of them
didn’t come back for three weeks. They came back bruised, skinny, fucked up. The cops claimed
they didn’t know anything about it. The papers weren’t interested.
Nobody ever found out what happened to Syko, or Chemo, or the others. It’s been
twenty-five years.
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38.
My ruca doesn’t get it. Just the other day she said, “Ayayay, I feel like you’d rather spend time
with the clica than with me.” Morras don’t understand, you know? I tried to explain but she
didn’t get it. Listen to me, I said, I like being out with the clica, we have a good time, my
homeboys are like my best friends, they’re the ones I go to if I ever need a favor. Listen to me, I
said, with rucas it’s different, it’s another thing.
I don’t even think she tried to understand; the more I explained, the more pissed off she
got at me, asking me why am I always out, why am I always hanging around with the raza and
getting home sp late. And now I had to buy her these flowers, and I put them in a bag so that the
raza wouldn’t see them. I can just imagine: “Hey, qué onda with these florecitas, man are you
whipped or what, qué pues, just slap her around a few times and that’s it.”
They don’t understand. My ruca, what can I say? Hopefully she’s not still angry when I
get home.
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39.
Johnny didn’t die. Some morros say he did, others say he didn’t. They beat him up a bit, sent him
to the hospital and in a couple of weeks he was fine. And so, why all the fuss?
And suppose that they did really fuck him up, suppose that Syko and the clica really did
go too far. Why tanto pedo against the raza, against all the cholos, against all the barrios?
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40.
La China wakes him up with loving words that have changed over time.
“Get up already, pinche güevón. It’s time to go to work.”
The first time they slept together, she used different words:
“Wake up, mijo. Wake up because the day is already starting and there are barely enough
hours in it to spend with you.”
La China didn’t know then that she would marry him. She thought he was just another
Romeo in her life, one of many in her garden. That’s why, after she woke up, she lay there
looking at him for a long time. She didn’t want the same thing to happen with him that had
happened with the others. Nel. She liked him more: the way he spoke without talking, his easy
manner, the way he didn’t smile when he was smiling.
When Syko woke up that first time, he was happy.
“Pinche China, you look like a flower, you look like a little poppy plucked at dawn.”
“No mames,” she said with delicious tenderness.
These sweet nothings are so strange, how they change, how they age:
“Fuck off, China, let me sleep.”
And Syko is usually late to work.
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41.
When they tell Cristina what happened, when they show her the papers, she shuts herself in her
room and starts to cry.
“I’m not a chola,” they hear her say through the door.
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42.
It’s the beginning of winter in the Barrio. The morros leave their corner and take refuge in an
empty lot. They find some old tires and build bonfires in the moonlight. The black smoke rises
up and disappears into the darkness, carried on the air to other neighborhoods.
They pass around a bottle of tequila, rub their hands together, get close to the fire.
The glow hypnotizes them. Sometimes there’s nothing to say and the glow is the only
thing that speaks, the only thing that remembers. The orange and yellow flames lick the tires.
The night gets long, it seems like it will never end.
Eventually someone says it’s time to go. Yeah, simón, it’s time, everyone agrees. But
they linger a while longer waiting for the fire to die. Then the cold picks up, no respect, and it’s
best to get a move on. Tomorrow is a working day.
The farewells are brief.
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The Barrio is the Barrio, socio, and you respect the Barrio. If you don’t respect it, that’s it: if
you’re a cholo we’re done with you, and if you’re not a cholo we’ll kick your ass.
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